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ABS'rRAC'r 

Forces associated with head lifting eftorts as well as mouth 

pressure were measured on four supine normal men, at five 

different lung volumes from FRC to TLC,. and with the head 

positioned at two different heights above the bed. Positio

ning the head at one of tne two heights ( 3cm and lOcm ) pro

vided for a change in length of the sternocleidomastoid (SC~1) 

muscle. 

Graded efforts of head lift, and graded inspiratory pressure 

manoeuvres were executed and corresponding electromyograms of 

the SCM were measured. 

The mass lifted during efforts of head lift under static con

ditions (HSL) was measured with a self-contained transducer 

system located under the head of tne subject. The muscle 

pressures at different lung volumes were obtained from pres

sure transducer records by adding the pressure-volume rela

xation curve to the inspiratory mouth pressure-volume curve. 

The electromyogram of the SCM was obtained from surface elec

trodes, amplified and processed with a smoothing integrator 

to obtain the mean rectified electromyogram (MRE). 

For every subject, the relationships between MRE and MASS 

LIFTED, and between MRE and MUSCLE PRESSURE were linear for 

every lung volume at every head height above the bed ( r2 > 

1v 



0.95 ) • Data from all subjects were put together to form a 

single linear relationship ( MRE vs MASS LIFTED ana MRE vs 

MUSCLE PRESSU~E ) for every head height above the be6. The 

variability was gre~ter at 3cm than at lOcm of head height. 

For both the head lift manoeuvre and the respiratory manoeu

vre, there was a greater variability due tc lung vclun,e, on 

the slope and intercept of the curves at 3cm, than at lOcm 

of head height. Furthermore, more EMG was generated at 10 

em than at 3cm for a constant mechanical output, i.e., hea~ 

lift or muscle pressure. 

Statistical tests were performed on the curves. Sl~pe anu 

intercept of the curves at tifferent lung volumes, for a 

specific manoeuvre anct head height above the bed were not 

significantly different ( p<0.05 ) • The curves at ditterent 

lung volumes were then put together to form a single linear 

relationship for both manoeuvres at both heights. Slope ana 

intercept of the "pooled" curves, at both 3cm and at lOcm, 

were tested for both head lift and respiratory manoeuvres. 

It was founa that the slopes were significantly difterent 

( p<0.05 } while the intercepts were net. Using the input 

variable, MRE, as the common factor, a linear relationship 

between the twc output variables, MASS LlFiLC and MUSCLE 

PRESSURE, was 6etermined at each head height. Interpreta

ti~n of the resulting relationships shows that: 

(a) About 50% of the maximum inspiratory n1uscle 

pressure can be generated without using the SCM muscle. 

(b) Fer the head located at 3cm above the bed, 

the production of muscle pressure from 50% to 100% Pmusc( 

v 




max) corresponds to lifting, with the head, a mass equiva

valent to 4.5 times the head mass, while at lOcm atcve the 

bed, the same respiratory manoeuvre correspcnas to lifting 

a mass equal to 1.3 times the head ~ass. 

(c) Changes in lung volume do not bring about 

as great changes in length of the SCM muscle as do changes 

in head height. 
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CHAPTCR I 


IN'IECDUCTICN 


It has been known fer ffiany years that the contraction ot a 

muscle is accompanied by a substantial electrical activity. 

This electrical activity can be considered as an information 

source ot the muscle activity. By the use of suitable elec

trodes and amplification, the electrical activity of muscles 

can be measured. 'Ihis measured activity is called an elec

tromyographic (EHG) signal. 

It has also been known for many years that the EMC signal 

changes with the length of the studied mu~cle for a constant 

level of contraction, and with the contraction level for a 

constant muscle length. 

The work presented in this thesis was initiated in an effort 

to determine an easy method of measuring the respiratory sta

tus of weak patients in an ICU unit by studying the neck mus

cle called " Sternocleidomastoid ". 

To clearly understand the importance of this study, the main 

reasons why this study will help ICU patients and physicians 
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are diEcused in Chapter II. This chapter mentions the actual 

methcd used by physicians to determine the respiratory status 

cf their ICU patie~ts. It concludes with a ~iscussicn of tte 

benefits a simple method of determining the respiratory status 

of ICU patients can provide to them. 

The muscle studiec was the sternccleidomastoid (SC~) muscle. 

For this reason, Chapter III details the anatomy and physic

logy of this muscle. It also explains its dual functicn and 

its relation to the other neck and respiratory reuEcles. 

The most irr.portant instrunient cf wcrk used in this study is 

the E~iG source signal. The physiology and physical par'-rr.e

ters which are the basis of recorded EMG signals are investi 

gated. ~hese parameters belong to the most recent existing 

model developed by Carle de Luca. This model is preser.teu 

in Chapter IV. It helps to under stand how the recoraed EHG 

is related to the muscle physiology. 

Chapter v details the material used during the experiment. 

This aspect is important because it has been reported in the 

literature that different recording devices have different 

output signals for the same input signal because their elec

trical properties are different. The choice of recording e

lectrodes, their characteristics and their georr.etrical arran

gement relative to the muscle fibres are very important fea

tures and are discussed in this chapter. Finally, the chap

ter outlines the protocol used during the experiment and de

tails the methoas used to analyze the results. 

The results are presented in Chapter VI. In Chapter VII, 

aQ interesting discussion of the results is presented. It 
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outlines the meaningful results, it discusses the weaknesses 

of the experiment; it argues the results presented in chapter 

VI, it explains the SCM dual function frcm the obtained re

sults, and it describes the future steps one should fellow to 

continue the study of the SCl"t muscle. 

The thesis ends with a concluding ctapter, Chapter VIII, out

lining the meaningful conclusions that help to understand the 

SCM dual function. It also explains frcm the final results, 

how the·method used to do the experiment can become a simple 

method to determine the main respiratory function parameter of 

weak subjects, i.e., muscle pressure. 



CHAPTER II 


RBSPIRATORY FUNCTION ASSESSMENT 


STUDY AND ITS IM~O~TANCE 


2.1 Respiratory function a&sessment. 

It has been noted by the clinicians cf the Intensive Care 

Unit of the Hamilton General Hospital that a simple method 

of assessing respiratory function of critically ill patients 

aces not exist. There are twv reasons for this: 

1) these patients require a mechanical ventilatory 

support system, and respiratory function assess

ment is difficult because the respirator must be 

removed from the patient, which in certain cases 

may jeoparaise the patient's life. 

2) These critically ill patients may be fatiguea or 

sleep deprived, and are not equipped to coopera

te in respiratory function assessment. 

One way to assess respiratory function is to ask the pa

tient to deliver a vital capacity (vC) manveuvre, i.e., 

the patient is asked to exhale as much as possible after 

m•king a maximum inhalation, or to deliver a fuaximun: inspi
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ratory pressure manoeuvre under static conditions (MIPS), 

i.e., the patient is asked to inspire as nard as he/she 

can while the airways are blocked. These two manoeuvres 

activate the SCM muscles which are also used for perfor

ming forward flexion of the neck. For an ICU patient, 

forward bending of the neck is equivalent to lifting the 

head off the pillow. This requires less coordination 

and cerebral invol.vment than doing a VC or a MIPS manoeu

vre. 

The proposed study consists of assessing the SCH muscle 

which acts like a skeletal muscle for performing forward 

flexion of the neck, and as a respiratory muscle for per

forming forced inspirations. The ultimate objective of 

this study is to define a correlation between head litt 

and respiratory function. From this correlation, an easy 

method o.r: deter.nining the respiratory status of these pa

tients can be defined. 

2.2 Importance ot the proposed study. 

The respiratory assessment done by the clinicians on ICU 

patients is of primary importance in weaning the patients 

from mechanical respiratory support. A review of nine 

month's caseload throu~h the 15-bed ICU of the Hamilton 

General Hospital, done by J.R. Hewson,r1D, revealed tnat 

599 patients had required mechanical respiratory support 

during their stay in the ICU. Of this total, 361 patients 

had respiratory sup9ort for less than 24 hours, 137 pa
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tients for a duration of 1 to 3 days, 52 for 4 to 7 days, 

21 for 8 to 14 days, and 19 for greater than 14 days du

ration. 

An extrapolation revealed that a total of 800 patients 

would require ventilatory support in the course of a year 

in this ICU. The nine month sample of patients, projected 

to twelve months, indicates that in the ICU almost 1000 

ventilatory days of mechanical ventilatory support are gi

ven to the small group of patients who nave not been wea

ned from ~ecnanical respiratory support by day 14 of their 

respiratory support regimen. 

In this same review of cases, it appeared that the avera

ge occupancy rate of the ICU is greater than 95%, which is 

well above the national standards advised by the Ministry 

of Health and welfare in Ottawa. This clearly indicates 

an overutilization of the ICU resources. uesides, 17.5% 

of tne total available ICU resources have to be utilized 

for the mechanical respiratory support ot patients after 

they have already received 14 aays ot mecha~ical ventila

tory support. It is clear then that prolonged ventilato

ry support is a major problem from a resource utilization 

point of view. 

Prolonged mecnanical ventilatory support also creates 

ventilatory dependence. That is, the patient loses his 

ability to breathe because of a lack of utilization. The 

respirator pushes the air inside the lungs and the patient 

makes no effort. The result of this is tnat the weaning 

becomes much more difficult to perform and demands much 
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mere energy trcrn beth patient ana clinician. 

The weaning consists of reeducating these ventilatory 

6ependent patients how to breathe becauze the breathing 

Kechanisrn is lest. The respirat0ry muscles have teco~e 

atrophic and have lost their cccr6inaticn. 

By defining a simple way of assessing respiratory status 

of critically ill patients, weaning can be p~rfcrmed soo

ner. This will reduce mechanical ventilatory ~ependence 

of the patients, and will improve resource utilization 

of the ICU. 



CHAPTER III 


1HE S~EtECCLEICCMASTOID MDSCLL 

~he sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle is located very su

perficially in the neck. It can be seen and palpated ea

sily. The muscle passes obliquely down across the side of 

the neck and forms a prcrninent landmark, especially when 

contracted. 

The SCM muscle has the shape of the eleventh letter of the 

Greek alphabet, lambda. It has three attachment points. 

Its lower attachment points are the upper part of the ante

rior surface of the manubrium sterni and the upper surface 

of the medial third of the clavicle. These two heads are 

separated at their attachments by a triangular interval; 

but as they ascend, the clavicular head passes behind the 

sternal head and blends with its deep surface below the 

middle of the neck forming a thick, rounded belly. Above, 

the muscle is inserted by a strong tendcn into the lateral 

surface of the mastoid process cf the skull, from its apex 

to its superior border, and by a thin aponeurosis into the 

lateral half of the superior nuchal line, i.e., a slight 
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curved ridge, ~hich runs laterally from the external occi

pital protuberance to the mastoid process of the temporal 

bone. 

The SCM muscle is innervatea ty two sets of motor nerves: 

the eleventh cranial nerve called "The Accessory Nerve ", 

and the cervical spinal nerves C2 and CJ. The Accessory 

Nerve has twc portions: a cranial portion ana a spinal 

portion. The cranial portion derives frcm four to five 

rootlets at the siae of the medulla, runs laterally below 

the vagus nerve (or cranial nerve X) at the jugular fora

men where it is joined by the spinal portion which arises 

from the motor cells in the anterior gray column as low 

as the fifth cervical segment. In order to join the cra

nial portion inside the skull, the spinal portion enters 

the skull through the foramen magnum. Bot·h porticns lea

ve the skull through the jugular foramen. The cranial 

portion innervates the pharynx, the upper larynx, the u

vula, and the palate. 'l'he spinal portion innervates the 

sternocleidomastoid and the trapezius muscles. 

3.2 Physiology. 

3.2.1 Functions of the SCM muscle 

One action of the SCM muscle is to tilt the head towards 

the shoulder of the same side; it also rotates the head so 

as to carry the face towards the oppcsite side. hhen both 

SCM muscles act, the rotation of the hea6 is prevented by 

th• cancellation of the lateral forces, ana the final ac
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tion is the forwara bending of the neck such that the chin 

touches the upper sternum. 

The other action of this muscle is tc help to perform an 

inspiration. ~he SCM muscle is considered to be an acces

sory inspiratory muscle. This functicn does net occur in 

normal breathing ( ~ountcastle 1980 ), but it becomes of 

major importance during forced inspiration and during 

exercise where hyperventilation occurs. In a normal si

tuation both functions are present, but one can voluntari

ly stabilize the head to perform a forced inspiration as 

well as one can voluntarily stabilize the chest to perform 

a forward flexion of the neck. 

3.2.2 I~pcrtance of the other muscles involved. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the SCM ~uscle 

has a dual tunction: it bends the neck forward, and it 

is used as an accessory inspiratory muscle. Other mus

cles are also involved in these functions. 

In forward bending of the neck, three other muscles in 

addition to the SCM muscle are involved: the Longus Colli 

(Sup. Oblique, vertical) muscles, the Longus Capitis mus

cle, and the Scalenes (Anterior, Middle, Pos~rior) mus

cles. The SCM muscle is the prime muscle of the acticn 

(Warwick 1973). ~hese muscles, except for the anterior 

and middle scalene muscles, do not touch the SCM muscle. 

They are located deeper in the neck (Fig. 3.1). 

The same phenomenon occurs during hyperventilation. 

Th• SCM muscle as well as the scalene muscle are acces
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sory inspiratory muscles while the diaphragm muscle and 

the external intercostal muscles are the main inspira

tory muscles (Tokizane 1952}. During normal breathing 

the SCM muscle is net activated while the three others 

are (Raper 1966): the scalene is less activated than the 

external intercostal ~uscles which are less activated 

than the diaphragm muscle (Campbell 1955a, Murphy 1958). 

The order ct activation of the intercostal muscles is 

from the first to the eleventh inte~ccstal muscle (Mur

phy 1958). The SCh muscle is activated during hyperven

tilation to help the other inspiratory ffiUScles to per

form an adequate inspiration tc obtain an appropriate 

gas exchange in the lungs (Campbell 1955b). 1able 3.1 

lists the main muscles involved in both manoeuvres, i. 

e., inspiration and forward bending of the neck. 
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M. owuohyoldeus 
I 

M. d•gastflcus (Venter a11t.) M. gen.oglos~~~ 


Carr,;ago 1hyreo1dea 


M. mylohyo•deus 
M >lylogtossus 

' 

M long•ss. caP•I•~ 

tv:. levalot SCuD, 
M rectus cap. lal. 

Proc transv allan1 

M. long11s. cap"'' 

M. splen•us cap. 

'M. levator scap.M. scalenus me<J.__ 

M. longus cap•••sM. scalenus ant., 

M. omohyo•u, 

1\-l 'r(JlJCLIU'!. 

/..-1 ':.fl'UH... dt•l.}vtt:usl (0tHJ4l). fuHu ~uprudtlvH.. u{. 
m.n .. M. scalen ant 

'~~ lvn; J~ ~..du------· 

M. srrtalus 0111. •,, ' 
I I ' 

M. subclav•us, Spat. coSioclav•cul. 1 1 • '.1. •ntercost. e.t, 
I Lacuna scalena posl.

M. omohyo•<J. (Venrer mf.). ftig. ~moclav•cul. , 
Lacuna scalena ant. 

I 

(Pernkopf 19fil) 

FIGURE 1.1 ~usculatu~e of the neck 

(The unnerllnen muscles are the ones used in both ma
noeuvres, Head Lift and Respiratory Nanoeuvre.) 
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Name Origin Insertion Action Nerve 

Lon~us Capitis Ant. tubercle, 
Trans. nrocess 
vertebrae Cl-6 

Basilar part 
of occipital 
bone 

?lexes head C1,2,l 

Lon.llus Colli 
Sup. Oblique 

Ant. tubercle, 
Trans. process 
vertebrae Cl-5 

Tubercle on 
ant. 9rch of 
Atlas 

?lexes neck, 
sli~ht rota
tion of cer
vical part. 

C2-7 

Vertical Bodies of ver
tebrae CS-7, 
Tl-'3 

Bodies 
C2-4 

of Flexes neck C2-7 

A.nt. Scalene Ant. tubercle, 
rrrans. !)rocess 
vertebrae Cl-6 

Scalene tu
bercle, rid
ge on upper 
first rib 

Bends neck, 
Raises 1st 
rib 

CS-8 

l•iid. Scalene Post. tubercle 
':'rans. process 
vertebrae C2-7 

Upper 1st 
rib, behinri 
subcl9v. 
groove 

Bends neck 
Raise first 

rib 

CS-8 

Post. Scalene Post. tubercle 
Trans. process 
vertebrae CS-7 

Outer 2nd 
rib 

Bends neck, 
Raises 2nd 
rib 

C6-8 

Sternocleido
mastoid 

Sternum, 
Clavicle 

fo';astoid 
cess of 
skull 

pro
the 

Benns head 
to same side 
Rotates head 
Raises chin 
to opposite 
side, to.lle
ther bend 
head forward 
+ elevate 
chin. ·\.Jhen 
head stabili 
ze, it eleva 
tes sternum 
+ clavicle. 

Accesso
ry (YI) 
spinal 
part,i.e. 
C2-4, 
C2 and 
Cl 

TABLE 1.1: t~:ain muscles involved in forwarn 
bencting of the neck and in forced 

insnirA.tion 
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TABLE 1.1: (continuin~) 

Name Ori~in Insertion Action Nerve 

External 
intercostal 

(11 pairs) 

Diaphragm 

Lower bar
der of rib 

Xiphoid pro
cess of the 
sternum, Ribs 
7-12, Lumbo
costal arches 
and crura 

In upper 
border of 
rib below 

Central 
tendon 

Elevates rib 
below 

Descent of 
the central 
tendon 

Intercostal 
nerve$ T1
T12 

C4, (also 
C1 and C5) 



CHAPTER IV 


,'l'HE EMG SIGNAL 

4.1 Introduction 

The electrcffiyographic signal obtained frcm an active reus

cle is essentially the surerr.ation of the activities of a 

large number of physiological units. To effectively use 

this signal as an information source, a kncwledge of the ba

sic structural and functional units in striated muscle is re

quired. 

This chapter briefly reviews the characteristics of each 

physiological unit. In addition to giving a brief description 

of the electrical events, a model of the myoelectric signal 

will be presented in order to define the mathematical expres

sions of the mcst used parameters of the myoelectric signal, 

i.e.: (a) the mean rectified value, (b) the mean integrated 

rectified value, and (c) the root-mean-squared value. E' inal

ly, a brief discussion of the models of the Force-LMG relation

ship will be given. 
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4.2 Physiology of the nerve and the muscle. 

4.2.1 The nerve cell and its action potential. 

The nervous system is composed of two different parts: (a) 

the central nervous system which controls the voluntary actions, 

and (b) the peripheral nervous system which controls the reflex 

actions and controls certain functions (Somatic and Autonomic ner

vous system) • The nerve cell is the ba~ic element of any nervous 

system. It is composed of three parts: (a) the dendrites, (b) the 

body, and c) the axon. The dendrites are small, less than lOum dia

meter, and numerous. They transmit the intormation they receive 

to the cell body which is the living part of the nerve cell. It 

contains the nucleus and when it dies, the whole cell dies with it. 

The axon is unique in the nerve cell. It transmits the infor

mation it receives from the cell body to the dentrites of the 

following nerve cell, or to the muscle fibres of a muscle. 

Since our main interest is in the EMG signal, total attention 

will be directed to the nerve-muscle transmission of the ac

tion potential (AP). At its end point, the axon is divided 

into 3 to 150 terminal branches. The diameter of the axon 

varies between 1 and 20um, and its length can reach one meter. 

The nerve fibres whose axonal diameters are more than 2um are 

called myelinated fibers because their axon is covered with 

myelin. This myelin is positioned at interval of 1 to 2mm a

long the length of the axon. 'l'he uncovered parts are called 

nodes, and the covered parts are called internodes. 'l'he other 

nerve fibers (less than 2um diameter) are called non-myelina

te.o fibers. 'l'he action of the myelin will be discussed later. 
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The information transmitted through a nerve cell is ~i~fly 

a depolarization precess which is transmitted alcng the nervE 

cell. This depolarization precess ~llcws the prcpag~ticn ct a 

current along the cell. The skin of the nerve cell is a tili 

pid layer membrane. 1his membrane offers a very high resistan

ce to the passage of electrical current, and has a biological 

capacitance of about luFjcm2. At rest, the nerve cell is in a 

state of active equilibrium. With the help of a sodium (na+)

potassium (K+) active pum~ which keeps the K+icns inside the 

cell and the Na+outside the cell, the nerve cell sustains a 

resting membrane potential (Vm) of about -90 mV (inside rela

tive to outside). The transmembrane potential (Vm) can be ex

pressed as: 

Vm = ( 4 .1) 

where P =permeability of the ion, F = Faraday's cons

tant, 1 = absolute temperature, and R = gas constant. 

The expression "RT/F ln" can be replaced by "60 log ... The 

above equation is called the "Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz " equation 

or the "GHK" equation. 

When the nerve cell is excited, biochemical phenomena, still 

unknown, increase the membrane permeability to these ions by 

opening different channels and by letting the ions flow 

through them. Investigators believe that there are specific 

channels for specific icns (Selkurt 1976). The driving force 

existing, wt.en the nerve cell is at rest, attracts the t-:a+in

side the cell and pushes the K+ outsiae the cell. This phenc

me.(lon first induces an increase of the sooium conductance (G )
Na 
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which de~olarizes the nerve me~brane towards zero millivolt 

tc reach an overshoot of +30mV. During that time, a slew ir. 

crease in the potassium conductar.ce (GK ) starts to rer,olari 

ze the cell. The reak of CK is reacheG aiter the GNa peaK 

so that an overshoot of +30mV could be reached. After ~ 

few milliseconos, the Na+--k+ pun.p is activated to continu.e U:e 

repolarization ot the nerve membrane to its resting value ot 

-90mV after a period of hyperpolarization due to the potassiun. 

flow. The phenomenon just described is calle~ an Action Po-. 

tential (AP). This AP is generated at every axon-dendrite sy

napse ana propagates along the nerve cell. The propagation 

along the axon can be continuous cr saltatory. The continuous 

conduction is a slow conduction ( l-5m/s ) fcunc in the ncn

myelinated fibres. The saltatory con6uction ( 50m/s ) is a 

characteristic cf the myelinated fibres. 

The ac ticn pot€: ntial (AP) is an all or none phenorue r.vr .• 

When the aepolarization of the nerve membrane reaches a thres

hold potential, the depolarization is auto~atic and instantaneous. 

This characteristic is useful for the propagation of the AP. 

Each pcint of the nerve membrane which is in contact with the 

extracellular medium becomes depolarized if the threshold is 

overcome. Because ot this, the local depolarization, with 

local currents, is propagated along the non-myelinated fibres 

while it is from node to node in the myelinated fibres. The 

myelin provides a very good electrical insulation. Depolari 

zation cannot occur in the internode space. when an AP train 

reaches a muscle, it depolarizes many muscle fibres synchro

no_ijsly. 'l'hese muscle fibres belong to a motor unit. 

http:conductar.ce
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4.2.2 The motor unit. 

The motor unit (Fig. 4.1) is the functional unit of the 

motor sy stern. It is composed of one n•o toneur en and rr.uny r..us

cle fibres (3-150) • The nult'ber of muscle f ibre:s in one Itotcr 

unit is determined by the function of the whole: muscle. ~us

cles controling fine movements and adjustments have the ~roal

les t number of muscle fibres per me tor unit ( eg. eye ball r.~us

cles), while larger muscles producing gross movements have a 

larger number of muscle fibres per meter unit (eg. limb mus

cles) • 

~he same muscle contains motor units ct differe~t size. 

Larger motor units may consist of a larger number ct muscle 

fibres, or the muscle fibres themselves may be larger (dE Bruin 

1976). When a muscle contracts, it 6ces so smoothly. ~he mus

cle fibre~ cf the same motor unit contract synchronously while 

the muscle fibres of different notor units contract asynchro

nously. 

4.2.3 lhe neuromuscular junction. 

The muscle fibre contraction is the mechanical result ot 

the muscle fibre rr.embrane depolarization. In orcer to reach 

the muscle fibre and cause a muscle fibre action potential, 

the nerve action potential (AP) has tc pass through the neu

romuscular junction (Nt-JJ) or End Plate. 'lhe NMJ is the in tcr

tace between the meter nerve en~ing and the muscle fibre. It 

serves as an impedance matching device to provide: sufficient 

cu,rent to drive the muscle fibre ~embrane beyon6 threshold. 
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Figure 4.1 Scheme 	 of a motor unit. 

(Basmajian, 1974) 
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~he transmission cf the nerve AP frcm the presynaptic membra

ne to the pcstsynaptic memtrane is essentially chemical. ~he 

nerve AP makes the presynaptic vesicles, with the help of the 

calcium icn, liberate acetylchcline (ACh) which makes the 

transition across the synapse gap, seFarating the nerve and 

the muscle fibre rnembranes. After ACh binds to the postsynap

tic receptors, located on the muscle fibre membrane, the per

meability suddenly increases to Na+ and K+. 'Ihese cations mo

ve according to their concentration and electrical gradient 

causing a depolarization of the me~brane beyond threshold, 

which induces a self-propagating i~pulse called the End Pla

te Potential (EPP). ~he delay for producing a EPP is ~round 

1.2msec. of which U.7msec. is required for the synaptic trans

mission. 

4. 2.4 The muscle titre. 

'lhe muscle fibre is the basic ccmponent at a meter ur.it, 

and is also the basic structural unit of contraction. Unaer 

a microscope, the muscle fibre is a fine threa~ with a Ciame

ter varying from 10 to lOOum, and a length that can reach 3Gcrn. 

Once the EPP is generated, the depolarization propagates 

in both directions from the end plate, located in the middle 

of the muscle fibre, at a speed of Sm/s. The delay frorr the 

NMJ to both ends is around Smsec •• 

The depolarization of the muscle fibre membrane by the con

ducted impulse is followed by a brief phasic contraction of 

the ntuscle fibre, a twitch, followed by a rapid ana complete 

relaxation. 'Ihe duration of the twitch and of the relaxaticn, 
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from a few ~sec. to 0.2 sec., depencs on the tyfe of fibres 

involved. 'lhere are twc types of r.1uscle fibres: (a) tbe tast 

twitch fibres, and (b) the slew twitch fibres. A n1usc le ccr. 

tains beth types cf fibre, wbile a r"ctcr unit contains only 

one type of n.uscle fibre. Consequently, tt.ere exists: (a) 

fast twitch meter units, and (b) slow twitch meter units (Bas

m a j ian 197 4 ) • 

4.3 Medel for the myoelectric signal 

4.3.1 Intrcaucticn 

A muscle can contract in three different ways. It can fer

form: (a) an isometric contraction, i.e., the muscle generates 

a tension while its length is fixed, (b) a concentric contrac

tion, i.e., the muscle generates a tension while its length is 

shortening, and (c) a eccentric contraction, i.e., it generates 

a tensicn while its length is lengthening (Knuttgen 1982). 

Many investigators have studied muscle function using a 

technique called "Electron~yography" which records, with the 

use of various type of electrodes, the electrical event which 

induces a known mechanical event, i.e., a contraction. 

The model presented in this section summarizes the wcrk 

done by Carlo de Luca whose contributions (196G-1979) were ve

ry important in modelling the myoelectric (MC) signal. The 

derived expressions are only applicable to the ME signal as it 

exists en the surface of the active muscle fibres. The conduc

tive medium between the motor unit fibres and the recording site 
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is condidered to be purely resistive. The expressions do not 

take into account the tiltering effect ot the vlE signal cau

sed by the muscle tissue, fascia, fat, skin, and recording 

electrodes. This allows simple addition of the motor unit 

potentials. The model presented in this section will also 

give mathematical expressions for three out of four parame

ter s used by investigators to describe the t1E signal during 

a constant force isometric contraction: {a) the mean recti

fied value, {b) the mean integrated rectified value, ana (c) 

the root-mean-squared value. The fourth parameter, the po

wer density spectrum, describes an entirely new method of 

analysing the ME signal. This method has not been used to 

study the SCM muscle and will not be described. 

The description of the model will be divided into tnree 

parts. The first part will describe the formation of the 

motor unit action potential {MUAP). 'rhe second part will 

discuss the motor unit action potential train (MUAPT) and 

its main parameters. I'he third part will explain how the 

MUAP·r 's are added together to form the ME signal. 

4.3.2 'l'h e t1UA.P 

The depolarization of tne muscle fibre membrane, from its 

resting potential ot about -85mV, results. in a brief monopha

sic wave of 2 to 4 msec. duration. Tne propagation of the 

muscle fibre action potential, at a speed of about 5m/s, is 

seen by bipolar recording electrodes, located in the vicini

ty of the muscle fibre and arranged in a parallel alignment 

relative to the fibre, as a biphasic action potential. The 
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time duraticn cf this acticn pctenti~l depend£ en the dist&n

ce between the twc electrcdes. Its amplitude depen6s on the 

1radius [a] of the muscle fibre, [ V = ka •7 where k is a cc..ns

tant (de Luca 1979)], the distance [C] between the muscle fi 

bre ana the recording site, [ V = k/D where k is a constant 

(de Luca 1979) ], and the filtering properties of the electro

des. 

Since the nerve action potential depolarizes quasi-synchro

nously all the muscle fibres of a mater unit, the resultant 

signal seen at the recording site, the HUAP symbolized by 

h( t) (Fig. 4 .2), will constitute a spatial-temporal superpo

sition of the contributions of the individual muscle fibre 

action potentials. 

The shape of the MUAP will generally vary aue to the unique 

geometric arrangement of the motor unit fibres with respect 

to the recording site. The amplitu6e varies from a few uv 

to lOmV peak to peak with a typical value of 300uV. The num

ber of phases may vary from one to four: 3% monophasic, 49% 

biphasic, 37% triphasic, and 11% quadriphasic (reported by de 

Luca 1979). 

4.3.3 'Ih e t-1UAPT 

The MUAPT represents a sequence of MUAP's produced by the 

same motor unit during a sustained muscle contraction. lt 

can be described by its inter-pulse intervais (!PI's) and the 

shape of the MUAP. 

The 	assurr.pticns made to create the MUAPT model are: 

1) the IPI be tween every HUAP of one MUAPT rem a ins cons
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MOTOR UNU ACTION POTENTIAl 

FIGURE 4.2: Schematic representation of the 
~eneration of thP motor unit ac

tion potential 

(ne Luca 1979) 
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tant 

2) the shape cf the HUAP 's rentains constant 

Manns et al (1977) reported a change in the firi~g fre~uency 

(the rec ipr ccal cf I PI) toward lew fr eq ue nc ies, as a function 

of the contracting time, ~uring a constant-force iscmetric 

contraction. Many ether investigatcrs refcrted a cha~ge in 

firing rate during an isometric contraction. 'Ihis goes a

gainst the first assumption. However, it is very diftic~lt 

tc record only one MUAPT such that it is 6istinguishable. 

The myoelectric signal recorded using electrodes is mostly 

compcsed ct several t·iUAPT's. Ccnsequently, the inaivid.ual 

firing rates Xi(t) cannot be measured. Tc overcome this 

barrier, de Luca (1968) (reported by de Luca 1975) intrG<Ju

ced the concept of the generalized firing rate X(t). It is 

defined as the mean value of the firing rates of the ~iUAPT's 

detected during a contraction. This value represents the 

constant firing rate of cne MUAPT. 'l'he IPI 's between two 

adjacent MUAP's in the same MUAPT have a tendency to be sta

tistically independent (de Luca 1975), but this independence 

of adjacent pulses is not as strong as that between every 

other pulse in the same train. 

[!; dx] 
-1 

). ( t) s pX (X, t) ( 4 • 2) 

where x represents the inter-pulse interval, and p (x,t),
X 

the probability distribution function fitted from a IPI 

histogram (de Luca 1979). 

-· The second assumption can be fulfilled if the following 
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conditions are re~pectcd: 

1) the ~eometric relationship between tne electrodes 


and tne active muscle fibres remains constant 


2) the properties of the recording electro~es de not 


change 

3) 	 there are no signiticant biochemical changes in we 

muscle tissue because that could affect the muscle 

fibre conduction velocity and the muscle ti~sue 

filtering properties. 

The first two conditions can be verified for short recor

ding time. 'l'he third condition cannot be verified but one 

can suppose that such biochemical changes occur in muscle 

and neuromuscular junction diseases. 

It would be extremely difficult to give a unique matne

matical description of the MUAP because there are many oossi

ble shapes. Thus, to uniform the shape, it is convenient, 

from a :aathematical point of view, to decompose tne ~'4UA.P'l' in

to a sequence ot Dirac delta impulses c5(t-t1k) (Fig. 4.J) 

which pass through a linear system whose im?ulse res~onse is 

h1{~. The expression t1k represents the time location of 

the impulse and the subscript i represents the i th totUAP'r. 

The resultant MUAP can be expressed as: 

( 4 • 3) 

The motor unit is a 9ny sical system h(.t-u) = 0, t < u (i.e. it 

does not respond before an input pulse is a~pliea at the N~J). 

'I'h_~ variable tk can be expressed as: tk = ·~-\1 for k, 1 = 1,
f:=t 
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2, ••• ,n ~here x expresses the IPI. Finally the MUAPT, repre

sented by the sumrration of the MUAF's, can be expressed as: 

n 
u . ( t) = L:h.<t-tk> ( 4 • 4 ) 

~ k•l ~ 

where n represents the total amount of IPI's in the ~UAFT. 

The description of the distribution of x is f~r beyond the 

purpose of this chapter. A more complete treatreent is given 

by de Luca (1975). 

Now that the two ti~e dependent elements characterizing 

thelw'lUAPT are known: (e) X(t) and (b) h(t), the exr:-ressiuns 

for the two most commonly used parameters of the ME signal 

(at the MUAP'l' level), i.e., the mean rectified value anc tLe 

root-rr~ean-squared value can be given. 

Mean rectified value: 

.. 
L[ (u.(t)l l = Jx.(t) (h.(t-t)l dt ( 4 • 5) 

1 0 1 1 

Root-mean-squared value: 

( MS [ u . ( t) l ) i ( 4 • 6) 
1 

Fer the convolution expressions such as these in the atove 

equations, the MUAP, h (t), can be conveniently represente~
i 

by a Dirac delta impulse, oi(t), multiplied by a constant 

that is esual to the area of the MUAP. From this approxi

mation, the above expressions are greatly simplified to: 
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( 4 • 7) 

HS[ u.(t) ] ~ Ai(t) h~(t) ( 4 • 8)
1 1 .. tJ/1

2 
'hhere lh;{t)f =lih;(t)l dt and hi { t) = ~~{t) dt. 

·o lol 1. 

This approximation introduces an er rcr less than 0.001% 

(de Luc a 19 7 5 ) ( Fig • 4 • 4 ) • 

4.3.4 '!"he ME signal 

The ME signal m(t,F) (Fig. 4.5), fer a constant fcrce 

isometric contraction F, is modelled as a linear, s~atial 

and temForal summation of all the MuAPT's oetecte~ by the 

electrode. 'Ihe signal rr.p( t, F) is not observable. ~hen tile 

signal is cetected, an electrical noise n( t) is ir.troduceC:, 

and the filtering properties cf the reccraing electrode r{t) 

and possibly ether instruffientation affecting mp{t,F) are also 

introduced. The resulting signal, m{t,F), is the observable 

ME signal. ihe derivation cf the follcwing expressicnE ~ssu-

mes that: (a) the noise, n( t), is negligible, and (b) tt.e et-

feet of the recoraing electrodes and instrumentation rerr.ain 

constant with time ( m(t,F) = mp(t,F) ) (Stulen 1978). 'lhese 

considerations can be realized with proper ex per irr.ental r:rc

cedures. 

!">C•The ME signal can be expressed ....... 


s 
m(t) =~u .(t) ( 4 • 9). ,

1.::1 

The subscript F was re~ovea because it only indicutes the fer
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61t··t.J 	 u(t)c--..h'llI I _L
·-.:- . L Jt--·n-y-r-··


:·xl : 
• IPI : 

FIGURE 4.1: Schematic model for 	the MUAPT 

(~e Luca 1979) 

FIGURE 4.4: Explanation of some of the terms in the 
expressions in the text. 

(rie Luca 1979) 
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FIGURE 4.5: Schematic representation of the 
model for the ~eneration of the 

ME sl~nal. 
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ce at which the isometric contraction was performed and there

fore, adds notning to the analysis. 

As demonstrated in Appen~A, the correlation function 

is used to defined the main parameters of the ME signal 

( Fig. 4 • 6) • 

Mean rectified value: 

s 

E [ Im< t) I 1 = A ( t)L:lh i < t>l + J <t) (4 .10) 

i=1 

where lh1 ( tll =£1:1 ( tll dt, and where J ( t) is a non positive 

term which represents the cancellation of l-tUAP 's super imposed 

with a 180°phase shift. 

Mean integrated rectified value: 

1
.. 'I 

E[ lm(tll dtl ·lc[ lm(t)l 1 dt (4.11) 

0 0 

Root-mean-squared value: 

s 

rms[m(t)] = '>.(t)f~~(t) ( t) ) i ( 4 0 12). .....__ 
1=1 

where and where the second term withinh~(t) =J(=~(t) dt, 

the parenthesis represents the synchronization of the MUAPr's, 

v < s. Furthermore, c1_j ( t) =1~1 ( t+T1j ) hj ( t) dt. 1'he de

tails of these expressions are p~esented in Appendix A. 

This general model, including the mathematical expressions of 

its main parameters, defines the ME signal during a constant-

force isometric contraction. The basic function is the auto-

c~~relation function of the ~E signal (Appendix A) • Many as
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MEAN RECTIFIED AND AMS VALUES 

E(tm( T,tp)l] 

VARIANCE OF THE RECTIFIED SIGNAL 

PIGURE 4.6: Theoretical expressions for parameters 
of the ME si~nal anrl their relation to 
ohysiological correlates of a contrac

ting: muscle. 



sumptions have teen usee tc define this mcdel. Heanwhile, tJ:-,e 

parameters, presented in this model, are dependent en: (a) 

the firing rate, A(t), of the motor units, (b) the nun.bu cf 

meter ur,it action potential trains (r-1UAPT's) corr.prising tbe 

ME signal, (c) the shape of the MUAP, and (d) the nu~ber ct 

synchronized hUAPT's. 

The approach used thus far has been directed at relating 

the measurable parameters of the ME signal to the tehavicr ot 

the indiv ioual MJAI-T 's. However, when the recording electro

des detect a large number of MUAPT's (greater than 15 (de 

Luca 1979)), such as would typically be the case fer surface 

electrodes, the law of large numbers can be involved to con

sider a s irr.pler , rr.ore limi teo approach. In such cases, the 

ME signal can be effectively represented as a signal witt a 

Gaussian distributea amplitude. By using this approach, it 

has been derocnstrated that the mean rectified value of the 

ME signal can be expressed as: 

E[lm(t) Jl = "2;.,.' u(t) (de Luca 1979) (4. 13) 

where u(t) is the standard deviation of the amplitude distri

bution. 

4.4 The Force-EMG relationship 

Considerable contusion see~s tc exist regarcing the rn~the

ma~ical relationship between the IEMG and the force produced 
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in hu~an ffiUscle contraction. Theoretical ccnsi~eraticns sug

gest that the LMG recoraings frcrn surface electrodes rerresc~t 

a very con~lex suffi~ation of varying numbers of meter unit 

acticn potentials which vary tcth in size an6 in ~ave fer~. 

Using certain siniplifying assun.pticns such as: {a) tf.e .JC:.cp

tion of an arbitrary biphasic, symmetrical impulse to represent 

the muscle fibre action potential, {b) no cancell~ticn, and (c) 

no synchronization, it has been suggeste6 that the most likely 

relationship would be one in which the IEMC (either rffis or ave

rage values) ~ould vary as the square root of the force (Moore 

1967). Actual observations of the relationships have most cf

ten led to report a linear relationship (Hu6gins 1979, llof 

1977) but scme investigators have reported curvilinear rel~

tionships with ILt-lC varying in positively accelerated fashion 

as force cf contraction increases {Komi 1975, Zuniga 1969). 

Furthermore, among the curvilinear relationships, a few have 

been decomposed into two parts: (a) a linear relationship in 

the submaximal force range, and (b) a non-linear relationship 

in the force range closer to the maximal voluntary contrac

tion (Kuroda 1970, Zuniga 1969). 

The Force-EMG relationship is net unique and varies from 

muscle to muscle. workers who studied the Force-EMG relation

ship in situations in which only one muscle could be involved, 

as Lawrence (1983), fauna a linear relationship. ~hen, on the 

other hand, the muscle under stuay is one of a group ot syner

gists, often a considerable controversy about this linearity 

exists in literature (Kudora 1970, Komi 1976, Lawrence 1963). 

E~,n the biceps brachii, a muscle that is very often use6 in 
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this kino ot study and for which rather different Fcrce-LMG re

lationships are repcrt~d, clearly f~lls in this category as it 

is a synergist of the brachialis an6 the brachioradialis ffius

cles fer elbch flexion (Zuniga 1969). 

All this controversy leads one to believe that the Force

EhG relationship is aetermined by the muscle unoer investiga

tion. A variety cf phenomena that may contribute to the mus

cle-dependent difference in the Fcrce-r.:MC relationsi:ip can tc 

identified. Sorr.e ot them are: 

1) motor unit recruitment and firing rate properties 

2) relative amounts and lccaticr. of slow-twitch <:~nu 

fast-twitch muscle fibres within the muscle 

3) cress talk frcrr. ME signals cf a~jacent muscles 

4) agonist-antagonist muscle interaction 

5) viscoelastic properties of the muscles. 

The viscoelastic properties of the muscles, althoush they 

may be an influential factor, remain difficult to verify. 1he 

agonist-antagonist muscle interaction is important during i 

sometric contractions where the joints have to be stabilize6. 

the net force produced is usually assumed tc be linear with 

respect to the agonist muscle of interest. However, this re

lationship may be modified by numerous factors such as joint 

angle, limb position, and pain sensation. The electrical 

cross talk frcm adjacent muscles is unquestionably a possible 

factor and cannot be eliminated. This factor is cf prime im

portance when one uses bipolar surface electrodes becau~e 

they detect MUAPT fields from a large volume. 

'Ihe relative amounts ana location of slow-twitch ana fast 
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twitch muscle fibres within a muscle is very important. The 

fast-twitch fibres have a larger diaffieter than the slow-twitch 

fibres (Lawrence 1983). Since the amplitude of the hE signal 

is dependent on the dian.eter of the muscle fibre (de Luca 1979), 

a different MC signal amplitude will be recorded whether slew

twitch or fast-twitch fibres are used during the contractions. 

The larger meter units (containing the larger diameter fast 

twitch fibres) are preferentially recruited at high force le

vels according to the "size principle" (Hilner-Brc~;,;n 1973b}. 

Therefore, the relative location of the fast-twitch fibres 

with in the muscle and with respect tc the recording electroc.;es 

determines how the electrical signal from these meter units af

fects the surface NE signal. 

The motor unit recruitment and firing rate prorerties n.ust 

net be neglected. Larger muscle fibres have higher thresholds 

of excitation (Milner-Brown 1973t). They are recruited at 

higher force levels. Moreover, recruitment has much less eftect 

at high force levels than the firing rate (Kuroda 1~70). It has 

been suggested that the recruitmEnt ct more ~otor units shcul~ 

cause a linear increase of force, since the nwnber ot the activa

ted fibers is directly related to the force (Moore 1967). this sug· 

gests that each muscle fibre in a muscle exerts nearly the same a

mount of force at any given frequency of stimulation. Conse

quently this suggests that the non-linearity in the Ecrce-ENG 

reltionship is due to the firing frequency alene since it gives 

a saturation of the output force with increasing frequency. 

The controversy in the literature shews clearly that each stu

dy.is unique and cannot be reproduced. The electrode arrange
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ment is a crucial factor wtich affects the Force-EMG relation

ship tre~endcusly. Once the electrcdes are ren,cvea, it is quasi

impossible to put them back exactly the way they were. The Fcr

ce-EMG relationship can vary from linear to highly non-linear 

with different slopes, and no evidence has teen presentee that 

any one relationship is most correct. 
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MATERIAL A~D PRO~OCOL 

5.1 Intrcducticn 

Sur face e lectrorr.yog r aphic (Er-iC) signalS, mass lifted 

with tne head, and total inspiratory pressure generated by 

the SCM rruscle were recorded at varicu~ levels of voluntary 

isometric contraction and at different lung volun.es. 

This chapter serves as a description of the experimen

tal procedure including the experimental instrumentation, pro

tocol, data collection and data management. 

5.2 sutjects 

Four ncrmal male volunteer~ (ages 24 to 25 years) were 

studied. See Table 5.1 for a full description of the sutjects. 

All volunteers were aware that the experirrental prcce~urc was 

net invasive, and only surface electrodes were to be in con

tact with the skin. 

5,3 Instrun·entaticn 

http:volun.es
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SUBJECT SEX AGE HEIGHT BODY MASS HEAD MASS MAX. MASS IC vc 

em Kg Kg LIFETD(Kg) Liters Liters 


LT M 24 185.0 74.8 4.6 12.6 4-13 5.28 


PM M 24 174-0 77.0 5.3 17.1 3-53 4-03 


AS M 24 170.0 73 .o 4.6 23.6 3-25 3-75 


cw M 25 166.5 54.2 4.6 9.6 2.55 3-25 


TABLE 5.1: SUBJECT DESCRIPTION 
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The instrumentation used during the experiment can be 

divided into three main sections: (a) the instrumentation u

sed to record the EMG signals, (b) the instrumentation used to 

record head lift, and (c) the instrumentation 'used to record 

mouth pressure and lung volume. 

The block diagram of Figure 5.1 shows the total instru

mentation used to record EMG. The input transducer was two 

Beckman Ag-AgCl bipolar surface electrodes. They were located 

on the belly of the SCM muscle right in tne middle of the neck. 

They were arranged in a parallel alignment with respect to the 

fibres. The diameter of the electrodes was 4mm, ana the dis
. 

tance from cent3r to center was 14mm. The skin was rubbea with 

alcohol and a chloride paste was used in order to reduce the 

total electrode impedance. The wires of the pair of electrodes 

were twisted with each other to reduce the 60Hz magnetic coupling. 

Ag-AgCl electrodes have interesting characteristics: {a) low 

impedance, (b) low noise, and (c) non-polarizable, i.e., rever

sible. However, they have two main drawbacks: (a) they are cur

rent limited InA ) , and (b) they produce a steady potential 

resulting in a de offset that must be removed during calibra

tion, or through AC coupling. 

The choice of an electrode is very important. There are 

five main types of electrodes used by investigators: 

1) Monopolar needle 

2) Coaxial needle 

3 ) Bipolar needle 

4) Bipolar fine wire 
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BATTERY 
POWER SUPPLY 1,

INPUTMEASURED • BAND-PASS FILTERTRANSDUCERSYSTEM l PREAMPUFIER(Recording (10 Hz - 10K Hz)
X 1000(SCM) electrodes) 

TAPE .. LPF OF TAPE LOW GAIN 1L 

AMPLIFIERRECORDER (1.25K Hz)RECORDER 

LOUD SPEAKERSf~ 
l POWER SUPPLY ! ~ OSCILLOSCOPE: 

! 
CHART LOW GAIN DEMODUlATOR 

RECORDER AMPLIFIER (Rectifier 
Integrator) 

POWER SUPPLY I 
+ 15 Volts 

FIGURE 5.1 INSTRUMENTATION USED TO RECORD m~G 
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5) Dipolar surface 

A detailed discussion of these el~ctro~~s is beycn~ tt~ objec

tives of this chapter. Since bipolar electrcdes were uscG ~u

ring the present experiment, it is necessary to mention a few 

characteristics ~efining their behavior. 

There are many factors affecting the characteristics 

of the recorde~ signals. Some of them are: 

a) the distance from the muscle fibres to the recording site 

b) the size of the electrooes usea 

C) the spacing between the electrodes 

d) the geometrical arrangement of the muscle fibrES with 

respect to the recording orientation. 

e) the electrode-external meoium interface transfer 

function or filtering effects. 

hhen the distance between the muscle fibres and the 

recording site increases, the amplitude of the recorded sig

nals decreases. This phenomenon is due to the reduction of 

the electrical field strengths at the recording site. A se

ccnd effect of the distance between fibres ana electrodes is 

that of low pass filtering. The irr.pedance of the external 

medium is such that high frequency signals are more severely 

attenuated than low frequency signals. As the distance in

creases, the bandwidth of the low pass filter decreases. 

The size of the electrodes will determine the electroae im

pedance and its effective field pick up area. Larger elec

trodes have smaller impedance. 'l'he net field the electrooe 

detects is then the spatial integration of the fields adja

cent to it, 'over its whole area. Furthermore, spatial inte
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gration reduces the high frequency co~pcnents of travelling 

field waves. 

The effect of the spacing between the electrodes is 

that of differentiating. As the spacing decreases, the reccr

ded signal becomes closer ana closer tc being the 6erivative 

of the travelling wave. Reducing spacing increases reccrL~~ 

signal band~idth. Generally, reduced spacing causes re~uce~ 

signal amplitude. 1his effect is due tc the potential ~if

terence between the electrodes. It is that pctcntial ~itfe

rence that is amplified, and as the electrodes are mcvec clo

ser together, the potential difference between electrodEs ge

nerally aecreases. 

The geometrical arrange~cnt of the muscle fibres with 

respect tc the recording site Cietermines, partially, tbe shape 

of the reccrdeC. signals. As soon as any change occurs, the re

corded signals lock totally different: (a) the spatial inte

graticn is differer.t, (b) the aistance between the fibre~ anci 

the recording site is changed, a different bandwidth and a dif 

ferent signal arrpli tude are induced, (c) the direction of the 

field relative to the electrode orientation, etc. 

The electrode-external interface is very ireportant in 

determining the electrodes impedance per unit area anci subse

quently its filtering effects en the recorded signal. The ty

pe of materials used for the electrode and the electrolyte in

terfacing the tissue with the electrode determines the impedan

ce per unit area of the electrode-external medium interface. 

In order to summarize, the size of the surface electro

d~s determi~es the amount of spatial averaging done and thus 
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affects the bandwidth of the recorded signals. Sp~cing of the 

electrodes determines the c:mcunt cf differentiating of the de

tected fields, the volume of muscle mass recorded frcrr, and the 

bandwidth cf the recorded signal. Since distances between tte 

surface electrodes and the ~uscle generator are relatively lar

ge, tissue filtering effects are significar.t ar,d aftect tr.c 

bandwidth of the signals recorded. 

The ether instruments also h~ve their cwn characteris

tics. It wcul6 be superfluous to descrite the~ in detail 

but it is essential to mention the~. iatle 5.2 summarizes 

some cf their irr,pcr tant chacac ter is tics. 

The instrumentation used tc reccrd respiratory functicr,, 

i.e., mouth pressure and lung volume is summarize(. in Fic3ure 

5.2. The pneumctach is connected to the flew transoucer. 

Their main characteristics are summarized in Table 5.2. 

Figure 5.3 shows the block diagram of the instrumenta

tion used to study the head lifting manoeuvre. The ~est in~ 

portant device, the head lift meter, has net been presente~ 

yet. The purpose of the head lift meter was tc provide a con

venient methcd cf measuring the SCt1 function through the arr:cunt 

of head lift in subjects in the supine position. As indicated 

in the block diagram ot Figure 5.4, the input to such an ins

trument was the mass lifted by the head and the output was a 

reading en the calibrated scale of a simple meter. To be use

ful, the instrument had to be simple, easy to use, and had to 

require a minimum of patient movement. Per ease of transporta

tion ana use~ the instrument had tc be h~nd held and battery 

pQwered. 
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MOUTH PRESSURE - -· --·--·)--- ...... 

I(~YST[M MEASURED) 

[uwc VOLUME HPNEUMOTACH~ 

J POWER SUPPLY 1 

PRESSURE CARRIER 
TRANSDUCER AMPLIFIER 

JINTEGRATER -, LOW GAIN l 
FLOW .1 AMPLIFIER I 

CARRIER J.TRANSDUCER 
r--- AMPLIFIER LOW GAIN 

AMPLIFIER 

• 

lr 

CHART 
RECOilDER 

FIGURE 5.2 INSTRUMENTATION US~_TO RECORD RESPlRATORX 
FUNCTION 
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CMRR 

L1 nearity 
range 

Hysteresis 

Output voltage 

Excitation 
freq. range 

Excitation 
voltage 

3d8 point 

gain stab111 ty 

Output noise 
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TABLE 5.2 

8-Channel 
chart recorder 

Low gain
amplifier 

Carrier 
amplifier 

Pressure 
transducer 

Flow 
transducer 

HP 7758 A SANBORN 
8081A 

SANBORN 
8085A HP 267 B HP 47304 A 

50 K ohms 500 K ohms 10 K ohms 

50 ohms 10 ohms 

)48 dB 

-100 mmHg
+400 mmHg 

to :t 2.25S of 
reading 

<l.SS Full 
Scale 

40 uV/Volt
excitation/nmHg 

440Hz to 
4800Hz (stan
dard value 
2400Hz)
4.5V to SV r.m.s. 
when driven 
with lOV r.m.s. 

200Hz 

±0.05S of rea
ding per •c 

5mV r. m. s • Max . 
at ±4.0 V output 
level 

INSTRUMENTS DESCRIPTION 
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Clii\RTLOW GJ\INPREAMPLIFIERINPUT TRANSDUCERMEASURED SYSTEM 
~ ~ RECORDERAt1PLIFIER{Sternomastoid ~ {Pressure trans(Pressure in the 

assessment 
meter) 

!POWER SUPPLY I [POWER SUPPLy I 

FIGURE 5.3 1NSTRQMENTATION USEP TO RECORD HEAD LIFT 

ducer)bag) 

ELECTRICALMECHANICALINPUT 

AMPLIFICATIONTRANSDUCER ......HEAD MASS WITH ~ ---tAND SIGNAL 
CONDITIONING 

SYSTEMADDITIONAL LOAD 

FIGURE 5. 4: INSTRUMENT'S GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 


OUTPUT 


METER READING 
PROPORTIONAL TO 
THE INPUT MASS 
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The functicn 0t the mechanical system ~as to couple the sut

ject 's f.eaC: n1ass to a force transducer. 'IO minimize cisturtan

ce cf the subject, a aesign consisting of a fluid-fille6 bay 

and a pressure transcucer was develope6 (Figure 5.5). A£ shc~n 

in Figure 5.6, the fluid-filled b~g can be slipped under the 

head with minimal effort required frcm the subject ~n6 from the 

investigator. 1he weight of the hea~ ana additional loac causes 

an increase in flui6 pressure which changes the Etate of the 

pressure transducer. The resulting electrical signal was usca 

as the input for the electronic circuitry. 

A Bell and liowell resistive bridge pressure transducer {type 

4-327-0109, No. 3263) was used in the construction of tLe proto

type. Fro~ tests done on the pressure transducer, it was found 

that with 6 volts de excit~ticn of the bridge, the output V0lta

ge (mV) was linear with respect tc the transducer pressure in 

the expected range ot operaticni Y (m~) = 1.200 + 0.03H F (~n. Hg). 

The circuit developed for processing the transducer bridge 

voltage is very sin.y;:le. The essential components cf the circuit 

are shewn in the tlcck diagram of Figure 5.7. The "full scale" 

output voltage was chosen to be 5 volts. 'I'his consequently re

quired a tctal amplification of atcut 60 dB. The design of the 

circuit is shewn in Figure 5.8. 

The head lift rueter was found tc perform well. Geed reEults 

were obtained when it was tested. The meter was consesucntly 

use6 on a regular basis, during the whole experiment. 
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INTRAVENOUS BAG 
(250 ml) 

.. 
FIGURE 5.5: CONSTRUCTION OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

OF PROTOTYPE 

FIGURE 5.6: THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM 
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ACTIVE 
RESISTIVE BRIDGE J I LOW-PASS rl AMPLIFIER rrlMETER1 PREAMPLIFIER IPRESSURE TRANSDUCER FILTER 

lr 

REGULATED CONNECTOR FOR 
VOLTAGE CHART RECORDER 

SUPPLY BATTERY 
TEST 

.. CIRCUIT 

{BATTERY SUPPLY 

FIGURE 5.7: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
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~-------------------------------------------------------------- ~l.tv 
i. 
I
• 
t 
I 

\ 
I..

'•. 

5vi.s. 

T 

• 

~--------_.------------~------------------~~ 
..._________________________..l.f'l 

FIGURE 5.8: CIRCUIT DESIGN 
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5.4 	 PROTOCOL 

A) 	 PREPARATION 

1) Arrival of the subject 

2) Signing of the consent form 

3) Personal data ( age, sex, height, weight, etc. ) 

4) Measurement of the head weight 

5) Measurement of the maximum weight lifted by 
the neck muscles 


6) Five minutes rest 


7) 	Placement of the electrodes 

B) 	 VC (x2) (VC = Vital Capacity) 

IC (x2) (IC = Inspiratory Capacity) 

C) 	 LIFTING OF THE HEAD 

Every manoeuvre will be maintained 5 seconds • 

1) Wmax (x2) 


2) 85% Wmax (x2) 
 3cm of head he1ght 
3) 75% Wmax (x2) X X 

10cm of head height
4) 65% Wmax (x2) 


5) 5($ Wmax (x2) 


D) RESPIRATORY FUNCTION 

I Relaxation manoeuvre (x2) 

II Every manoeuvre will be maintained 5 seconds 

1) 	MIPS (x2) 

2) 	85% MIPS (x2) 3cm of head height 
3) 75% MIPS (x2) X X 

10cm of head height
4) 65% MIPS (x2) 


5) 5($ MIPs (x2) 


FRC 

FRC + 0.5 L 

FRC + 1 L 

FRC + 2 L 

TLC 

FRC 

FRC + 0.5L 

FRC + 1 L 

FRC + 2 L 

TLC 



The expression EhC stands for Functional Resiaual 

Capacity ana is ~efined as the voluffie ct air remaining in the 

lungs atter a passive expiration. ~hen the subject performs 

a n~aximun, inspiration, i.e., -until nc more air is able to en

ter in the lungs, then the volu~e ct air in the lungs is cal

lea Tctal Lung Capacity or 'l'LC. ~-.hen the subject performs a 

force6, active expiration until he is net able to push any mo

re air out ct the lung&, the remaining lung volume iz callea the 

Residual Vclun.e or RV. 'lhe difference between 'l'LC and rhC, i.e., 

'ILC-FKC, is called Inspiratory Capacity or IC. The aifference 

between TLC and RV is called Vital Capacity or vC, ~LC-Pv = vC. 

The expression hmax indicates the maximum weight lifted, ana the 

expression MIPS indicates ~aximum Inspiratory Pressure perfor

med unaer Static concitions, i.e., with blocked airways. 

'lhe protocol was tclloweQ exactly as listed. The positions 

ot the heaa \-ere 3cm ana lOcm above the bed. 'lhe Jcn1 is the 

thickness ot the fluid-fillea bag on which the subject's heaa 

was resting auring the experiment. The lOcm ~as arbitrarily 

chosen tc reduce the length of the sc~ ~uscle. This fOSiticn 

was obtained by adding many bcaros under the bag. Luring the 

experiment, the subject was lying dcwn on a hard surface in or

der to provide stability of the body, especially during the 

head lift manoeuvre. 

In order tc avoid muscle fatigue, a resting period of twen

ty minutes was given to the subject between the 3cm ana the 

lOcm manoeuvres, for both head lift manoeuvres, section c, ana 

respiratory manoeuvres (TIM), section D. During that period at 

tiine, the subjects ~ere allowed either to sit or get up and walk. 
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Furthermore, a resting period, varying between 1.5 an~ 2 minutes 

was given between each ano every manoeuvre. 

Lvery manoeuvre was performed twice and was performed the 

following way. 'l he subjects took. two or three big trea tt1s, 

went to FRC during 1 sec., took a slew inspiration up to the 

desired lung volume, and then perfor~ed the llL manoeuvre with 

their glottis closed, or the RM manoeuvre wi.th the glottis 

open. After the manoeuvre was performed, a resting period 

of 1.5 to 2min. was allowed and the subjects were breathing 

freely. After the rest, the same manoeuvre was performed a 

second t~me, using the same method. Between each set cf 

llL manoeuvre (eg. ~max (x2) at 3cm above the bed ana at fPC, 

for head lift (part C.l in the protocol)), all subjects askea, 

and were allowed to move their head and rub their neck to re

move the pain and the discomfort caused by the manoeuvre. 

Between each set ot Rt-1 manoeuvres (eg. part D.l in the pr a

col) , the subjects were allowed to remove the mouth piece 

from their mouth and move their head. Luring those short res

ting periods, the subJects were not allowed to sit or get up. 

Because the experiment was long and demanding tor 

the subjects, it had to be done in two sessions. the tirst 

session contained parts A, B, and C, while the second session 

contained the remaining. ~he whole experiment lastea six hcurs~ 

the first session lasted tour hours and the second, two hours. 

During the experiment, there was no visual teedback tc the 

subject because ot the type ot experiment. Meanwhile, the in

vestigator took a careful and particular attention in guiding 

th~ subjects tor per.torming the subn:axirnal manoeuvres. 'l'h is 
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way, variability was reduced to the least that could possibly 

be obtained. One exam~le of the output obtained on the chart 

recorder, for both HL and ~l manoeuvres, at FR-:.;, is shown in 

Figure 5.9. 

5.5 Data manipulation 

5.5.1 Mean values 

As mentioned before, every manoeuvre was ~erformed twice. 

The mean and the standard deviation of the mean were found from 

the two recorded values for the same manoeuvre. The mean and 

the standard deviation of the mean ot each manoeuvre are listed 

in Appendix C as VALUE and so. These tabulated values represent 

the mean values of dead Lift, Head Lift EMG, Prouse, and Prouse 

Ei>iG. 

'fhe normalized values ,listed in A[)pendix c, were calcula

ted from these mean values. Furthermore, the modelling, using 

the Least Squares method, was done on the normalized mean values. 

5.5.2 Normalization 

•rhe analysis of the results of this experiment required 

modelling and simplifying such that simple relationships could 

be found to be representative of the four normal subjects stu

died. Since the purpose ot the study was to find a relation

ship between head lift and respiratory function, the SCivi EAG 

was used as the common factor in tne analysis. 

The first step was to normalize the aata. Table 5.3 summari

zes the normalization process. ~ass lifted was normalizeu with 

the head mass value of every subject. The corresponding E.1G 
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FIGURE 5.9: OUTPUT OF THE CHART RECORDER 

MOUTH PRESSURE VS STERNOCLEIDOMASTOID EMG 

EMG Pmouth 
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ot the mass lifted was normalizea with the corresponding EAG 

of the head mass. Consequently, the scaling of the y axis was 

in multiples of tne head mass and the scaling of tne x axis was 

in multiples ot the head mass EMG. 

For respiratory manoeuvres, muscle pressure had to be 

found. It is defined as: 

Prouse = Pmouth + P (at a specific lung volume) ( 5 • l ) 

The second term, P, was found by asking to tne subject to execu

te a relaxation manoeuvre. The subject took a big inspiration 

up to TLC and when the airways were blocked, tne subject rela

xed completely. A positive pressure was noted in the airways. 

Step by step, tne investigator unblocked the airways and posi

tive pressure at different lung volumes were recorded. From 

these values, the pressure-volume curve was drawn. The norma

lization of Pmusc was done by using the maximum value Pmusc(max) 

and the head mass BMG was again used to normalized the Prouse 

EMG values. 

The above normalization process was pertormed separa

tely at both head heights, 3cm and lOcm. As shown in Table 5.3, 

the data at a head neight of 3cm were normalized with the values 

of Head ~ass, Head Mass ~~G, and Pmusc(max) at 3cm, and the data 

at lOcm were normalized with the values of Head Mass, Head Mass 

EMG, and Pmusc(max) at lOcm. ·rhe values in Table 5.3 represent 

the mean values calculated from the two values recorded for each 

of these manoeuvres. 

5.5.3 	 Modelling 

The second step of the analysis was to model the nor



'3cm above the be~ for head heia:ht 10crr. above the bed for hean he1~ht 

i..T Ptv1 AS c·il LT ?M AS CVJ 

Head 

Hea~ 

r:a.x. 

r.ass (KEr) 

.tviass EtJ:G (uV) 

Pmusc. (em H2C) 

4.f

600.0 
(1L) 

88.025 
(1L) 

5.1 

140.0 
(?RC) 

125.6 
(1L) 

4.6 

512.0 
(?'RC) 

108.2 
( 1L) 

4.6 

155.6 
(?RC) 

89.1 
(1L) 

4.6 

640.0 
(PRC) 

79.7 
(2L) 

5.1 

271. 7 
(.:<'RC) 

112.5 
( ~,RC) 

4.fi 

520.7 
( l~Rc) 

140.5 
(2L) 

4.6 

625. 2 
(?RC) 

90.8 
(O.SL) 

T A3LE 5· 1: VALUES USED TO 1-JORNALIZE THE SUBJSCT 1 S nATA 

The subscripts indicate the lun~ volume where the value has been taken 
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malized relationships. Atter studying the curves, it was 

tound that the linear relationship represented an appropriate 

approximation. Other relationships were tried: second oraer 

and third crder curvilinear, and exponential relationships. 

'I'he use ot a rr.cre complex mcdel did not result in a substan

tial increase in the coefficient of determination, and thus to 

simplify the interpretation, we stayed with the linear model. 

The modelling process was performed by using the " Least 

Squares Principle ". Appendix B-1 aetails the method, and a 

listing of the program is provided. 

Once the regression line equations were tound, a statisti 

cal test was done on the slope ana intercept of many lines tc 

see whether ·they were really coincident or parallel or had a 

common intercept. 'l'he technique used is an AN OVA technique, 

and it has nothing to do with the one-way or two-way ANOVA 

techniques one already knows. It is a specific technique used 

only for straight line testing. It uses a F-test. The tech

nique employs tests based on variance ratios to determine whe

ther or not significant differences exist among the means of se

veral groups of observations, where each group follows a normal 

distribution. This analysis ot variance technique determines 

the effect of one independent variable (lung volume) on two de

pendent variables (slope and intercept). Appendix B-2 details 

the method used to allow the pooling of the data, and also a 

listing of the program is provided. 



CHAP'lCR VI 

RESULTS 


6.1 Force levels 

The subjects performed two different types ot manoeuvre: 

head lift manoeuvre (HL), an6 respiratory manoeuvre (~h) ~hicn 

consisted of doing inspiratory pressures. These manoeuvres 

were performed at aitferent lung volumes and at two specific 

head positions. MR~, mass lifted with t~e head (HL), ana mus

cle pressure (Pmusc) were tabulated. Prouse was defined as 

being the transthoracic pressure difference wnen the subJect 

performed a static inspiratory pressure manoeuvre at a given 

lung volume above r'RC. 

'l'he first step of the analysis was to see whether the 

manoeuvres were reproducible. Table 6.1 reveals that the se

cond measurement (El-'lG-WT or EMG-Pmusc) is not signi.t icantly 

different than the first one, tor the same manoeuvre. One 

may say that the measurements are reproducible. It also re

veals, because of the low F-values, that the mean of the two 

measurements can be taken to represent the manoeuvre. Figure 

6 ·l:. shows an example of the closeness of the curves for the 



SUBJECT LUNG 
VOLUME 

HL MANOEUVRE 

SLOPE INTERCEPT 

ill': MANOEWRE 

SLOPE INTERC~PT 

LT 
FRC 

?RC+2L 

.757 .507 

• 213 .101 

.121 .700 

.126 • 017 

PM 
FRC 

F'RC+2L 

• 011 • 012 

1.692 -557 

1.284 1· 811 

19.455* 11· 919 * 

AS 
r,RC 

F'RC+2L 

• 269 • 274 

.002 • 016 

.424 .699 

.089 .177 

cw 
:O,RC 

r'RC+2L 

.155 • 046 

5.648 4.118 

.075 .095 

1-128 .148 

*significant for p(0.05 

TABLE 6.1: !''-Values Due to Lun~ Volume (FRC+2L) 

A[fecting the Reproducibility of the 

L1near Eorce-MRE Relationship of a 

Manoeuvre 
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Head Lift manoeuvre. The data are presented in Appendix c (RE

PRODUCIBILITY). In aadition, Table 6.1 reveals that breathing 

to a specific lung volume does not introduce more variability 

than the performance of the manoeuvre. Tne F-values are not 

significantly lower when the manoeuvres are performed at a 

lung volume ot FRC + 2L than at FRC. 

A careful examination of Tables 6.2 and 6.3 reveals: 

1) no specific pattern in the variation of HL(max), Pmusc 

(max), and MRE(max) with increasing lung volume, from 

FRC to TLC, for every subject and head height 

2) a decrease in HL(max), and an increase in Pmusc(max) 

with increasing lung volume over the range of tidal 

lung volume (Vt) for both head heights. (Vt is defi 

ned as the amount of air inspired during normal brea

thing, at· re~ t.) 

3) no specific pattern in the variation of HL(max), Pmusc 

(max), and MRE (Pmusc(max)), but an increase in ~1RE (HL 

(max)) occurs with increasing head height for every 

subject and lung volume 

4) for every subjec~ head height, and lung volume, MRE( 

HL(max)) is greater than MRE(Prnusc(max)). 

6.2 Force-CMG relationship 

Atter keeping the data that were believed to represent the 

action of only the Sternomastoid muscle, a linear relationship 

s.eems to exist between force (HL or Pmusc) and mean-rectif icd
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Subject Lung 
Volume 

1 em above the bed 

HtK~'n. yesp. Ivlfl•em H20 

10 em above the bed 

Ht M~n.Kp; 
Rysp. !Via~. em H20 

FRC 15.600 60.000 ?.400 f55.000 

FRC+0.5L 10.700 74.870 5.400 79-500 

LT FRC+1L 8.800 88.025 5-650 71.275 

FRCT2L 10.800 72.218 8.850 79.718 

TLC 10.700 11.750 10.900 11.750 

FRC 11-900 71-750 12.900 112.500 

FRC+0.5L 12.900 121.082 12.967 119.112 

PM FRC+1L 14.200 125-564 12.600 120.064 

FRC+2L 14.272 101.408 t4. 011 90.158 

TLC 11-287 11-500 1).968 :n.5oo 

FRC 21.400 86.250 21.600 121.750 

FRC+0.5L t6.200 8). 005 22.500 101.005 

AS FRC+1L 15-100 108.211 20.040 121.211 

FRC+2L 14.031 89.209 19.744 140.459 

TLC 11.500 32.000 17.218 32.000 

FRC 9.600 65.625 9.000 86.250 

FRC+0.5L 7.281 65.796 7-719 90.?96 

cw FRC+tL ?.400 89.091 7.900 8t.591 

FRC+2L 6.982 68.977 ?.900 81.477 

·rLc 7.100 11-500 ?.600 31-500 

TABLE 6.2: HL(max) and Pmusc(max) for the maximum voluntary contractions 
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Subject 

LT 


PM 


AS 


cw 


Lung 
Volume 

FRC 


FRC+.5L 


FRC+1L 


FRC+2L 


TI£ 


FRC 


FRC+.5L 


FRC+1L 


FRC+2L 


TLC 


FRC 


FRC+.5L 


FRC+1L 


FRC+2L 


TI£ 


FRC 


FRC+.5L 


FRC+1L 


FRC+2L 


TLC 

1 em above the bed 

'niT 
RepR,, ,Man.Hir~· 

865.454 462.220 

676.368 448.000 

720.000 435-560 

702.220 382.230 

728.890 148.890 

398.400 418.750 

400.000 660,000 

440.000 510.000 

390.000 250.000 

365.000 200.000 

880.000 592.000 

992.000 296.000 

1344.000 428.000 

1184.000 528.000 

1104.000 640.000 

711.110 193.900 

680.000 200.000 

751.110 244-440 

773 ·330 137-780 

791.110 37-778 

10 em above the bed 

Ht,~?P· Res?.~u~· 

782.220 586.670 

800.000 584.000 

728.890 266.670 

844-450 524.000 

862.220 . 144.450 

660.000 370.000 

694.000 375.000 

675.000 240.000 

595.000 235.000 

560.000 300.000 

1504.000 436.000 

1440.000 308.000 

1544.obo 492.000 

1496.000 496.000 

1616.000 440.000 

786.670 146.670 

791.110 137·780 

960.000 150.330 

1066.700 111.110 

10)1.110 120.000 

TABLE 6.1: MRE generated by a maximum 
voluntary contraction 
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E~G (MRE) fer a single subject, lung volume, ~nG hea~ teight 

(Fig. 6.2c). Linearity offered a E~tisfying rncdel ~itt a 

mean coefficient of determination r 2> 0.95 for beth manceu

vres and beth head heights. As rnenticned previously, the 

Least s~uares method was used to fin6 the regressicn lines. 

As there was no strong physiological tasis for assuming ether

wise, the regrecsion ~as not designed to force the fitted li 

ne through zero. 'l'his implies that it is possitle to get a 

mechanic~l output (HL crBmusc} withcut any electrical input 

(MRE). This is true only if it is assumed that the out~ut is 

due to the synergist muscles whose electrical input could net 

be recorded because they were too far awc.y from the recording 

site. Secondly, this also implies that it is possible to re

cord the electrical input signal without getting any mechani

cal cutput, assuming that the recorded signal comes from the 

muscles located in the vicinity of the recording site but who

se action is secondary to the manoeuvre per.formed. More de

tails will be given in the next chapter. 

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 list the values of the regression line's 

coefficients A and B. The equation adopted was: 

F = A + B x MRE ( 6. 1) 

where F is the mechanical output, Force, i.e., HL or Prouse. 

The eGuaticn is applicable to a single subject, head height, 

and lung volume. As well, coefficients of determination which 

describe the goodness of the fit of the relc.tion to the data 

are listed. 

Examination ot these tables reve~ls: 

1) negDtive intercepts exist only fGr the head lift rna
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Figure ~.2: (a) raw data; (b) normalized data; (c) regression 
line; for subject PM, HL Manoeuvre. 
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Subject Lung 
Volume 

3 em above the bed 

r2A B 

10 em above the bed 

2
A B r 

J?RC .691 1.421 .927 .562 • 503 .925 

FRC+.5L 1.144 1-051 .998 .092 .922 • 973 

LT FRC+1L -.091 t-453 .959 .097 1.107 .955 

FRC+2L -.088 t.640 .986 -115 1.4)3 .983 

TLC -.412 2.)45 .949 -.0)4 1-584 .822 

FRC .054 .899 .998 .020 .985 .981 

FRC+.5L • 006 .624 .988 -.032 .947 • 996 

PM FRC+1L -.210 .857 .907 -.009 .940 • 948 

FRC+2L -.007 .803 • 984. .131 1.006 • 947 

TLC 1-1.765 1.654 .882 -.905 1.813 • 954 

?RC -.011 1.671 .990 -.038 1.119 .971 

FRC+.5L • 006 1-'369 .999 .904 .901 .860 

AS FRC+1L -.080 1.250 .993 .108 1-135 .972 

FRC+2L -.048 1.078 .990 -.111 1.210 .927 

'1'LC -.202 1.224 .972 -.259 1.191 • 971 

FRC .025 1.008 -993 • 018 1.126 .977 

FRC+.5L .)26 .425 .990 .029 1-079 .985 

cw FRC+1L .321 .410 .990 .096 1.041 .972 

FRC+2L -.032 .708 .978 • 039 .990 .994 

TLC -.094 • 703 .927 -.050 1.055 .. 990 

Force = A + B X MRE 
r2 = coefficient of determination 

TABLE 6.4: Linear Force-MRE Relationship: HL Manoeuvre 
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Subject Lung
Volume 

3 em 

A 

above the bed 

r2B 

10 em 

A 

above the bed 

B r2 

LT 

FRC 

FRC+.5L 

FRC+tL 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

• 293 

.444 

.415 

.448 

-

.528 

.549 

• 783 

.588 

-

.985 

.948 

.995 

.974 

-

.491 

• 576 

• 511 

.502 

-

.)60 

.472 

.923 

.618 

-

• 993 

.952 

1.000 

• 927 

-

PM 

FRC 

FRC+.5L 

FRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

.403 

.427 

.471 

.416 

-

.065 

·119 

·136 

.150 

-

.782 

.977 

.957 

.973 

-

.324 

.)67 

.)41 

.)81 

-

.499 

.402 

.467 

.366 

-

.982 

• 967 

.862 

.945 

-

AJ3 

I-~ac 

I-'RC+.5L 

FRC+1L 

.t<'RC+2L 

TLC 

.426 

.474 

·511 

• 595 

-

.)26 

·514 

.581 

.232 

-

.980 

.978 

.999 

.952 

-

.507 

• 151 

.450 

.446 

-

.45'3 

.663 

.458 

.583 

-

.949 

.980 

• 986 

.997 

-

cw 

FRC 

FRC+.5L 

FRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

.442 

.452 

.480 

.435 

-

• 557 

.588 

.764 

.928 

-

.926 

.654 

.952 

.927 

-

.367 

.379 

.379 

.456 

-

1.902 

2.1?7 

t.623 

t.684 

-

.957 

.994 

.99? 

.844 

-

Force = A + B x MRE 

r2 = coefficient of determination 


'fABLE 6. 5: Linear Force-l~RE Relationship: Hesp. Funct. Manoeuvre 
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noeuvre 

2) no specific p~ttern in the variatic~ cf slopes with 

increasing lung vclurr.e frorr. fTC to 'I'LC, for every sub

ject, head height, and type of manoeuvre 

3) a aecrease in slope with increasing lung volume in the 

range cf tidal volume, fer the HL manoeuvre, for every 

subject, and for every head height (except for subject 

LT at a head height of lOcrn) 

4) an increase in slope with increasing lung voluffie in 

the range of tidal volume, for the respiratory ~a

noeuvre, for every subject, and for every heaG height 

(except for subject PM at the head height of luc~). 

A one-tail paired t-test was performed tc see whether the 

change in slope with increasing lung volu~e ever Vt, i.e., 

fr ern FRC to FRC + 0. SL, for a specific rnanoeuv re (HL or ru~) 

ana a specific head height was significant (Table G.6). The 

change in slope was not significant at a head height ot lCcm 

for every subject while it was for a few subjects at a hcau 

height of Jcm. Furthermore, the change in slope was observ~d 

in head lift manoeuvre (HL) at a head height cf 3cm. 

6.3 Reorganization of the data 

Pooling the data helps tc define a more general Fcrce-MRE 

relationship. Table 6.7 shows the results of the F-test per

formed on slope and intercept of the regression line at dit 

f~rent lung volun.es. The results shewed that the slope and 

http:volun.es
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Manoeuvre Head Height
(em) 

LT PM 

Subject 

AS cw 

HL 
3 

10 

1·111 

2.581 

5.044* 

-511 

2.444 

• 749 

9.601* 

.141 

RM 
) 

10 

·154 

1.181 

2.070 

1.667 

1.110* 

2.109 

.091 

.890 

* significant 	for p(0.05 

TABLE 	 6.6: t-Values Due to Variation in Lung 

Volume from FRC to FRC + 0.5 L 

Manoeuvre Head 
Height 

Subject 

LT PM AS cw 

)em 
Slope 

Interc. 

.822 .810 1· 251 

2.411 • 761 .121 

1.274 

.196 
HL 

Slope .604 1-109 • 062 .070 
10cm 

Interc. .292 • 754 • 285 • 091 

)em 
Slope 

Interc. 

• 578 .657 5.6o2* 

.858 • 210 5-979* 

.114 

• 019 
Rl"t 

Slope .611 .111 .675 .t87 
10cm 

Interc. .202 .126 1-790 .099 

* significant 	for p(0.05 

TABLE 	 6.7: F-Values Due to Lun~ Volumes Affect1n~ 

the Linear ~orce-MRE Relationship 
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ana intercept ot these lines were net significantly difrerent 

than the slcpe and the intercept of ttc regressic~ line calc~

lated from the pooled data. ~eanwhile, the subject AS showe~ 

significant variations of toth slcFe and intercept at Jcn. cf 

head height fer the resriratory manoeuvre. A more intensive 

study shcweq that the significance was due to the regresEicn 

line at a lung vclurne of E'RC +2L. Thus, the first source of 

variation that could affect the Force-MRE relationship, the 

change in lung volume, did not affect much the Force-MBE re

lationship. 1he data frcm the different lung volumes cculd 

be peeled and could be represented by a single Fcrce-M~E re

lationship. this relationship was applicable to a single sub

ject, head height, and type of manoeuvre (HL or Rh). 

The second source ot variation that could affect the Fcrce

MRE relationship, the variation between subjects, was tested. 

Table 6.8 summarizes the results of the F-test performed on 

slope and intercept of the regression line cf each subject 

compared tc the one from the pooled subjects, for each lung 

volu~e. By examining the Table, cne notices in the respi

ratory manoeuvre more variation between subject~ than in the 

head lift manoeuvre. Furthermore, the slopes showed a signi

ficant difference between them while intercepts did net (ex

cept for HL at 3cm and at a lung vol. cf FRC + O.SL). Finc::.l

ly, the variation between subjects had a greater etiect or. tLc 

Force-f.1RE relationst.ip than the variation between lung vc.,lur.u:. 

To get a mere general Force-MRE relationship fer ncrrrals, 

the data from all the subjects were peeled. A new I?crce-r:rL 

~elaticnship was defined for a s~ecific lung vclun.e, heaG 

http:relationst.ip
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r~anoeuvre Head 
Height FRC 

Lung Volume 

FRC+.5L PRC+lL FRC+2L TLC 

HL 

RM 

)em 

10cm 

1cm 

tOcm 

Slope 

Interc. 

Slope 

Interc. 

Slope 

Interc. 

Slope 

Interc. 

3-515 

2.021 

.497 

.741 

5.766* 

.918 

4.509* 

1.601 

22.195* 1.619 1. 757* 

21.698* .169 • 021 

• 011 • 201 • 241 

1-078 .029 .058 

1.626 9.499* 4. 581* 

• 021 • 262 2.526 

7-218* 7.492* .598 

1.854 1.147 -155 

1.844 

• 775 

• 586 

.171 

-
-
-
-

* significant for p(0.05 

TABLE 	 6.8: P-Values Due to the Subject's Variation 

Affecting the Linear Porce-MRE Relationship 
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height, anu type of manoeuvre (Tallc 6.9). Ey pcclins tbc 

subjects, r..ore variability has intrcc.uce0 in the: date:; the 

values of the coefficient of deter~inaticn were smaller than 

the ones listed in 1ables 6.4 and 6.5. Furthermore, the re

gression line fitted better the 6ata at a head height of lGcm 

than at Jcm. In addition, the slofe shc~ed a constant increa

se with increasing lung volume for RM, while nc specific r-at

tern occurred for HL. 

1he underlined values in table 6.9 indicate the var

r iab ili ty between the subjects for the IC rr.anceuv re. 'Ihese 

values indicate the amount of MRE taken tc perform a ~axi~urr 

inspiration. The mechanical output of this manoeuvre w~s the 

transthoracic fressure generated by the inspiration. The va

riability increases with increasing head height. Figure 6.3a 

and b show the variability of the data with respect to the re

gression line at every lung volume. 

An even more generalized Force-MRE relationship can be 

found by peeling the lung volumes in order to get a unique 

relationship for a single head height anC:. type of manoeuvre. 

Figure 6.4a and b show the resultant lines. As seen in Fi

gure 6.4, the scattering between the data points is now very 

larg c. It is larger for the respiratory function rnanoe uvr e 

than for the head lift manoeuvre, and it is larger at a head 

height cf 3crn than at lOcm. This scattering is also seen in 

Table 6.10 by paying attention to the low values of the coef

ficient cf determination. 

The additional variability introduced by the resultant 

iine frcm the pooled subjects' data reeuced the effect ~ue tc 
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Manoeuvrel Lung 
Volume 

1 em 

A 

above the bed 

r2B 

10 em 

A 

above 

B 

the bed 

2r 

HL 

FRC 

FRC+.5L 

FRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

.420 

.851 

.101 

.137 

-178 

.920 

.490 

.868 

.811 

.792 

• 704 

.276 

• 761 

.814 

.471 

.142 

.082 

·110 

·115 

-.017 

• 967 

1.066 

1. 00'3 

1.084 

1.171 

.944 

.861 

.229 

-910 

.872 

RM 

?RC 

FRC+.5L 

FRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

.!!£ 

·511 

• 551 

.631 

.568 

.=.ill 

.047 

.091 

.108 

-110 

-.066 

.099 

.459 

• 291 

.117 

.954 

.500 

.494 

.482 

.495 

.407 

.162 

.194 

.511 

.451 

-.16~ 

.600 

.466 

.455 

.542 

.817 

Force = A + B x MRE 

r2 = coefficient of determination 

TABLE 6.9: Linear Force-MRE Relationship: Pooled Subjects 

Manoeuvre )em above the bed 10 em above the bed 

HL 

RM 

A B r2 

.352 .789 • 503 

• 567 .088 • 2)0 

A 

• 089 

.491 

B 

1.058 

.408 

r2 

.818 

.504 

Force = A + B x MRE 

2
r = coefficient of determination 

TABLE 6.10:Linear Force-MRE Relationship: 

Poole~ Subjects & Poole~ Lun~ 

Volumes 
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Figure 	6.1: (a) HL Manoeuvre; (b) Resp. ~~noeuvre; for all the 
Subjects pooled together at different Lung Volume. 
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the change in lung vclur.:e. As seen in Table 6.11, this chan

ge is not Dtatistically significant any recre. This inplies 

that the lung volume- lines can be reFresented by a reEultant 

line whose coefficients are calculated trciT the pooled sub

jects' and pooled lung volumes' data (Figure 6.4). 

Eecause of the normalization, the lines at 3cm cannot be 

corn~ared to the lines at lOcm cf head height. Meanwhile, fron. 

the raw aata, the amount of .t-lf..E taken to lift or.e head rr.ass 

at a head height of 3crn can be com£=-ared to the amount of r:RL 

taken tc lift the same mass at a head height of lOcrn. Ei~i

larly, the arncunt of MFE taken to perform an inE~iratcry ca

pacity (IC) at 3cm can be compared tc the a~ount of MRL t~kEn 

tc perform an IC at lOcm • Table 6.12 shews the ratic of MRE 

at lOcm over the MRE at 3crn. Fer the HL ffianceuvre the ratic 

is greater than one for every subject, while tor the ~~ ma

noeuvre, cnly one subject (AS) has a ratic much lcwer than cne. 

Since the subjects were FCOled , the mean ratio was found to 

be higher than one for both manoeuvres (6rcund 1.5). Cne con

cludes that mere electrical input is needed to drive the SCM 

muscle tc perform a specific mechanical task at a head height 

of lOcm than at 3cm. 

Using the electrical input (MRE) as the common factor, a 

linear relationship can be defined between the two mechanical 

outputs, head mass lifted (HL) ana fuUscle pressure (f~usc), 

fer every head height. The results are shewn in Figure 6.5a 

and the equations are presented in Table 6.13. Since the in

tercepts are close to each other, the mean value is usea as 

tbe final intercept (Figure 6.5b). The final equaticns are: 
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Manoeuvre Head Height above 
the bed ( em) 

3 10 

HL 

RM 

Slope 

Interc. 

Slope 

Interc. 

.222 

-375 

·113 

-313 

-177 

• 053 

.065 

.004 

TABLE 6.11: F-Values Due to Lun~ Volumes Affectin~ the 

Linear Force-MRE Relationship: Pooleo Subjects 

Manoeuvre 
LT 

Subject 
PI1 AS CW 

Mean 
Value 

HL 1. 067 1.941 1.016 1-758 1.446 

RM .970 1.500 .689 1.166 t. 584 

TABLE 6.12: I1RE Ratios Between 10 em and 1 em Head Hei~ht 

Head 
Height 

A B 

1 em .528 .112 

10 em .459 .186 

Pmusc. = A + B x HL 

TABLE 6.11: Linear torce-Force Relationship 
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Fer 3cm Pr..usc = 0.494 + G.ll2 x hL ( 6. 2) 


Fer lOcffi Fmu5c = 0.494 + C.386 x HL (G. 3) 


Frcm thE final grafh (Fig. 6.5t), cne can conclude that: 

1) ebcut 50' of the ~aximum inspiratory ffiuscle pressure, 

perfor~ed under static conditions, (MIMPS), can be 

generated by a normal subject without using the SCM 

n·;uscle 

2) at a head height of 3crn above the bed, the amount of 

recruitment of the SCM muscle used to perform a MIMPS 

manoeuvre is the same as the amount usea tc lift a 

mass of 4.5 x Dead Mass, while at lOcm, the SCM re

cruitment to de a MIMPS rr.anceuvre is the san.e as lif 

ting a mass of 1.3 x Head Mass. 
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CHAP'fER VI I 

DISCUSSION 

7.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapter showed how the analysis was done to 

identify the main results. These results express the dual func~ 

tion of the SCM muscle. Finally, a relationship between tne 

two mechanical outputs was determined for every head height. 

In this chapter one will briefly summarize the meaningful 

results obtained from the experiment, one will comment on the 

experiment itself in order to know its weaknesses, one will 

discuss and argue the results, summarize the dual function of 

the SCM muscle from the discusssion, and finally, one will in

troduce the future actions to take to continue the study of 

the SCM muscle. 

7.2 Summary of the results 

The purpose of this section is to make sure that the re

sults described in Chapter VI are clear to the reader. For 
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this reason, a point form summary will be used. 

The meaningful results derived frcn: the ex~eriffient &rc: 

l) The MRE recorded from a rnaxirrurr EL reanceuvre is grc&

ter than the MRC recorded frcm a m~xirnun Prouse rrancEu

vre for every subject, every lung volume, and every 

head height above the bed (except fer subject FM at 3cn; 

and lung vel. FRC, FRC+O.SL, and FRC+lL). 

2) The linear Force-MRE releticnship reFresents a s~tis

factory model for a single subject, heaa height, lung 

volume, and type ot manoeuvre. ~he averagEd coeffi 

cient cf cetermination is 0.956 for HL, and 0.963 for ru1. 

3a) The slope cf every regression line is positive 

b) Fer the HL rranceuvre, 50% of the intercepts are nega

tive, while fer the RM manoeuvre, all the intercepts 

are positive. 

4) Fer the HL manoeuvre, a decrease in slope with increa

sing lung volume over the range of tidal vclun~ was no

ticed, while the reverse occurred fer the RM manoeuvre. 

Sa) Once the subjects are ~coled, the variation in lung 

volume has no significant effect on the Force-MRE re

lationship, while the head position seems to have a 

larger one although it could net be formally tested 

because of the ncrmalizaticn precess used. 

b) For the RM manoeuvre, the slope increases with increa

sing lung volume, while for the HL manoeuvre, no speci

fic pattern occurs. 

6a) 50% of the maximum inspiratory muscle pressure (MIMPS) 

can be generated without usi~g the SCM muscle. 

http:FRC+O.SL
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b) 	 At a nead heignt of 3cm above the bed, the ~mount of 

C~G recorded wnen a MIAPS manoeuvre is pertormcd 1s 

tne same as the amount ot E~G r~corded when a mass at 

4.5 x Head Mass is lifted with the head, wnil~ ac ljc~, 

the amount of EAG recorded when a MIAPS manoeuvre 1s 

performed is the same as the amount of GA~ recorded 

when a ma3s of l.J X' dead t'1ass is lit:ted witn the h2ad.~ 

7.3 Sources of v~riability 

'l'ne striking point about the results of tne preceding cnap

ter is tne great variability in the data. rhis variability 

is seen by the very low F-values in every test performed and 

also by the large standard deviation of EL1G recorded. r he 

causes of this variability can be divided into two sections: 

(~) duriny the manoeuvres, and (b) between the ~anoauvres. 

Duriny the isometric manoeuvres, a possible cause of varia

bility is tne change of the contraction velocity of the int~r

nal structures of tne muscle. Especially during strong contrac

tions, the stretcning of the series elastic components (~cndons 

and their retinacula)· allows substantial internal shortening of 

the contractile elements (uiglanu 1954). This phenomenon may 

apply for both manoeuvres.' In the present experiment, tne con

traction per ioj was 5 sec.. It is believed that the stre ten ing 

of these elements occurs at the very beginning of the contrac

tion such that no more stretching occurs during that ~ontra~

ti.on.· Further:nore, since fatigue was thought to be avoided, 
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it iG 9ossiole tnat the muGcle might not work ~ucn narder at 

the end of the contraction than at the beginning such that 00 

significant stretcnin3 occurs. The contraction velocity, a3 a 

possible source to var lability, may not be very important Ju

ring a short isometric contraction, but deserves to be mention. 

In addition to this phenomenon, the inspiratory pressures per

formed under static conditions may not be isometric manoeuvres. 

The respiratory muscles changed their length because of tne 

deformation of the chest wall during these breathing efforts 

(A'gostoni 1966). ·rhis implies that tne change in tne con

traction <~elocity. may. be a much iUOre im!?ortant ~ause of >~aria

bility during the respiratory manoeuvres (Rl'll' than during tn~ 

head lift manoeuvres (HLI. In the following section one will 

see why the respiratory manoeuvres may give rise to eccentric 

contractions of the 5~~ muscles. 

A second important cause of variability is the use ot tne 

abdominal muscles during HL manoeuvres.· rhe s::1 s:1~ pro:1.u~

tion chan3~s with the degree of utilization of the abdominal 

1nuscles. · The use of the abdominal muscles, ~soecially. tl1; 

rectu5 abdominis muscles, changes the s:·\ muscle length. ou

r ing the head lif•t ma.1oeu<1re, the contraction of the s:M mus

cle has the tendency to deform the chest wall by mo<~ing tne 

sternum toward the chin altough the lung volume is maintained 

constant during the manoeuvre. 1 rhis results in a shortening 

of the muscle. By contracting the rectus abdominis muscles, 

an O!?posite force is created on tne sternum. ~his new force 

has the tendency to move the sternum toward tne umbilicus cau

sing a lengthening of tne 3CA muscle. The resultant force 
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applied en the sternum, during the HL ~anoeuvre, is the surn 

cf the two abcve op~osite fcrces. 1his reEultant fcrce det~r

rnines the sternum position and consequently, tne length of the 

SCM muscle. 1be ceg ree of utilization ot the atdcr, inal r;.us

cles, especially the rectus abdominis, changes the position of 

the sc~ rnuscle en its force-length curve and conscsuently, 

changes the EMG production. Although careful attention was 

taken tc avoid the use of these extra muscles, the natural ten

dency cf the subject was to use them, es~ecially fer manoeu

vres close to maximum. Although the effect cf the att.on~inc::l 

muscles en HL manoeuvre was not systematically measured i~ this 

pilot study, it cannot be neglected. Cne way cf stubyi~g the 

contribution cf the abdcrninal muscles during the HL rnunoEuvre 

wculd be to record their EMG production and relate it to the 

mass lifted with the heaa to see whether the change in EMG is 

frcporticnal to the change in mass lifted with the head. 

Another cause ot variability is tbe way poeple bret.tLe, 

i.e., the use of their rib cage vs the use cf their ab~omen. 

Every subject had his own way cf breathing. A few used ~orE 

their rib cage, and the others used more their abacmen. Chest 

breathers use mere their SCM muscles than abcorue r.-d ia~hr agr.. 

breathers (Canon 1971). 'Ibis ast:-ect was in:portant tc ccnsi

der during the respiratory manoeuvres pErformed during tLe ex

periment. This phenomenon increases the variability between 

the subjects. Furthermore, it is likely that this source of 

variability (use of rib cage and/or abdomen) was greater in a 

given subject during subn.aximal n.anoeuvres than during n.aximal 

m~noeuvre. we mate no effort to remove this variable. The 
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subjects w~re not asKed tc breathe with any spcciiic fattcrn. 

One apprcach tc this ~rcblem rright h~ve been tc define ~ spe

cific chest breathing patt~rn and tc teach it tc every cne cf 

our subjects. In addition, a SfJecific way ot approaching the 

defined lung volunieS might have been taught to the subJects. 

One of the objectives of this experiment was tc compare nor

mals with weak ICU patients, and tor that reason subjects were 

allowed tc breathe·with their normal pattern. It is clear that 

it is very difficult for a weak ICU patient tc perform respira

tory manoeuvres using an imposed pattern. figure 6.3 shows 

clearly that the scattering of the points is larger for the 

respiratory manoeuvre than for the head lift manoeuvre. It 

seems that the way of breathing was a more impcrtQnt varia

ble tor RM than the use o.t the abdominal muscles fer hL, 

for both head heights. 

1able 6.1 showed that breathing up to a specific lung 

volume, during a manoeuvre, dces not introduce mere var iati 

lity than doing the manoeuvre. Because the F-values are very 

small at E'hC ('Iable 6.1), the an.ount ct variability introdu

ced by the way the manoeuvre is performed, is probably large. 

~he comparable F-values at FRC + 2L (1atle 6.1) in6icate that 

the variability introduced by breathing to a specific lung 

volume, before performing a manoeuvre, i~ not larger than the 

one introduced by the manoeuvre itself, but may still be largC:. 

Consequently, ~able 6.3 reveals that the increase in scattering 

ot the points for the RM manoeuvres might probatly be ~ue tc 

the way the subJects were performing the inspiratory pressure~. 

Since the inspiratory pre~sures were done by breathing with 
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clcsea airways, the teaching of a breathing pattern is valid 

to a~proach a detined lung volume, and tc perform an inspira

tory pressure during hM manoeuvres. 

Between the manoeuvres the ffiain cauze of variability was 

the change in the geometry ot the muscle fibres relative to 

the recording site due to the moven.e:nts of the subject's heacJ. 

As described in Chapter V, the subjects expressed the stcng 

wish to move their head between the manoeuvres for both rul 

and HL manoeuvres. 'lhis change of t.ead positior, changed tte 

orientation ot the muscle fibres relative to the reccraing 

electrodes. As explained in Chapter v, the recorded EMG chan

ges with the geometrical arrangement ot the muscle fibres re

lative to the recording electrodes. Although care was taken 

to put the subJect's head back in the same position, after the 

resting periods, it was impossible to get back the same elec

trode-muscle fibres orientation. Furthermore, because the ex

periment was lengthy, it had to be done in two sessions. 

'l'he electrodes were not at the san.e place on the neck au-

ring the second session relative to the first session. Gnce 

the electrodes were removed, it was very difficult to put 

them back where they were before even it tremendous care wa5 

taken. 

Another inportant source ot variability is the acti0n 

ct the agcnist and the antagonist muscles during the manoeuvre. 

The variability introduced by their action, introduced a va

riability in the action ot the SCM muscle. ihe ccntributiLn 

of these muscles during the manoeuvres was net studied. It is 

diificult tc determine their effects on the SCM muscle tunc
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ticn. One ~ay to apprcach this prctlem is to record the £~~ 

cf the main agonist and antagonist muscles activated during a 

specific n.anceuvre. Statistical analyses might tell us whether 

their acticn is significant. For the rnoffient, cne kncws that 

these muscles play an important role in the performance of a 

manoeuvre and that the VQriability they introtuce might pos

sibly te important. 

Final~y, the last but much less irr.pcrtant variable to consi

der has "Fatigue". It was reported in the literature. that to 

avoid fatigue, the contraction period shculd be less than ten 

seconds and the rest period between every contraction, at leQst 

twc minutes (Cncckaert 1975, Kcmi 1976). The contraction p~ 

ricd and the rest period used in the experiment were 5 sec. 

an6 1.5 to 2 min.. It was thought that fatigue ~as avcided, 

but still it remains a possible variable. The effect of fati 

gue en EMG is to increase the EMG production for a constant 

force, mainly oue to an increase in synchronization (Missiurc 

1962, Bigland-Ritchie 1979, Ralston 1961). 

7.4 Discussion ct the results 

7.4.1 The sternccleidomastcid dual function 

As explained in Chapter III, the SCM muscle has a dual 

functicn. It is used as a skeletal muscle tc lift the head 

in subjects in the supine position, and it is used as an ac

cessory respiratory muscle. The first finding of the experi

rn~nt was that the EMG recorded during the maximum HL manceu
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vre was greater than the EMG reccr~ed during the rraxinum ~M 

ffia~ce~vre. It indicates that during the maximum HL manoeuvre, 

the SCM i£ used tc c greeter exter.t than during the n~axin.uru RM 

n.anceuvre.. '!hi£ interpretation SL:pports the hy.pothesis thcJt 

the SCM is the primary muscle used during HL, and the ether 

neck muscles are minor muscles which cnly help the SC~1 to per

term the movement. As a respiratory muscle, the SCM is a mi

nor muscle. Mcst cf the lead is taken by the ether respirato

ry muscle£: Diaphragru, external intercostal rrusclcs, and scale

ne rr.uscle£. Frcn. Table 6.3, the me:an r~tic ENG(HL(n.~x)) over 

EMG(Pmusc(reax)) was calculated fer every head height: (~) fer 

3cm, the EMG ratic was 3.31, and (b) fer lOcn:, the EMG ratio 

was 3.86. The£€. re£ults £hew that for toth head heights the 

SCM is at least 3 times less used tc ~erfor~ a maxi~urr inspi

ratory pressure than tc perform maximum head lift. Thi£ ccn

firrns that the SCM muscle is net used to its full capacity tc 

pertcrm an inspiratory pressure. ~anceuvre. In patients with a 

high cervical lesicn, the SCM muscle beccmes the main inspira

tory muscle. An increase in EMG at a constant inspiratory pres

sure was ncted when ccn.pared tc norn:al subjects, and c1 r.yper tro

phy cf the muscle was noted (Danon 1979). It seerr.s that in 

these patients the SCM muscle is used tc its full capacity, or 

close to it. 

7.4.2 Fcrce-EMG relaticnship 

Consioer i~g all the highly ccr..pleJ\. physiological events ttc:t 

occur within the muscle stvucture during a ccntracticn, anu 

c_ynsidering the viscoelastic properties cf the muscle tissue, 
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a purely linear Force.-EMG r~laticnship is unlikely ever the 

entire force range. However, fer practical purpcses, ~ linear 

mcdel prcvides a satisfactory fit tc the data cbserved durins 

iscrretric ccntracticns, proviting th~t th£ head pcsiticn and 

the electrode placen;ent ren.ain ccnstc;:r.t. 

'Iheoretical studies (Mocre 1967) have £usge.stc.cl tL~t the 

EMG amplitude should increase as the EG~are root of the number 

of active meter units and hence the tension, since the number 

of activated fibres is directly related to the force (Moore 

1967). Hc~ever, the theoretical model seerr.s tc be dependent en 

the assumpticn cf asynchronous activity cf meter units. Zuniga 

(1969) sho~ed that when synchrcnizaticn occurs during an iso

rr.etric contracticn, linearity may be reached. Moore (1967) 

showed that synchrcnizaticn increases the rrn£ v~lue cf the ENG. 

Such a shift would make the muscle's rrns value rise more near

ly linearly with fcrce, when otherwise it would rise less 

fa E. t. 

The Force-EMG relationship is prirr.arili determined by the 

muscle under investigation. Each muscle has unic;ue physiologi

cal properties and anatomical structure such as the relative 

arr.ount cf red and white fibres in the muscle (Woods 1978). 

Hoods, \14'Crking en the biceps, triceps, and adquctcr pcllicis 

muscles, repcrted that the linearity in the red muscle Fcrce

EMG relaticnshiFS may reflect the relative uniformity of the 

fibre cornpcsition (80%-SO% red fibres in the muscle) cr, al 

ternatively, a uniform distribution. Meanwhile, the ncn-li 

near relationships, observed in the two brachial muscles of 

r9ughly equal titre repreE.entaticns, may reflect mere a dif 

http:usge.stc.cl
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ferer.tizl distrit:uticr. cf the two fil:re tyr-es. Sfecific.:.lly, 

if the higher-threshold pale fitreE are ~ere Euperfici~lly 

located, then they wculd contribute ITcre tc the surface EMG 

~s exerted fcrce increases. 

'Ihe Fcrce- EMG relationship depends also or. the ext=er i 

mental conditions~ and in p~rticul~r whether the ~uscle is 

fatigued. Fatigue can give rise to ~r.y t~r:c cf relc:ticr;srip 

frcrr. linear to highly non-linear (Kuroda 1970). Furthermore, 

fatigue is likely to exert an increasing effect as it tecc~cs 

rr.ore severe. 

Additional variatles that ~~y J:e irrr:crta~t in the Eh~fE ci 

the Fcrce-El.IJG relationshit= include: 

1) electrode ar rar.gerr.er.t ( r:arallel cr rerfenc. iculi.r tc.. 

the muscle fil:res) 

2) the type of movement e~ecuted during the ext=erime~t 

(ccntinucus vs interrupted .serial movements) 

3) the pt.ysical conditioning level of the subject. 

These variables can produce any type cf change to the E'h~r:e 

cf the Force- El'1G relationship. 

In addition, the degree of contribution of other muscle 

groups and the varying amounts of cocontracticn amor.g ar.ta(jo

nist muscle groups may alter the fcrce contribution cf the 

muscle under investigation tc the measured net fcrce (Lawrence 

1983). 'Ihe negative intercepts found in the head lift manoeu

vre may be due tc the activation cf the platisma &uscle ~hose 

acticn w.ould be tc ste~bilize the inferior jaw ·just before and 

during the head lift manoeuvre. It alE'·O can be oue tc the ac

~~vation of the sternohyoid muscle whose action would be to 
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statilize the hyoid ten~ just tefcrc ar.C: durir.g tl.c tcz.d litl 

manccuvre. These two n1usc.l~s ~rc ve.ry close to tLc SCM r.;usclc 

and tc the recor~ing site. ~here is z. strcng prcbability thet 

their EMG signals ~ere captured ty the reccr~ing electrc.dcs. 

The ac.ticn cf these nuscles, hc~ever, does not sec~ tc te very 

important tccause, according to 1atlc 6.4, the negative inter

cepts are cLose tc. ~ere. The ~csitivc interce~ts are due tc 

synergist n.usclcs wtcsc. EMG signals cculd net t;e recorded be:

ca use the rr.uscles were too far aw-ay fr en: the recc rc! ing s i tc. 

For the head lift manoeuvre, the synergist muscles are: the 

reedial and posterior scalenes, the lcngus cclli, an6 the !en

g us capitis. 'Ih e.se n. l.iscles are 1oca ted very deeply in the 

neck anc:.i no El·~G could te recorded from the recording site. 

Fer the res~iratory manoeuvre, the synergist rr:uscles are: the 

diaphragm, the external intercostal muscles, and the scalene 

muscles. The first two sets of muscles are not lccated in the 

neck a&d they are the rncst important muscles of the rnanceuvre. 

They are respcnsible fer the first part of the curve where the

re is a large increase of Prouse with a very small increase in 

MRE (Figure 7.1). According tc Lynn (1978), w-ho wcrkea cut a 

mathematical model shewing the effect cf the muscle-electrodes 

gecn.etry (bipolar surf ace electrodes) using tbe dipole theory, 

when a muscle lies close tc the skin surface, ~est of the 

energy in the surface EMG is derived frcm fitres lying wittin 

cne length unit cf the electrodes, i.e., the distance be-

ween the twc recording electrodes. The decrease in signal e

nergy ~ith titre distance is so rapid that any active titres 

wJthin c:bcut 0.4 length unit cf the electrodes will tend tc do
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rninate the record, and any attempt to record from fibres more 

than about 1.5 length units below the skin surface will proba

bly be foiled by an inadequate signal/noise ratio. It also 

seems that recording trom a muscle lying below another one 

which is even slightly active will present great difficulties. 

According to this theory, the greatest effect would be due to 

the platisma muscle because it is located between the electro

des and the SC~ muscle. The sternohyoid muscle, being further 

away, would have much less effect on the recorded EAG. 

The other component of the Force-E~G relationship, the 

slope, was found to be positive in every subject, lung volume, 

head height above the bed, and type of manoeuvre. For an in

crease of force, a proportional increase in EMG was recorded. 

Many investigators tried to explain this phenomenon. Milner

Brown (1973), working on the first dorsal interosseous muscle, 

reported that among the two ways of increasing the force level 

of contraction, the recruitment ot more muscle fibres and the 

increase in firing frequency, recruitment was the major mecna

nism at low levels ot force (tHlner-Brown 1973a), while the 

firing rate was the major mechanism at intermediate and hign 

levels of force (Milner-Brown 1973b). Meanwhile, over tne 

whole physiological force range, the firin~ rate is the major 

mechanism of increasing force output for more than two third 

of the force range. As explained in Chapter IV, the size prin

ciple is very important in recruiting more muscle fibres. Aore 

recent studies (Lawrence 1983) showed that large motoneurons 

increase their firing rate more rapidly with increasing sti

mulation and attain higher firing rate. At high force levels, 
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in absence of recruitment, tne growth of the motor unit firing 

frequency and consequently the IEMG might increase more rapidly 

than would be expected, thus providin] a strong possibility of 

straightening out of the quadratic relationship suggested on 

theoretical bases for tne asyncnronous model. Moreover, as 

mentioned before, synchronization contribute to linearity in 

the relationsh~p (Moore 1967). The degree ot recruitment and 

discharge frequency used by a muscle during an isometric con

traction is highly dependent on the muscle unaer investigation. 

A review of the literature leads us to assume tnat the Force-EMG 

relationsnip may be linear even at high force levels. 

7.4.3 Importance of the Force-Length curve 

The change in length of a muscle modifies its geometry 

relative to the recording site, and consequently, changes the 

EMG recorded (Chapter V). ~hen a muscle shortens, more EM~ 

is recorded for the same generated force (Manns 1977, Jigland 

1954, Close 1960, Druz 1979); the muscle fibres shorten and 

an apparent increase in the conduction velocity is noted by 

the electrodes. This phenomenon increases the amplitude of 

mean-rectified-EHG (14RE). The MRE ratios given in Table 6.12 

agree with the literature. 'rhe change in head height from 

3cm to lOcm decreases the S.:!·l muscle length. Hore E:·iG was 

recorded at lOcm than at Jcm for the same mechanical output 

force, for botn typea of manoeuvre, ilL or RM. Therefore, t~e 

muscle len';]th when the head height is 3cm seems to be closer 

to the optimal length because the neuromuscular efficiency 

ra_l;io ( Force/EtvlG) is larger than it is at lJcm. 
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Ey modelling tte neck system and by Looking at the di~-

tributicn ot the forces invclvect during a ~anccuvre, one fcund 

that the v~lue5 in Table 6.12 ~ight re~resent an underestirra

ticn cf the reality. Ly assuming that the neck tetaves like 

a hinge w.ith the axis of rotation located in the middle cf the: 

neck (kppendix D), the terce generated ty the SCM muscle de

creases as the head height increases, fer the same mass lifted 

or the sarr.e Pmusc generated. This model supports the hypcttie

sis saying that the muscle shortens as the head height increases • 

.The change in lur,g volourr.e, from FRC to 'I'LC, nay net af

teet much the fcrce senera ted by the m~scle since the ceFbal~d 

displacerr:ent ot the sternun. n.~y t..E: very srr.all, '"hicr. givE:s rise 

to a very Eir.all ir.cre~S(; ct tte angle a (Figure 1, Appendix D). 

It has teen mentioned tefcre that the change in lung vo

lume ever the rar.ge of inspiratory capacity (IC} does net givE 

rise to any particular pattern of change in the slope of the 

regression lines. The reasons fer this are prcbably the r.cn sp~ 

cific way the subjects were treathing to the SFecified lt.!ng volun.es 

the use cf the abdcr..inal r..uscles during HL, and the non SFecif ic 

way to ferfcrrr. inspiratory pressures. At the sarre tirre, we no

ticed that for the HL manoeuvres, the slcpe of the regres~icn 

lines was decreasing with increasing lung volume over the ran

ge of tidal vclurre (Vt). This indicates that fer a constant 

lifted, mere EMG wa~ recorded at a lt.!ng vclu~e ci FRC+0.5L 

than at FRC. The reason is that the SCl-1 muscle shcr tens when 

the lung vcluffie increases by O.SL. ~able 7.1 shews the slGpE 

ratio (FRC/FRC+G.SL) tcr tcth types cf r.,anoeuvre. 'the £lope 

ratioE are c.ll greater than 1 (excc~t icr sutject L~' .:t lGcrr:) 

http:FRC/FRC+G.SL
http:FRC+0.5L
http:volun.es
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Subject 1cm above the bed tOcm above the bed 

HL foian. Res. Man HL r~an. Res. ~an 

LT 1-152 o. 962 0.546 0.7f;1 

PM 1.441 0.54fi 1· 040 1.241 

AS 1. 221 0.614 1.264 o.tS81 

cw 2.172 0.947 1.044 0.414 

TABLE 7.1: Slope ratio for a chan~e 1n lung 
volume from FRC to FRC + 0.5L. 
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for the HL m~noeuvre. In general, the values are below 1.5 

(except for CW at Jcm). This inaicates that tne change in 

muscle length is not-considerable. However, tne slope ra

tios at 3cm are larger than at lOcm. This means that at lJcm, 

the subject's rib cage kept a more uniform configuration du

ring tne breatning of the 0.51; the change in muscle length 

is much less because the ratios are closer to one (except for 

subject LT). At 3cm, the subjects used more their rib cage 

to breathe the 0.5L than at lOcm. One can conclude that rib 

cage breathing changes the SCM length. One would predict that 

using a fixed chest breathing pattern, the effect of a cnange 

in SCM length could be more clearly demonstrated. 

In contrast to the HL manoeuvre, the RM manoeuvre shows 

an increase in slope with increasing lung volume over the ran

ge of Vt. This is represented by a slope ratio less than 1 

{Table 7.1), and could be explained by a lengthening of the SCM 

muscle due to a paradoxical movement of the rib cage during 

breathing or/and during the inspiratory pressure manoeuvre. 

Agostoni (1966) reported that during inspiratory efforts, witn 

closed airways, the horizontal section of the rib cage (.up

right posture) becomes more elliptical, whereas during expira

tory efforts, it becomes more circular. During these respira

tory activities, the main change occurs on the lateral diame

ter over the expiratory reserve volume (ERV) and on the dorso

ventral diameter over the inspiratory capacity (IC). The above 

deformations imply that some muscles lengthen instead of shor

tening. During the inspiratory eiforts, Agostoni lost tne EM~ 

qt the parasternal external intercostal muscles at the second 
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intervertebral Eface. He concluded th~t the intercost&l (IC) 

muscles were lengthening during the manoeuvre. Frcr. tLis tir.

ding, one can extrapolate the lengthening of all the uprer rib 

cage muscles including the SCM and scalene ~uscles tecause cf 

their attachrrent points. Furthermore, during tidal breathing, 

the rib cage expands more than the abdcn~en in the upright postu

re, while the reverse occurs in the recumbent position (Cruz 

1981). Most normal subjects are abdominal breathers when supi

ne and rib cage breathers when sitting or standing (Druz 1981). 

The inspiratory action of the diaphragm is to cause an ~xpan

sion of the rib cage by pulling cephalad at its insertion~ en 

the lower ribs and to raise the intra-abticrninal pressure which 

pushes outward on the diaphragm's zone cf apposition to the 

rib cage (Loring 1982). Moreover, the inspiratory action of 

the diaphragm on the rib cage is greatest at low lung volumes. 

In a stucy performed by Koepke (1958), on subjects in the su

pine position, the pattern of recruitment during inspiration 

began with the diaphragm. The intercostal muscles (IC) were 

then recruited in a pattern from the first to the eleventh IC 

muscle downward. During quiet breathing, the diaphragm was 

always active, the first IC muscle was usually active, the se

cond IC muscle was occasionaly active, and the rerr.•:lining IC, 

never active. One can conclude that the rib cage inspiratory 

muscles lengthen mainly during the inspiratory pressure ~anccu

vres at lew lung volumes and not during quiet breathing. For 

twc subjects out of four (Table 7.1), the lengthening cf the 

SCM muscle was greater at lOcm than at Jcrn. It indicates ttat 

these subjects performed the rranceuvres using more their dia



phragm than their rib cage, which induces a greater paro.coxicc.l 

movement of the rib cage, than the t\;C other subjects. [ y ir..

posing a specific rib cage breathing pattern en the sutjects, 

this phenomenon could decrease a let and could possibly dis~rrec.r. 

The change in lung vclun.e did not affect sigr.if icar:tly U.e 

Force-EMG relationship for every subject (except fer AS) ~s 

shewn in Table 6.7. It seeffis that the variability within the 

subjects themselves ~as fairly great, but this ~ight be reduced 

by paying attention to some of the variables presented in sec

tion 7.2. ~he consequence cf this wculd be to increase th~ F-vE

lues but it does not mean that lung volume would become a signi

ficant factor affecting the Force-EMG relationship. Sharp (1974) 

shewed that the changes in muscle function were closely relc.tec tc 

the increase in lung vclun:e. He found that the decrec.sc in length 

cf the SCM muscle was 15% when lung volume increased fro~ 

FRC tc TLC. The measurements were made at only two lung volu

~es, FRC and TLC. Furthermore, he reported, en a study ccnc 

en 6 normal males, that to generate a given pressure, much more 

EMG was required at large than at small lung vclumes, supporting 

the conclusion that the inspiratory rr.uscles (Diar;:hragrr., IC, 

SCM, and Scalene) decrease their length. As shown in TatlL G.9, 

for the pooled subjects, a net increase in slope occured with 

increasing lung volume, supporting the conclusion that the ~CM 

muscle increases its length due to the paradoxical mcver.,ent of 

the rib cage during the inspiratory pressure manoeuvres. The

se results are in contrast to Sharp's results. IJcwever, Sharp 

did net mention hew his subjects were breathing and ~hat was 

their body position, supine or upright. It appears that ~harp's 

http:decrec.sc
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subjects breathea more with their rib cage and mere uniformly 

during the experi~ent. In addition, Sharp did net say ~~ett.er 

the change in slope (for the peeled subjects) was signiiicant. 

For this thesis ex per ime nt, '1 able 6. 9 shews that the g rea tc s t 

change in slcpc, for the RM manoeuvre, occurs at lew lung vclu

mes, i.e., below FRC + lL, for both head heights. This supp:.. rts 

the hypothesis that the inspiratory action ct the ~iaptr&g~ en 

the rib cage is greatest at lew lung vclurnes. 

7.5 'Ihe SCH mu~cle tuncticn 

The experiment described was performed primarily to 

under stand the function ot the s ternocle iaon;astcio ([CL'i) mus

cle un~er specitic conditions. 

~he experiment contrasted two functions cf the SCM 

muscle: forwarc; flexicn ot the neck, ar.d inspiratcry motion 

o.t the chest wall. It appears that, in ncrn1al subJects, the 

Sternocleioomastoid muscle has a Jt.ore important role in tor

ward tlexicn of the neck (or head lift in sutjects in the su

pine pcsiticn), than it has in breathing. It see~~ that thL 

ini[;Crtant tunction ct the SCM, as a re.spiriltcry rr.uzcle, is, 

like all the rib cage muscles, to position the rit cage tc al

low optimal length-tension conditions to prevail tor the func

tion of the diaphragm, which is viewed as the prime inzpira

tcry muscle. 

The change in lung volume affects much less the SCM muscle 

physiology than the head position, which appears to be a very 
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impcrtant factor. The ettect of lung volun~ decreases hith 

increasing forward bending cf the neck (bead po~iticn) z.s 

shewn in 'l'able 6.11. It n:ight indicate. that as the neck 

bends, the SCM ffiuscle ffiay change its pcsiticn on its length-

tension curve toward a flatter region, or alternatively, 

that the changes in length produced by the changes in lung 

volume are much smaller than the changes in length produced 

by the alteration in head positicn. 

11 ead 1 ift is closely related to the S ter ncrnas toid ac ti

vation (Fig. 6.4a), and even more at lCcm than at 3cm. ....(':'1r.ce 

the in tcr cet:t is positive and clcse tc zero, fer bctr. be aCI 

heights, there is no doubt that at zero head lift, there is 

no activation of the SCM muscle. As a skeletal muscle, the 

SCM activaticn is linearly related tc the mass liftco with 

the head. 'lhe slope is close to 1 and the intercept is close 

to 0,0, especially at a head height cf lOcrn. 

As an accessory inspiratory muscle, the SCK muscle 

starts to be activated only after 50% cf the maximum mus

cle pressure has already been generated (Fig. 6.4b). 1h~t 

first 50% of the pressure was performed by the prime inspira

tory muscles, i.e., Diaphragm and IC muscles. Here ~gain, the 

activation of the SCM is linearly related to the force (rrusclc 

pressure (Prouse)) generated. 

Ey relating the t~c mechanical outputs at a specific EMG 

value, one aefines a new rr.ethcd of testing the SCM r.;usclc whi

le it behaves as an inspiratory muscle (Fig. 6.5). Gy cnly 

using the heaci 1 if t meter, one can app rcxirnately knew tLc r.iaX i-

mum Prouse. that the subject is able tc generate by knowing the 
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maximum mass he/sne is able to lift with his/her head. This 

method does not involve any sophisticated device, but only tae 

small hand held head.lift meter. 

The HL-EMG relationship at lOcm of nead height has mucn 

more impact than the one at 3cm because the slope of the [lL

EMG relationship is very close to 1 (1.058) and the intercept 

is very close to 0,0 (0,0.089). This indicates that the mass 

lifted is a close correlate of the 3ternomastoid muscle acti 

vation (EHG), and that the regression line equation of the J:IL

Pmusc relationship at lOcm (Fig 6.5) is approximately tne sa

me as the regression line equation of the EMG-Pmusc relation

ship (Fig. 6. 4 b) • 

7.6 Future steps of this study 

The study of the SCM muscle is far from being finished. 

Two different kinds of projects can be done to continue the 

study. The first project would be to perform the same expe

riment using weak subjects. Firstly, one could study weaK ICU 

patients. These patients must have no history of any disea

se affecting the scr1 physiology and anatomical structure. In 

other words, their SCM must be intact. Secondly, one could 

study normal subjects weakened with curare. The purpose ot 

these two studies would be to see the shift in slope and in

tercept of the H1-Pmusc relationship and its significance re

lative to the relationship obtained from normal subjects. 

The second project would be to determine the length
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tension relationship of the SCM in ncrmal subjects in the su

pine ~csiticn while the change in head position changes the 

length of the muscle. Sharp (1974) described the lengtt-ten

sicn relationship cf the SCM when the chenge in lung volu~e 

was changing the length of the muscle. It was not specifieG, 

but everything leads to the conclusion that his subjects were 

in the supine position. A formal stucy st.ould be carried 

cut, whose purpose would be to define the shape of the cur

ve. This would be necessary to confirm the hypothesis that, 

as the neck bends, the SCM muscle changes its position on 

its length-tension curve tcward a flatter regicn, thus de

creasing the effect of the change in lung volu~e. 



CHAPTCE VIII 


cm~cLos revs 

The set-: muscle is used primarily tc change the: positicn 

of the head while it is much less involved as an inspira

tory muscle. By ccniparing the EMG generated fer a n."-xirr.urr. 

manoeuvre, for a single subject, head height, lung volume, 

and type of manoeuvre, it has been found that the EMG pro

duced during maximum lifting is much higher than the Er-iG 

produced during maximum inspiratory pressure. 

The linear relationship between Force (mass lifted or 

muscle pressure) and EMG was found to be a very adequate 

approximation ( r 2> 0.95 ) • 

Fer the head lift manoeuvre, the decrease in slope with 

increasing lung volume over the range of tidal volume 

indicates a decrease in the SCM n.usclc length, while for 

the respiratory manoeuvre, the increase in slope with 

increasing lung volume over the same range indicates a 

lengthening of the SCM muscle probably due to a par2dC

xical movement of the rib cage during the inspiratory 

pfessure manoeuvre. Further~cre, it was found that for 
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the prcducticn of the sa~c reech~nical cutput, fer both 

HL and m: rr.anceuvres, n;ore EMG wzs cbscrvec at lOcm tr;z.n 

at 3crn cf head height. 1hese phencmena c~n be attributed 

tc the terce-length characteristics of the muscle, to tte 

motor-unit recruit~ent, and to the muscle gecrnetry rela

tive to the electrodes. 

On the poe led sui: j ects' data, the change in lung volun:e 

does net affect significantly the Force-EMG relationship. 

This may be attributed tc the fcllcwing : 

1) the great variability in the C:ata hide any 

real significant effect due to lung vclu~e, 

2) the position of the SCM muscle en the force

length curve does net change sufficiantly, 

3) 	 the change in lung volume does net change suf

ficiently the position of the SCM muscle rel~

tive to the electrodes tc notice any effect 

on the recorded EMG. 

By relating the two mechanical output forces, one can 

determine a new method of defining the function of the 

SCM muscle when it is used as an inspiratory muscle. 

The results show that for a head height of 3cm above the 

bed, the same SCM EMG activation is necessary when a ~a

ximurn inspiratory muscle pressure (MIMPS) is performed 

as when a mass of 4.5 times head mass is lifted with the 

head, while at a head height of lOcm, the same MIMPS re

quires as much SCM EMG ~s a head lift cf 1.3 times he~d 

mass. Furtherrncre, 50% of the MIMPS can be 6cne withcut 

u~ing the SCM muscle in normal subjects. 
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The llL-F~usc rel~tionshif at lOc~ cf hea6 heistt is the 

~est imfcrtant curve of this experiment because the en

ly instrurrcnt the investigatcr need~ tc ric the measure

men~ is the sm~ll hand-held head lift meter. There is 

nc need to lead the fcretead with weights since the r~n-

ge of masL is m~inly between zero ~nd the mass of the 

subject's head. 1his becc~es crucial in testing the SCM 

muscle of ICU patients~ No damage to the vertebral column 

is likely to be sustained by voluntary lifting ot th~ w~ight 

ct the head alene. It was arguet that the pattern of brea

thing may have an important effect en the variatility. 

it is too 6emancing to ask a weak ICU patient tc breathe u

sing a specific p~ttern, we let the normal subjects breathe 

their own way. Free breathing consister.cy will therefore be 

kept between the normal subjects" and the weak ICU patients" 

experiments. 

http:consister.cy
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· .AFFCl·:DIX A 

The main statistical pararreters cf the ME signal ~r~ 

very irr.~.=cr tant in the fcrrr:ulaticn ct tl.c n.cC:el because invc~-

tigators use them in their research. The general Lcdel ~.=r~scn-

tee: allcws cress-correlation of the NUAP1's detected at the re

cording site. The frCcess a~ds a ne~ term ~hich takeE intc ac

ccunt the ~epender.ce be tween t-lUAPT' s. 

Consider two ~DAFT's u 1(t) ane uj(t) whose ~UAF's fire at ta, 

fer u 1( t), and at tb, fer uj(t} (Fig. A-1}. The time C:eper:

dent ccrrelaticn of the MUAPT'E reay be expresseo as: 

= u . ( ta} * u . ( t b) (A .1)
1 . J 

Fer twc statiEtically indepeneent MDAPT's in the same ccntrac

ticn, the correlation is expressed as: 

The lc\Ver limit is zerc because the t-~UAPT is only present fer 

positive time. 

Let's consi~er two cases: 

1} Two meter units (MU's) fire in unison with identical 

firing rate, ~i(t) = Aj(t). If the MUAPT's have a relative 

displacement (Tij} greater than or equal tc the time duration 

o.f hi ( t} or h j ( t} , then the cross-ccrre la ticn can be exr;:res

http:epender.ce
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PIGURE A-1: Dirac Delta function impulse train 
~raohically arrange~ to ~emonstrate 
autocorrelation ann cross-correlation. 

( de Luca 1975) 
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sed as: 

(A. 3) 

when Tij is less than the time duration cf h 1(t) cr hj(t), 

then the cress-correlation is expressed as: 

Ru; u 1 ( t a, t b) = Ia• lti ( t) h 1<ta-t)C:t ~~(t) hj,(tb-t)dt . .. . 
+ Jri, t) 

1h <ta-t±Tij) hj(tb-t)dt (A .·4) 
0 

In such & case, the ~UAPT's will be ccnsidere6 to be synchro

ni zed. 

2) Two ~U's fire in unison ~ith identical firing rate, 

~(t) = Aj{t), and both contain MUAP 's ~ith _the sa~e stape, 

h;(t) = hj(t). In such a circumstance, the crcss-correlati~n 

function will be identical tc the auto-correlation function 

and can be expressed as: 

Let's gc further in the analysis by giving more statis

tical dependence between the two MUAPT'£, i.e., by putting 

ta = tb = t. Both mathematical exfressicns refresent the s~

rne MUAFT. The cross-correlation functicn, being identical tc 

the auto-correlation function, is new simplified ... "' ."C"• 

10 ... 2 2 ,. ,.
I\ u . u . ( t} = [ [).: (t} h; ( t-t) dt] + h . ( t-l) c. t (I' • • G)

1 1 1 
0 
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2 2 

= [E{u;(t) )] + uu 1(t) 

2= [~~an] + Variance 
2 

=(rrns) 

Disregaroing the polarization of some recording clectro~cs, 

the ME signal has a mean value cf zerc. Therefore, the (rrno) 
2 

value is equal tc the variance uu (t). One ends up with tLe
1

rr.ain parameters of the t-lUAPT n.odel presented in Chapter IV, 

section 4.3. 

The ME mcdel cornpcsed of t~c hOAPT's can be extEnded to 

r:.any more, acting in the same contraction. 'I he ME s ignc;;l is 

represented as the sr:atial-terr.poral superpc..sition of the 

inriividual MUAFT's that are active in the vicinity of the elec

trades. 

s 

m ( t) = L:u.(t) (de Luca & Var..dik 1975) (A. 7)
1i= 1 

The above equation assumes that the number cf active MUAPT's 

remain constant throughout the constant contraction. The 

au tc-ccrre la tion of the ME s igr..al allC\iS us to f inCi the 

expressions for the mean, the variance, and the rms value. 

(A. 8) 

Before surrming the correlation functions, it is necessary 

to consider that some of the HUAP'I· 's ( v_ss) may be synchr oni zcC.: 

at scme time throughout the contraction. Then, the autc-ccr

r.~laticn function of the ~lE signal may be expressed as: 
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(A • S) 

(cc Luca & Vandik 1975) 

F.estrictir.g the '"nalysis to the case where t a= tb = t, i.e., 

considering the au to-cor relation cf the HB s igr:al whcr. there 

is no relative shift, the above equation becomes: 

2 .. ...
Rmrr ( t) = [fJ~(t) h.(t-t)dt] + tJ~i( t) h ~ (t-t)dt(at. 1 ••• • 1 .. _,. 

+ ~tiM. (t) h .( t-t±'I i j) h j ( t- t) at (A .10)
r.t ~·· • 2 21 . 

=[E(ro(t) )1 + CTm(t) 
2

=(mean) + Variance 
2

=(rms) 

By approximating h;(t) by K; (t), the above equaticn can te 

simp 1 i f i e d as : 

Rmm ( t) 

(A .11) 

This equaticn doEs net demonstrate the effect of the cancella

tion that results when poSitive and negative phases of dif

ferent MUAF's superimpose. The cancellation will not affect 

2the variance term, because of the h;(t) terrr, but will <:ffect 

cnly the mean term by reducing it. Conse~uer:tly, a non posi

tive function, J(t) ~ O, must be added tc the ~ean term tc 
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give: 

c [ i m ( t) I l = E { t ju. ( t)} ] + J ( t) 	 (A.l2)
1

i=l 

Furthermore, the synchronization term, D(t), reduces 

(A .13) 

the mean-s~uared term because thes€ MUAPT's de net correlate 

with each ether. Thus, an extra term is added to the expres

sion of the mean-squared value cf the ME signal tc give: 

s 

MS [ m ( t) ] =l: r-:s [ u . <t) 1 + c <t) (A .14) 
. 1 
1= 1 

where IJ(t) < 0 cr 0 < D(t). 

Finally, the three main parameters of the ME signal can 

ex{:ressed as: 

1) Mean rectified value 

s 

A< t) l: lh . <t>lE [ lm(t)l] = 	 . __,___ + J ( t) (A.l5) 
1=1 

Full-wave rectification may be realized by taking the absc

lute value of h;(t) and m(t). 

2) Mean integrated rectified value 

T 

= .(c[Jm(t)l ]dt 

ro s 
{ll..lG)= ~< t> 2: th i ( t)l

0 j:t 
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an~ if the value cf h .(t) reffi~ins co~sta~t during the 
1 

contr~cticn, 

E [ Jtrr.T ( 
T 

t) \ ] + JJ(t)dt (A .1 7) 
00 

3) r.cct-mean-squared value 

s 

rrns ( rn( t)) [I:h~ (t) (A.l8) 

i= 1. 

since the ME signal has zero mean. 
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P.I-f en:: IX G-1 

Principle ct Least Square~. 

A simple illustration cf the ~rinci~le is ~s fcllcw. Suf

pose Xi is the measurement of a quantity whcse true value is 1. 

Then Ei = Xi - T is the error in the rreasurencnt. It ttc 

measurement is repeated, one can end up witl1 several crrcrs. 

Let us call the sum of their square as: 

( L. 1) 


n 

where Lis replace6 by L. 
i= 1 

Acccrding to the ~rincifle cf least squares, the best choi

ce fer T i6 the cne that ~akes E a minimum. At its ~inirru~ 

value, 

ar:: = 2 ~ lxi-Tl = 2l:xi- 2.n'I' = o (E. 2) 

ax 

cr 'I' = I: Xi which is ncthing but the mean cf n measure~ents. 

No~ suppcse th~t cne has t~c sets cf data X and Y ccnnEctc6 

by a linear re la ticnshir Y = a + fJ x where a and fJ are constants. 

The prcblern cf ~cterreining the best line is ncthing but eva

luating ana using tlic principle of least sc:uares. 
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Fer exarefle let uz azsuree that x-valuec arc f2irly c:ccur~-

tely knc~n an6 error is associated with Y-values only. Suppose 

a ana b are the least s<;uares choices fer a ana {3 respectively. 

Then a + bXi is the calculated or the estimated Y whose actual 

value is Yi. Therefore, 

[ Y i - (a + bX i} 1 = € i is its err cr. (B. 3) 

To satisfy the principle cf least squares, 

2 ~ [ Y i - ( a + bX i ) ] = E ( L .4) 

must be mini~u~ ~hich means dE/da = 0 an6 dE/db= u. 

Sclving these e~uaticns, we get: 

ana 1: = r.l:xiYi -'Exi~Yi ( i... • 5 ) 
2n~xi2 - (1:}.i)

a anC. b, as cctincd. al:cve, are k.nc"n az RCCRLSSivtJ CCLfJ: ICILl 'l~. 

The1 cic tcrrr: ine the sc-callec RECLLSSIOl~ LUlL : Yc = .:1 + u .... 

The errcrs in a, b, and Yc can be estimate~. 1te rcsrccsic~ 

line rcpreLents ~n average estimating li~e because it dccc nat 

r.azz thrcust·, ull cxt:crimental pcir.ts. It::. cvcrc:ll rcli.:.lilily 

is IH.azurcd by the Eo-callec stan"c:rd crrcr cf estir.. .:.tL, S'} .x, 

which is a r•. cD.surc of the scatter ar..c.r.s; Yi 's arcuno tLc <..vcr.::sc 

.Sy.x ( L. G)= ~l;(Yi - Yc)2 J~ 
[ (n - 2) 
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line. By cevelq::iny the ec.1uatic..r~ L.6 <:.r;c.. ty reFlc::.cir.g l:c ly its 

expression, ~ + l~i, Sy.x can t~kc the tcllc~ing fcrL: 

S:y.x (~ l:Yi + (B. 7)= t!Yi2 - t 2: XiY i)J i 
(r. - 2) 

The errcrs in tLe ccefficier.ts a an~ t ~rise because cf 

the crrc..rs in y·s. x·s are assu~cd tc te fairly accurately 

knc~n. Ccins ttrcugh a series cf mathe~atical equations, the 

standarc ceviaticn ct the coefficients can te ex[;resseG as: 

S(a) ( L • b ) 

l
i 

s (b) Sy.x ( L • 9)=t .2 n 2
(nl:Xl (2:Xi) ) 

~he ~ethcd just described has been written under the fcrL 

of ~ ccc~uter ~rcgraffi. The cc~futcr language usc~ is L~~lC 

aC.at:-ted fer the ilf en microcomputer. 

Cncc the reyressicn line was fcur.C, the gccuness of the fit 

haC:. to be tested by calculating the ccefticic.nt of C:.etcrrr.ir.;;

2ticn (r2 ). Its value is between zero '-r;c cr.e. P. r = 1 ir.Ji

cates that all the cx~erimer.tal fOints f~ll en the rcgrc.~sic..r. 

~ c:: •line (ferfect fit). 'I'll is ccef f ic ie nt is expr cs sec. ... _. 

http:C:.etcrrr.ir
http:ccefticic.nt
http:ccefficier.ts
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2 - 2 - r = l:(Yci - Y) = l:(Xi- i.) (Yi - 'i) 


2 

l:(Yi - Y) [ l: (Xi - X)2 (Yi - Y) 2 ] (C.lL) 

where Y is the mean value of Y's. 


Once the ~p~rcpri~tc substitutions are ma~e, the r 2 value can 


be represented in a more useful ~xpression: 


( D.11)-l::t.i t:Yi/n 

-{t:Yi)2 ;n 

2
~he square rcot cf r , r, is callea the coefficient of ccr

relaticn. 1he value ci r ~ctermines hew clcsely the variatles 

Yi &n~ Yci are associated. The v~luc cf r varies frcm -1 to +1. 

The sign of r, indicated by the sign cf 2: (Xi - X) {y i - Y) , 

implies the sign of the slope of the regression line. hcst in

vestigators use the coefficient cf C.etern:ination, r2 , r.~ecause 

it inaicates that the regression equation accounts tcr (r 2 x lCG)~ 

of the variability cf the Qata about X. 
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APPENDIX B-1 
BEST FITTED STRAIGHT LINE 

10 OPTION BAS8 1 

15 PRINTER IS 701 

2U MASS S'f0l{AG8 IS ":0701" 

30 DI.3P "CU~~"t: 8t..UA·riON PROGRAtt 1~0.1 ti31ll:.S1" 

4ll DIS? "IT fiNDS Trl~ ~~UATION Y=A+3X" 
50 ..JAIT ~000 
60 DIM X(50,2),Y(50,2),~(~0,2) 
70 XX=O @ YY=O @ XY=O 
bO XXS=O ~ ~YS=ll ~ XY3.3=0 
90 XM=O ~ Y~=O ~ X~~=U ij YSJ=O 
100 D=O @ A=O @ B=O 
110 1=1 @ .1=1 
120 DISP "~'ILENA··l~" ;~ !.'4PU·r r'$ 
130 ON ERROR GOTO 120 
140 ASSIGNi l '1'0 FS 
150 READ. l ; N 
160 FOH I=l 'fO ~~ 
170 READi l; X(l,l), ..{(l,2) 
UW DIS P u:l I th,; 2 2 u ; l , X ( f , 1.) , X ( I , 2) 
190 NEXT I 
200 uf'F I::HROf< 
21\J ASSIG.H 1 'l'U * 
220 !MAGI:: "N=",20 . ,2X,"X=",6D.3D,2X,"Y=",6D.3D 
2 30 I~ l 
240 ~OK I=l TO N • 
250 XX=XX+X(!,l) 
260 YY='l'l+X(I,2) 
270 XXS=XXS+X(I,1)~2 
280 YYS=YYS~X(l ,2)"'~ 
290 X'f~XY+X(l,l)*X(I,2) 

30 0 NEX'f I 
310 XM=XX/ N 
320 'f:1=Y'f/N 
330 XSO=XXS-XM*XX 
34 0 YS IJ= 'fYS -YM* YY 
350 XYSS=XY-XM*YY 
J6U 13=XYSS/XS(,J 
370 A='fM-ll*X'1 
3 8 0 D=X Y .3 5 "' ~ I ( XS oJ * 'f::; iJ ) 
3~0 5yx=SQH ((YYS-(A*YY+t3•XY) )/(N-2)) 
400 JO=SuW (N/(N*XXS-XX~2))*Syx 
4 lll SA =SiJ I{ ( X X ~ / ( t~ * X X S -X J( ~ 2 ) ) * Sy x 
420 Ul3P "~S'l'l.'v\A'l'lth.; L-.~UA 'l'ION 'iC=i\+L.lX 1\ND l'l'S S'l'ANDA!W l::td\Jl1 S yx ARL" 
4JO OISP U3ING 440 : A,~A,U,Su,Syx 
44U IMAGE "tc =",3D.JD,2X,3D.l0," + ",30.30,2J(,3D.3D,"X",5X,"Syx="JD. 
450 DIS? USING 4oU ; D 

http:3D.JD,2X,3D.l0
http:iC=i\+L.lX
http:2X,"X=",6D.3D,2X,"Y=",6D.3D
http:ti31ll:.S1
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4oo ll·lhGt: "THt: cot:FFrcrENT or DETERHL~,\rlJr.j ( KA2' > I!.:i :",l iJ .J :J 
4b5 PHI~T " fOR ~Ht: INPU~ f!L~~AME ";i~ 
470 PRI'~T "t;STIMA'l'Il~G t::QUA'riON Yc=A+3X AND t ·rs STAliJDA RD i:: LU{0 1\ Syx td<. 
480 PRINT U~ING 440 ; A,SA,S,S5,Syx 
490 PHINT USING 46u ; D 
5u0 FOR I=l TO l~ 
510 Y(I, l) •X (I, l) 
515 Y(I,2)zA+~*X(I,l) 
520 NEXT I 
522 Y(N+1,1)•(-A)/O 
52 3 Y ( N+ 1 1 2) •0 
525 ~·N+ 1 
526 FOR 1•1 TO ~ 
"·52 7 z ( I , 1) =Y ( I, l) ~ ~ (I , 2) ay (I I 2) 
528 OISP USit~G !l30 ; Z(I ,1) ,~(I ,2) 
52~ ~t;X'l' I 
530 !MAG& "X=",60.JO,J~,"1=",6D.JO 
540 DIS~ "OUTPUT TO fiLE, Y/~"; 
5:)0 IL~ PUT H$ 
560 1~ UPC$ (RS(l,l])="Y" ~H~N ~OrO 5~0 
570 If UPC$ (R$[1,1})t"N" THEN S~EP ~ GOT0 540 
·Sao Goro 83u 
5~0 DISP "OUT~UT FILI::NA~C";@ INPUT FO$ 
60U ON EHROH GOTO &20 
6lu GO'i'O 630 
62U OL;-fo• E:I{RUR ~ H' ~HRL-4 =63 '!'tit: : ~ C(Jl'O 63U ELSE 670 
630 OltiP "r'ILc: AI..KI-:AD'f t::XISTS. S'fOHt:; OVt:R 11'";@ INPU'r H$ 
640 IF UPC$ (R~(l,l) )a"~" TH&N COTO ~00 
650 11-' JPC~ (R~(l,l))t"N" 'l'Hl::N UEEP ~ GO'l'O 630 
6 60 GO'l'O U30 
670 OISP "ERROR NO.", ERRN ~ PAUSE 
6d0 OIS~ "CREATE fiLl::, Y/N"; • 
690 ll~PU'f RS 
700 IF UPCS (R$[1,1J)•"Y" THEN GOT~ 730 
71U IF UPCS (R$[1,1))1"N" THEN BEEP @ GOTO 680 
720 GOTO U30 
730 CREATE F0$,3 
740 ASSIGNt 1 TO PO$ 
750 PRINTI 1 ; M 
7 60 FOR I•1 TO M 

770 PRINTt 1 ~(1,1),Z(I,2) 

780 NEXT I 
790 GOTO 810 
800 PURGE F$ @ GO'rO &80 
810 OFF ERROR 
820 ASSIGNI 1 TO * 
830 OISP "OONEl" 
840 J:;NO 

http:X=",60.JO,J~,"1=",6D.JO


AFI?U;c IX E- 2 

E-2-1 Statistical ar.zlysis 

1he technique use6 will be entirely ~escribed for slcfes. 

For the case ct intercepts, only the tincl Equations will tc gi 

ven because the technique is siailar. 

Suppose a series of n observations cf pairs (X,Y) can b£ 

partitioned into r grcu~s ~ith n pairs in the ithsrcuf such 

. . . + n = n • Assuir.e c;. simple lin€ar rcgrc.ssic.r. r..c
r 

del for each group of observations with a ccm~cn error variance 

S 2 fer all groups (tested using the Bartlett's test). 'lhe: t.y

pcthesis to test is: He =~1 = ~2 =~ , the equality cf the r 
r 

slopes cf r regression lines. As define~ befcre, b is the least 

squares te~ t choice fer ~ • 
2 2 

Considering the case r = 2, the variance cf b1- is sb + ~bt 2 1 2 
under Ho:~1 =@2 anc. since b1 

a normal aistribution with mean~1-~2and variance s~ +1 
then the statistic 

'1' = b1 - t 2 (L-1) 


c 2
Sy.x1 + .Jy •.x2 ~ 2 
(x1j -x1 J l:(X2j -X2) 

has a t-distributicn with n1+ n 2 - 4 ~egrees of freedor:~. 'Ic test 

the hyfCthcsis no, the procedure is to use the statistic. 1 ~itt 
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rejection regicn 'I'> tut1-~ cr 'l' < tu,~ v.t.erev= r11 + r.2 -4. 

In the case r is greater than tv.c, the general slc~e ct

tained by treating all the individual groups as cne large grcuf 

is b p where 

_ r ~ _ 2 
(Y. - Y) I t (X; . - X) (L-2) 

, ••• •• J 

where X anc Ydenote the overall ~eans using all n = 1:
,. 

r. 
1 
values. 

\It .th 2
The error surr of squares of the i grcup is Sy.x., and the poe, 
led error su~ of squares is s1 = l::p 

Sy .x 
2 
. The tctal su~ cf

"' , 
squares based en all r data sets ccllectively, can be partitio

nea as: 

r r n,
2 2 

= Esy.x.+ E ro~.- c l (X •• -
-
X•)

2 
i•l 1 i•l jal 1 P 1J l 

2 r n, 2 
+ b 'E'r'cx .. - X·) (L-3) 

p ... r:; 1J 1 

= Gl + S2 + 53 . 

The term 51 is the pooled error sum cf squares of each regres

sion curve, S2 is the sum of squares cue to differences b~twecn 

group slopes, an~ SJ is the sum of squares ~ue to the gcncr~l 

slope b • 

The statistic used is: 

F = [ S2/ ( r -1 ) ] I [ S1/ ( n- 2 r) 1 

has a F-distribution with (r-1) anC:. (n-2r) c.cgrE;;C.S ct frcu...cr: 
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if~. = ~~ = ••• = ~.. =~. Thus the critical rcgicr. fer Ilv: ~.=~z. 

= ••• =(!».,.is F> F v , v ,1-a where v1 = r-1, v2 = n-2r, a.n6 a is 
1 2 

the significant level. 

If no is accepted, then the slope of the peeled regression 

line is b p and its variance, S~ , can be expressed as: 
p 

- 2 
- X ) ] (I::-5)

I 

For the case of the intercepts, the same technique was 

used. Fer testing the homogeneity tet\-1ccn the intercepts cf · 

r regression lines, the general intercept obtained by trcoting 

all the individual groups as one large grcup is ap, where 

~ ~ - - ~~ - 2 
a p = ~ ?-X•• ( Y X ij - X Y lj ) I L? (x1j - X) (D-6) 

1•1 J•f 1J ial Jll 

where X andY denote the overall means using all n values. 

As before, the total sum of squares based on r data sets 

collectively can be expressed as: 

r n· 2 r 2 r "' 2 _ 2 r "' 2r -r (Y.. - Y) = r sy .x. + I;t(a.- ap} (X .. - X. )I L d~ X1·J· In,.)
I I J I . .1::1 j:1 IJ . 1 I 1~1 js1 1•1 J111: 

r n 
2 r n. - 2 ~ 2 

+ aP ~E(x .. - x.) I E ( l., x1. ln. ) (D-7) 
l J I . . J I

i•1 j~ 1 1:1 J~1 

= Sl + A2 + A3 

sirrilarly, the statistic is: 

F = [A21(r-l)] I [Sl/(n-2r)] (B-8) 
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If tbe hypcth(.sis uc:oC1=«2= ••• =CI(r=~ is <:!ccerteC:., tLe:n tr.c 

intercert cf the pocleCi regressicn line is ap ar.C. its vc::ric::.r.cE. 

2 r 2 r ~ 2 r n. 2 
sap =[I:s::t'.x.;(n-2r)] I[EL<X.J.- X.) ll:<tx.. lni)] (L-9) 

. ,. I . I I ._4 ._.. I J
1 

. 
I=• I= J=1 1...;1 J-· 

This technique turned out to te very useful fer si~plifying 

data manipulations. This analysis was performed by tte Hp 67 

microcomputer. 

The whole technique can ce used to test two or mere regres

sian lines. The t-test does net need to be uoed. 

r-2-2 The Bartlett's test 
2

The Bartlett's X -test was used to test the homogeneity cf 

the variances. 
2 2 2

C' b k . ' . 1 . . h dLet s
1

, s
2

, wk e lOaeper.Ccnt Samp C Varlances Wlt11 e• • • I 

Here it is considered that a samfle i~ represented by a set cf 
r r 

. h 2 2d ata, anc t en s = Sy.x • Let's put'V=~V., S =LV. s. 1~, anC:: 
r i:1 I i:1 I I 

c = 1 + [ «Lllv.> - 11-y > 1 (J(k-1))]. As the testcritericn, 
i:1 I 

one uses the ~uantity 

2 r 2 
X = ( V1 r.S - E V.lnS. ) I C (L-10)

i:1 I I 

The rejection region for testing He: s~ = s: = = s: is 
2 2 

X >X (1-Cl) where c:&. represents the level cf significance.
k-1 

http:vc::ric::.r.cE
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APPENDIX B-2 

STATISTICS ON THE STRAIGHT UNES 

lJ OPTION a.~SE l 
2u MASS sTORA~~ Is N:u7ul .. 

uisP .. S'l'A'r PROG!~A.1 u3ll2G .. 

~u 0151? •THIS Pr.OGf<A.-1 C'-kiPAf<C:·3 SEvC:RAL 5ETS Or' OA'l'A.'" 
-jJ OlSP "IT 'l't:STS l'HE lt():-\O::;t;.-H~ITY OF ' 1'11~ I ~ l'rERCI!:?'l'S Athl SLQPGS .1l·" 

Dl.::iP •·rriC !:iTk(Al~tl'l' LINL:S ·l'ESTED. I·r 'l't:STS Td£ E'Kt:CISiuN ·Y/ ~EH'.},{ lll'!:::;" 

Jd 

uJ 
DISP 11 A t" TEST. 'flit. OiJ'l'PU'l' WILL TELL \.UETHl::R rue CUP.VI::S A;.~1;; ll) l)·~;:·H.:.)~J~)/u 

jJ Ol.SP 11 TilE II~.I?U'l' FlLt:~ ~lUSl' llE THE Ol~!!.S USED ·rO ::;r.T THi:: CU~\ :s 1::\J:..J".l'I'Jr~. 


:H) OI~1 X(l00,5U) ,Y(l0U,2) ,U(2~,4) ,~1(25) ,~90(25) ,XnEAN(2S) ,.<X( 2':.1) ,ld0SIC(25 

lj 0 uiSP 11 THE Fl~ST OBJF.C·fi\1~ IS ·ru Sf!E \~Ht:·rHER rHE :UR\1~3 111\!d~"' ·.:c: (vy.x)" 

l.lO 0 ISP ,. At<.E IIO:t\O::;E t~EOU !l, A·W ahteTHER THE'{ CJ\N ;}£ REa? 1..1\CED ;;·i 0~4L'i )~·lt::" 


l2U DISP •vALU~ (v). ~H£~EFORE, A UARrLET~·s T£3T IS PERFOR~E~.N 

lJO lliSP .. Tllf. OPE:KA'rOR t·\US·r ~11\KE: THE ENTR'i USING •rtlt: KE:'il.l'II\RI)." 

14 u OISP "TdE A VALUE IS 'l'H~ Sy .x OF t::ACll Llt~t::, ~~HI LE ·rtH: 0 VALUE C':) HAI.~S" 


bU OISP 11 THE NU;t\llf.R Of' POINTS PE:f\ Lil~E; 'fHE C -IALUE IS Tlit: SL')PC Or C\Cil" 

lGO OISP 11 LINE,ANO '1'rl£ 0 \11\LUE IS 'l'tt~ llHERCt:.:P·r OF EACH Ll ' H~." 


170 ulSP ,. HO~~ f.\M~Y Lll~ES DO 'lOLl IIAVE ·ro 'l'EST";G INPUT NA 

lUU ~U•O @ VARaO ~ C=U ~ VARRaO @ Sdl•O @ SBO•O Q Tll•ll @ Tl=0 Q M=~ 


t9u INV•O ~ LOGV•O @ T=O ~ ilOOuaO ~ BlBl•O ~ ~dAaO @ V'iX•O Q ;1\LJ=U 

2UO FOR I•l TO NA 


11 N( 112lU DISP "Sy.x( .. ;l;")", ;l;")",NSlope(";I;•)•,•Int(";l;")'"; 

220 IN k'UT U ( 1 , l) , U (I , 2 ) , U ( I , 3) , U (I , 4 ) 

2 30 ~EXT I 

235 FOR I•l TO NA 

HO u ( I I l ) •U ( I ' 1 ) .. 2 ~ u ( I I 2 ) •U ( I ' 2 ) -1 

250 MU•MU+U (I I 2) 

~60 VAR•VAR+U(I,l)*U(I,2) 

270 INV•INV+l/U(I,2) 

280 LOGV•LOGV+LOG (U(I,l))*U(I ,2) 

290 NEXT I 

300 C•l+(INV-l/MU)/(l•(NA-1)) 

HO VAR•'-'AR/MU 

320 T•(UU*LOG (VAR)-LO~V)/C 


J30 lllSP •·rHE Ou ·rPUT (f) IS DISTRIBUTED AS CtH-5QUAR8 0~' (:~0. Gl:- LI.IE.l-1)" 
340 OISP "W8 REJEC1' H0••10Gt::NEI'l"i' A'r l'rtt:: SIGN! FICANCE Ll::VEL ( alpna) I r rdS" 
)50 DISP "~EALIZATI01~ OF (T), (t) 1 15 SUCH THA'l' t >oca TO Cltl-Si,JUA~t:.(l-alpn 
J6U DISP "'l'HE (1-alpha) IJUAN'l'ILE OF ·rHE DIS'l'RIGUTION OF CHI-:i~JU!\RE(NO. OF" 
370 DISP •LINES- 1)."

Juo PRINTER IS 701 

JYO UISP USING 400 ; T,VA~ 


4UO IMAGE "t•'",4D.3D,6X,"5'"2•",40.30 

<! hJ PRINT "IIOMOC!::Nt::l 'l'Y OF '!'tiE CURVe VAIUANCES HAS SEeN 'l''E3'l'CD" 

~ 2J PRINT USING 400 ; 'l',VAR 
~ )0 iliSP 11 HAS HOr-tO..;t::NEI'l'Y tlt::El~ PROV~N, 1/N";@ INPUT RS 
440 IF UPC$ (R~(l,l))•"Y" 'l'Ht::N GOTO 465 

http:t�'",4D.3D,6X,"5'"2�",40.30
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-i so IF UPC$ (R$[1,1])1 11 ~· 'ftU:~~ deEP~ GVTO 430 
~tuO GOTO 1180 
165 1•1 @ J•1 @ ~30GO=O @ ~d•O ~ ~6181•0 @ XI~T•O @ ~SLO=O 
470 FOR I•l •ro NA 
4:3 u OISP •1NPU'l' FILE~A~1~ No.•;t;•.•; 

490 INPUT F$ 

500 ON ERROR GOTO 480 

51~ ASSIGNI l TO F$ 

520 READI l 1 N(I) 

540 FOR J•l TO N( I) 

550 READt l; X(J,l),X(J,NA+I) 

560 DISP USING 580 : J,X(J,I) ,X(J,NA+l) 

570 NEXT J 

580 IMAGE •aow No.•,2o,2x,•x·•6o.3o,2x,•y.•,6o.3o 
5l:1S ASSIGNf l TO * 
S90 OFP ERROR 
592 l•t•M+ ( N (I) -2) 
595 NEXT I 
S97 1•1 @ 1(•1 @ L•1 
600 I?OR 1•1 TO NA 
o05 XMEAN(I)•O@ XX(I)•O@ WJBOSIG(I)•O e wBO•O 
GlO FOR 1(•1 TO N(I) 
620 XMEAN(l)•XMEAN(l)+X(K,l) 
630 XX(l)•XX(I)+X(K,l)-2 
o40 NEXT K 
650 XMI:!AN ( I) •Xtot£AN ( I ) / l~ (I ) 
u~s FOR L•l TO N(I) 
66U ~aOSIG(l)•W80SlG(l)+(X(L,l)-XM£AN(1))•2 
oo5 NEXT L 
(,70 WBO(l)•N(l)*wBOSIG(I)/XX(I) 
6UU WB080.wBOBO+WBO(I)*U(I,4) 
u':tO WB•WB+waO (I) 
700 WBlBl•W~l~l+WOOSIC(l)*U(I,J) 
·11o WBA•~BA+WBOSIC(I) 
120 VYX•VYX+U (I ,1) 
730 . NEXT I 
740 lUNT•WBOBO/~JB 
750 XS LO•WB 10l/W3A 
7fJO FOR 1•1 TO NA 

770 tlOBO•BOBO+(U(l ,4)-XIN'f) .. 2*WBO(l) 

7110 S1B1•Bl8l+(U(I,3)-XSL0)-2*WSOSIG(I) 

7-JO· NEXT I 
aoo TO•BOBO/(NA-1)/VYX 
dlO Tl•BlBl/(NA-1)/VYX 
OlS MS•NA-1 
8 :lO StlO•SuR (VYX/Wu) 
aJo SBl•SOR (VYX/WUA) 
tJ 31 DISP USINC 835 i MU,H 
ij 3 3 PRINT USING 63~ ; Md,~ 
JJS IMAGE •T 15 OIS'l'MIBU'l't:U AS 1•'(",2D,•,•,Jo,•)• 
ti4U DISP USING 850 ; 'l'O,·rl 
uso I "lACe:; •pol~ lN'l'LWCt:P'J' T•" ,40. lO,bX,•FuR SLOPe T•• ,40.30 
h(,U ~RINT USING U50 ; TO,Tl 
.;7U OISP •uAS HOMOC~NEI'l'Y i.U:a:t~ PROvEN FOR SLOPE AND INTERCEPT 'l IN " ~ 1 N P U'l' 

http:No.�,2o,2x,�x��6o.3o,2x,�y.�,6o.3o
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tiSO IF UPC$ (R~(l,l))• 11 k' 11 'fHEN G01'0 905 
11 11d~O IF UPC$ (R~[1,l))f ~ THBN BEEP@ ~OTO ij7u 

900 GOTO llijO 
~05 VARR•SUR (VAR) 
'Jlu DISP USING 930 ; XlN'l',SuO,XSLO,SBl,VARR 
920 PRINT USING 930 ; XINT,SBO,XSLO,SBl,VARR 
930 IMAGE •y.•,4o.3D,2X,4D.30,3X,•+•,Jx,4D.30,2X,40.30,X,•x•,Jx,"Sy.x=•,lo. 
940 OISP 11 MINIMUM VALUE OF x• @ INPUT C 
950 DISP 11 MAXIMUM VALUE OF x• @ INPUT 0 
960 DISP 11 STEP VALUE • @ INPUT B 
970 J•O 
980 POR I•D TO C STEP -E 
990 IP I<C THEN GOTO 1040 
1000 J•J+1 
1010 Y(J, 1) •I 
lu20 Y(J,2)•XINT+XSLO*I
10 30 NEXT I 
lU4U OISP "CREATE FILE • @ INPUT R$ 
1u50 IF UPC$ (R$(1,1))••y• THEN GOTO 1080 
1060 IF UPC$ (R$(1,l})i 11N11 THEN SEEP@ COTO 1040 
1070 GOTO 1180 
lOdO DISP 11 0UTPUT FILENAM~" @ INPUT FO$ 
1090 ON ERROR GOTO 1080 
lJ~5 COTO 1100 
1100 CREATE P0$,3 
1110 ASSIGWI 1 TO FO$ 
1120 PRINTI l ; J 
1130 FOR 1•1 TO J 
Ll4 0 PR INTI 1 ; y ( 1 , 1) , t ( 1 I 2) 
l1:J0 DISP USING 560 ; I,Y(l,l) ,Y(I,2)
ll55 Nt:x•r I 
1160 OPP ERROR 
1170 ASSIGNI l TO • 
1180 DISP 11 DON~t• f END 
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Note: 

In the graphs, every lun~ volume line has its own 

symbol. The following table ~ives the correspon

dence between the symbols and the lun~ volumes. 

Lun.ll Volume Symbol 

r-'RC 

r'RC+. 5L 

?HC~lL 

£i'RC-t-2L 

TLC 

. . . . . . 
- -  -
- - - -
-·· ·· ··



RAW DATA 




1err 

SU3J~Cr :i..-U:.G iJv.i....U!i.E 
:i-:~A":"; ,;__r?T 

:~l·.G (uV) 

V ALC:£ :t S.;:; 

!· ...~. '--' ~ ·._-_;:~·-~ 
::11 (Kg) 

v.;l.0"S :t s.n 

L~S: 1·1ATC:~Y .i';.!.CTIOJ. rr Al\O~U-v'::i'S 
c.-r:.G (uV) Prouse (em H20) 

VALLB: ± S.T) VALU'S ~ s.o 

LT 

FRC 

FRC + 0.5L 

FRC -t 1L 

FRC + 2L 

TLC 

865.454 
682.910 
111.111 
t29.455 
66.164 
o.ooo 

676.164 
465.455 
311.818 
252-727 
127.271 

o.ooo 

720.000 
648.890 
560.000 
444.450 

15.802 

702.220 
691.110 
611.140 
146.670 

15-556 

728.890 
640.000 
6t1.110 
471-110 
1OfS. 667 

51.426 
91.518 
8.568 

18.511 
9.000 
o.ooo 

10.285 
29.091 
24.418 
12.856 
12.422 
o.ooo 

8.890 
8.890 

62.220 
88.890 
19.555 

8.890 
o.ooo 

26.670 
8.890 

t7.480 

t7.780 
o.ooo 
8.890 
8.890 

17.778 

15.600 
10.188 

7.659 
5-111 
2.928 
o.ooo 

10.700 
8.947 
8.050 
7.110 
6.217 
o.ooo 
8.800 
7.600 
5.100 
4.000 
o.ooo 

10.800 
8.850 
6.850 
1.650 
o.ooo 

10.700 
7.500 
5· 4 50 
4. 810 
o.ooo 

1.900 
-15h 
• 294 
• 296 
• 016 

o.ooo 

.955 
t.058 
.177 
.674 
.141 

o.ooo 
o.ooo 

.tOO 

.200 

.600 
o.ooo 

.tOO 

.050 

.500 
-150 

o.ooo 

.800 
• 500 
.150 
.070 

o.ooo 

462.220 
142.210 
t95.560 
40.000 

o.ooo 

448.000 
44.000 
16.000 
o.ooo 

415.560 
146.670 
t02.200 

26.670 
o.ooo 

)82. 210 
177.780 
157.780 
11.120 
o.ooo 

148.890 

o.ooo 
4.450 

15.560 
4.440 
o.ooo 

16.000 
12.000 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 

o.ooo 
44.450 
4. 510 
8.890 
o.ooo 

26.670 
15.560 

2.220 
4.450 
o.ooo 

2.220 

60.000 
51.750 
42.500 
27.500 
o.ooo 

74.870 
47.170 
15.995 

9.870 

88.025 
74.275 
49.275 
19.275 
11.025 

72.21 e 
57. 218 
50.488 
42.218 
17.218 

11.750 

. 

.1 00 
1.250 
2.500 
2.500 
o.ooo 

1.192 
4.928 
1.160 
1.192 

5.000 
1.250 
1-750 
1.250 
O.jOO 

s.ooo 
• 100 

1.250 
.100 

0.100 

• 500 



10c!T. 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

LT 

FRC + 0.5L 

FRC + 1L 

FRC + 2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

E~:G (uV) 
 .:U.. (Kg) 

VALUE ± S.D VALUE :t S.D 

782.220 .1 00 7.400 .200 
711-110 71·110 5.150 .050 
142.220 0.500 '3.450 .150 
124.450 17.780 2.700 o.ooo 

o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 

800.000 52.460 5.400 .064 
505.491 4.415 4.001 .108 
314.021 14.981 2.768 .086 
228.871 6.929 2.216 .108 
162.145 6.598 1.451 • 0 5'3 

0.000 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
728.890 17-780 5.650 2-150 
648.890 8.890 5-700 .)00 
471-110 8.890 4.750 .150 
284.450 7.780 1.100 .300 

o.ooo O.OOQo.ooo o.ooo 

844.450 44.450 8.850 -750 
6.650 .550586.670 35.560 
4.950 .050391.110 53.330 

266.670 17-780 '3.700 .500 
o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 

862.220 8.890 10.900 .500 
675· 560 15.560 7.500 .200 
666.670 44.450 5-450 -150 

4.150 -150211.140 17.780 
o.ooo o.ooo128.000 17.778 

Et-1G (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

586.670 
271.110 
62.220 
24.450 
o.ooo 

584.000 
155.000 

40.136 
7.000 
o.ooo 

266.670 
191.110 
11.120 

4.000 
o.ooo 

524.000 
120.000 
115· 510 
62.220 
o.ooo 

144.450 

.1 00 
40.000 

8.890 
2. 210 
o.ooo 

56.569 
29.698 
10.8'39 

1-414 
o.ooo 

.too 
22.220 
4.450 

.440 
o.ooo 

.1 00 
11.'330 
26.700 
8.890 
o.ooo 

15-560 

Pmusc (em H20) 

VALUE + S.D 


65.000 5.000 
52-500 2.500 
41.250 1.250 
12.500 2.500 

o.ooo o.ooo 

79.120 6.695 
59.495 2.002 
48.995 1.922 
42.'370 4.928 

9.870 1.192 

71.275 1-250 
61.025 2.500 
44.275 1.750 
3'3.025 2.500 
1'3.025 0.500 

79.718 5.000 
65.488 1.250 
54.718 2.500 
39. 7'38 .1 00 
17.218 , 00 

31.750 0.500 



3cm tOcm 

5: LT 5: LT 

MRE CuV> MRE CuV> 

Head Lift Kanoeuvre 

5: LT5: LT 

MRE (uV) MRE CuV> 

...... 
en 
~ 
>J 

12 
c 
UJ .... 
u..-..J 

c.n c.n 
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1em 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUi-1~ 

t:'SA'; LH'T tw:ANvSUVHE :tESFIRATO~Y FU1~CTION MANOEUVR~ 

:-~:·;..... l uv) 
VALu~ :r S.D 

:iL l.t'.g} 
VALUE + s.o 

EI':u lUV} 

VALUE ::t s.n 
"!-'muse l em .H2U) 

VALtB .:t S.D 

PRC 

198.400 11.200 
345.000 41.480 
179.090 31.n44 

98.182 25.71'3 
o.ooo o.ooo 

11.900 .787 
11.900 1.198. 
6.760 • 941 
3.818 1.r;1r; 
o.ooo o.ooo 

418.750 97.227 
105.810 81.674 
18'3.610 59.928 
142.290 55.095 

o.ooo 0.000 

71.750 1. 516 
71.714 1. 211 
61.458 9.1'3'3 
56.500 4.24'3 

o.ooo o.ooo 

PI": 

FRC + O. 5L 

FRC + 1L 

FRC + 2L 

TLC 

400.000 .100 
168.400 22.286 
142.500 28.721 
280.000 10.000 

o.ooo o.ooo 

440.000 20.000 
160.000 17.500 
125.000 22.1tS0 
288.110 16.918 
260.000 52.786 

o.ooo o.ooo 

390.000 25.820 
362.000 10.860 
13t:.670 20.540. 
124.000 20.716 

o.ooo o.ooo 

365.000 15.000 
144.000 12.861 
288.000 22.804 
26'3 131 5·777 
215.000 25.981 
172.500 4.045 

12.900 1. 012 
9.122 2.013 
7.541 • 784 
7.000 .119 
o.ooo o.ooo 

14.200 .789 
11.700 .509 
10.065 .875 

7.100 .570 
4.600 .460 
o.ooo 0.000 

14.272 .522 
11.085 1.110 
11.000 .soo 

9.000 • 241 
o.ooo o.ooo 

11.287 .129 
11.400 • 251 
10.000 .100 
6.217 .704 
(.,.100 • 7fJ5 
o.ooo o.ooo 

660.000 20.000 
102.500 24.749 
222.500 77.075 
145.800 66.544 
48.750 22.127 

o.ooo o.ooo 

510.000 56.569 
110.000 70.711 
2ns.ooo 2.157 

70.000 20.000 
24.000 15.572 

o.ooo o.ooo 

250.000 10.000 
190.000 70.000 
150.000 50.000 
80.000 10.000 
56.667 11.611 

o.ooo o.ooo 

200.000 10.000 

121.082 1. 250 
88.046 1. 23 2 
82.040 7.166 
61.589 6.708 
59.228 4.567 
4.132 .1 00 

125.564 '. 516
95.189 8.109 
85.156 .884 
74.114 2.500 
60.564 5.000 

8.064 ·1 00 

101.408 2.500 
77. 6 58 1. 516 
72.158 2.475 
64.846 1.977 
58.187 5·156 
16.408 .100 

33.500 .500 



1Ocm 

SUEJEC'I' LU:-JG VOLUME 

FRC 

FRC + 0.51 

p?y~.. FRC + 11 

FRC + 21 

TLC 

HEAT) LIFT 
EhG (uV) 
VAL\B ± S.D 

660.000 40.000 
507.500 24.749 
515· 000 .313 
169.000 66.468 
271.670 91.924 

o.ooo o.ooo 

694.000 96.802 
571.170 21.449 
448.140 114.355 
270.000 147.784 
281.670 40.065 

o.ooo o.ooo 

675.000 35-155 
554.050 10.438 
422.000 25.456 
501.430 h2. Lt.z6 
420.380 t6.440 

o.ooo 0.000 

595.000 7.071 
505.750 16.617 
422.860 60.609 
404.000 8.485 
21 o. 000 47.697 

o.ooo o.ooo 

560.000 84.851 
41R.857 6(.2fSfJ 
179.19f: 17. 046 
144.170 8. 24 5 
14t.f-67 40.069 
160.000 10.000 

r-:A.NOEWRE 

HL (Kl2:) 
VALUE ± S.D 

12.900 1. 548 
1o. 645 .500 

8.96f.. • 910 
7. 652 .128 
5.128 .055 
o.ooo o.ooo 

12.967 • 901 
10.215 .125 
8.130 .328 
5.000 .441 
4.600 .097 
o.ooo o.ooo 

12.600 .257 
10.700 .284 

9-170 .156 
7.890 .4)6 
6.784 • 517 
o.ooo o.ooo 

14.011 .184 
1o, 010 .220 

9. 745 2.410 
8.024 1.082 
6. 547 .f-15 
o.ooo o.ooo 

11.968 • 093 
11.271 .228 

9.995 .465 
7.843 • 014 
7.217 • 308 
o.ooo o. 000. 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

EMG (uV} 


VALUE ± S.D 


170.000 20.000 
250.000 98.995 
160.000 10.000 

96.250 21.850 
71.500 9.192 
o.ooo o.ooo 

375.000 15.160 
161.250 12.370 
60.840 27 ·1 00 
54.170 1o. 610 
15.000 21.210 
o.ooo o.ooo 

240.000 141.420 
170.060 69.810 
110.840 14.170 
60.000 5.000 
41.110 25.610 

o.ooo o.ooo 

215.000 7.070 
110.210 5.010 
67.250 6.720 
22.500 5.900 
5.000 .100 
o.ooo o.ooo 

300.000 10.000 

Pmusc (em H20) 

VALUE ± S.D 


112.500 5.000 
102.500 3. 51f 

84.061 1.126 
71.250 1. 516 
55.000 2.155 
o.ooo o.ooo 

119.112 .100 
87.457 2.652 
64.020 .442 
56.082 • 010 
50.582 5.101 
4.332 .1 00 

120.064 5.000 
98.01)4 5.000 
74.314 1. 51~ 
63.689 7.955 
51-502 8.7tlS 
8. 064 .100 

90.158 1. 51 f> 
74.846 .442 
64.221 3. 094 
50.471 2.210 
12.691 1.722 
16.408 .1 00 

31.500 .500 



18 
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len: 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

?RC+0.5L 

AS FRC+lL 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MAl-iOEUVRE 

EMG (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

880.000 80.000 
820.000 12.800 
800.000 12.000 
720.200 101.320 
748.000 67.880 

o.ooo o.ooo 

992.000 12.000 
906.400 91.900 
900.000 84.850 
880.000 99.600 
778.670 75.420 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1144.000 226.270 
981.110 18.850 
910.400 246.640 
706.110 57.120 
559-250 104.520 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1184.000 12.000 
906.410 72.950 
807.870 166.667 
707.700 153.870 
564.140 70.800 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1104.000 67.880 
970.670 75.420 
857.600 9.050 
809.810 158.690 
705.110 54.690 

70.710 11.570 

HL (Kg) 
VALUE ± s.o 

21.400 • 594 
11.410 1.009 
12.400 • 542 
12.204 .497 
10.317 .681 
o.ooo o.ooo 

t6.200 .824 
12.100 .114 
1o. 918 .795 
10.814 .772 

9.811 .381 
o.ooo o.ooo 

15 ·1 00 1.701 
10.465 • 942 
10.120 1.442

6.824 • 721 
5.819 • 519 
o.ooo o.ooo 

14.011 • 556 
8.929 .t 01 
7.648 • 719 
6.541 .148 
4.705 1.158 
o.ooo o.ooo 

11.500 • 519 
10.658 • 761 

8.111 .645 
7.120 .697 
6.982 .502 
o. 000 . o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 


EMG (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

592.000 67.882 
2)6.000 39-598 
188.000 19.598 

52.000 16.971 
12.000 5-657 
o.ooo o.ooo 

29~.000 tf:.OOO 
116.000 56. 569 
120.000 8.000 

88.600 1.f,77 
68.500 16.2t1 
o.ooo o.ooo 

428.000 50.912 
186.000 11.111 

98.676 17.726 
42.000 .125 
19.000 .611 

o.ooo o.ooo 

528.000 22.627 
204.000 28.284 
65.200 7.154 
26.000 5.657 
6.000 1.500 
o.ooo o.ooo 

640.000 .tOO 

Pmusc (em H20) 

VALUE ± S.D 


86.250 1.516 
f1.750 1.768 
58.750 1.76R 
52.500 1. 516 
41.750 1 • 7f- 8 

o.ooo o.ooo 

En. oos 1. 51~ 
68.005 1. 51~ 
64.670 s.ooo 
59.255 1. 516 
51-505 s. 657 
s.sos .100 

108. 21' 11.820 
76.961 5.101 
67.961 .707 
60.713 7.071 
41.461 11.667 
10.711 .100 

89.209 1.768 
?f.. 709· 1. 516 
69.209 1. 516 
62.542 5.890 
52.959 ?.071 
20.4 59 .1 00 

12.000 • 500 



1 Ocm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

FRC+0.5L 

AS FRC+tL 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 


EMG (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

1501.1-.000 '32. 000 
1200.400 21.560 
1129.300 113.890 
1113.100 75-150 

948.800 31.-940 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1440.000 28.890 
1189.200 5.200 
1015.000 125.000 

770.000 181.360 
282.800 	 1.200 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1544.000 31.940 
1270.000 77.120 
1164.600 so. too 

861.110 64.100 
416.000 	 .tOO 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1496.000 11.940 
1172.800 65.620 
1067.900 125.420 

872.960 39.060 
2)1.600 	 4. 510 

o.ooo o.ooo 

t6t6.000 158.)90 
1249.420 7.670 
1071.150 (,0.100 

823.780 115.080 
292.000 28.280 
12.000 5.820 

HL (Kg) 

VALUE ± S.D 

21.600 • 621 
16.145 .692 
15.461 .607 
12.128 .421 
8.279 t.866 
o.ooo 0.000 

22-500 • 910 
15· 045 .487 
11· 471 .252 

9.069 • 511 
7-131 .111 
o.ooo o.ooo 

20.040 .987 
11.421 • 511 
12.175 • 015 

7.981 .842 
s. 915 .111 
o.ooo o.ooo 

19.744 1.814 
11.991 • 917 
10.150 • 071 

7.094 • 075 
5-981 .829 
o.ooo o.ooo 

17. 238 1.115 
11· 506 • 508 

9.071 .477 
6.688 .'375 
4.945 .161 
o.ooo o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION 


EMG (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

4 3 6. 0 0 0 11 0. 108 
101. 500· 21.920 

82.000 8.485 
51-112 .020 
12.1)(jl) 1_ 1 • 'i ~- 4 

o.ooo o.ooo 

108.000 s.657 
102.000 42.426 

lf..OOO s. 657 
12.000 5.657 
8.000 8.000 
o.ooo o.ooo 

492.000 16.971 
111.000 12.527 
42.688 18.8 54 
14.000 5· 6 57 
22.000 8.485 

o.ooo o.ooo 

496.000 1f..OOO 
61.512 .662 
11.500 16.261 
24.000 11.114 
10.000 10.000 

o.ooo o.ooo 

440.000 .1 00 

MANOEUVRE 


Pmusc (em H20) 

VALUE± S.D 


121. 750 15.910 
91.250 3. 516 
77-500 1. 516 
74.500 .707 
18.750 1. 768 

o.ooo 0.000 

103.005 1. 51 f. 
71.755 9.546 
56.755 5.101 
47.505 1.414 
31.005 1o. 607 

5.505 .1 00 

121. 211 24.749 
81.211 17.678 
65.401 1.094 
58. 818 15.026 
15.711 7.071 
10.711 .tOO 

140.459 s.ooo 
74.814" • 884 
65.459 7.071 
55.459 8. 819 
42.459 4. 241 
20.459 .100 

12.000 • sao 

f-' 

~ 
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1cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

FRC+0.5L 

cw FRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT 
EMG (uV) 

VALUE ± S.D 

711·11 0 77.360 
518.930 25-560 
484.440 18.860 
294.820 10.470 
181.3'30 20.110 

o.ooo o.ooo 

680.000 6.290 
492.540 14.600 
146.670 6.290 
1'33.310 12.570 

o.ooo o.ooo 

751-110 11.4"30 
677.110 17.780 
423.110 17.780 
274.440 64.410 

o.ooo o.ooo 

773.330 17.780 
371.110 15-710 
117.130 1.770 
317.070 67.040 

o.ooo o.ooo 

791.110 37.710 
626.670 1 OJ. 710 
287.400 14.670 
189.610 71.240 
104.440 17.910 

MANOEUVRE 

HL (Kg) 

VALUE ± s.D 

9. 600 1. 044 
6.900 .1'36 
5.911 • 098 
4. 054 • 201 
2.760 .100 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.281 .845 
4.140 .460 
1. 519 • 228 
2.185 .t61 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.400 .325 
5-118 • 081 
1.600 .460 
1.012 .471 
o.ooo o.ooo 

6.982 1-171 
3.711 -159 
2.700 .118 
2.145 • 078 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.100 .471 
4.485 .163 
3.141 • 242 
2.588 .477 
o.ooo 0.000 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 


EMG (uV) 
VALUE ± S.D 

193.900 12.860 
56.000 . 8.800 
17.788 6.285 

6.111 2.'357 
o.ooo o.ooo 

200.000 41.998 
88.444 11· 942 
)?. 036 20.949 
17.409 1.6f>4 
o.ooo 0.000 

244.440 94.281 
56.520 25.877 
17.778 	 16. 971 
). 1'31 1-.571 
o.ooo o.ooo 

117-780 41.998 
60.520 7.649 
46.000 16.770 
11.111 1.141 
o.ooo o.ooo 

37.778 21.999 

Pmusc (em H20) 

VALUE + S.D 


65.625 .884 
51· 250 1· 768 
)8.750 1-768 
28.750 1. 765 
o.ooo 0.000 

65.796 1. 536 
62.046 '3. 516 
51.421 4.419 
40.796 1. 5"36 

8.296 .1 00 

89.091 s.ooo 
58.674 1.177 
45.'341 1.768 
12.841 1.768 
14. 091 .tOO 

68.977 1.768 
57.870 2.121 
49.185 5.597 
18.560 2.158 
25.227 .100 

11-500 .100 



1 Ocm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

FRC+0.5L 

cw FRC+lL 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT M~OEUVRE 

EMG (uV) 

VALUE ± S.D 


786.670 31.410 
697.780 81.710 
629.910 119.840 
406.670 47.140 
192.890 :-n. 94o 

o.ooo o.ooo 

791.110 37. 710 
589.310 77.070 
453-110 6.290 
268.890 15.710 

o.ooo o.ooo 

960.000 35.560 
714.810 46.090 
511-110 94.280 
275·560 17.780 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1066.700 15.560 
648.170 142.580 
366.670 59.710 
191-110 17-780 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1031-110 15.560 
617.880 111.960 
449.630 49.240 
214.820 2.100 
f.i4.000 10c1)0 

HL (Kg) 
VALUE ± S.D 

9.000 1· 012 
6.100 .112 
4.771 • 081 
3. 912 .158 
1.607 .152 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.719 • 504 
4.8'30 .325 
1. 511 .481 
2.614 .161 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.900 .460 
5.658 .082 
4.157 • 240 
1.114 .162 
o.ooo 0.000 

7.900 .479 
4. 771 •081 
4.221 .171 
'3.400 .121 
o.ooo o.ooo 

7.600 .4fl0 
4.715 .759 
'3.7t1 .t59 
2.500 .tOO 
o.ooo o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

Pmusc (em H20)EMG (uV) 

VALUE + S.DVALUE + S.D 

86.250 5-101146.667 6.285 
57-500 1.76847.964 3.143 
46.250 1.76845.016 1.141 
15.625 .88411.853 1-571 
18.750 1.768o.ooo '3.14'3 

o.ooo o.oooo.ooo o.ooo 

90.796 1. 51fl137.780 18.856 
69.129 2-15877-776 6.285 
52.046 1.76819.409 1-150 
14. 546 1· 7684.444 4.444 

8.296 .100o.ooo o.ooo 

81. 591 3. 51615'3.110 9.428 
61.184 • 29'382.418 8.448 
45.141 1.76811.111 1.141 
14.091 5.1012.222 2.222 
14.091 .tOOo.ooo o.ooo 

81.477 8. 819111-110 18.856 
55.852 .88467.778 7.857 
50.645 2. 94517-778 8.889 

o.ooo o.ooo 25.227 .1 00 

11.500 .t 00120.000 41.998 
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NORl"lALIZED DATA 



lcm 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

EMG (xEMG head mass) HL (xHead Mass) 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 


SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

?RC 

FRC+.5L 

LT r'RC+1L 

?RC+2L 

'!'LC 

VALUE ± s.D 

1.117 
.555 
• 21/S 
.111 

1.126 
.775 
• 551 
.421 
• 212 

1.081 
• 911 
• 740 
• 026 

1.155 
1.021 

• 577 
• 026 

1.070 
1.025 

• 787 
.178 

• 247 
• oct 
• 049 
• 024 

.111 

.111 

.087 

.056 
• 018 

.105 

.181 
• 210 
• 015 

.096 

.110 
• 061 
• 011 

• 089 
.100 
• 080 
• 044 

VALUE 


2.215 
1· 665 
1.11f. 

.617 

2.126 
1. 945 
1.750 
1· 591 
1.152 

1.652 
1-152 

.870 
o.ooo 

1. 924 
1.489 

• 791 
o.ooo 

1.111 
1.696 
1.501 
o.ooo 

± S.D 


• 094 
.109 
.095 
• 025 

• 271 
.281 
• 086 
.190 
• 067 

• 067 
.075 
.154 

o.ooo 

• 061 
.149 
• 054 

·o.ooo 

.151 
• 06 5 
• 044 

o.ooo 

EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

.770 .009 

.570 • 014 

.126 • OtS1 
• 067 .008 

• 746 • 016 
• 071 • 021 
• 027 • 000 

• 726 .009 
.578 • 081 
.170 • 010 
• 044 • 015 

• 617 .052 
• 296 • 061 
• 261 • 007 
• 052 • 008 

• 248 • 007 

Pmusc (xPmusc max) 
VALUE ± S.D 

.682 

.611 

.481 

.112 

• 851 
• 518 
.409 

1.000 
• 844 
~ 560 
.446 

• 821 
.tS5o 
• 574 
.480 

.161 

• 019 
• 049 
• 056 
• 046 

• 064 
.087 
• 059 

.114 
• 062 
• 074 
• 040 

.1 01 
• 017 
• 047 
.027 

.020 



RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEWRE 


10cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

?RC 

FRC+.5L 

LT FRC+1L 

:<~RC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEWRE 

EMG (x:EMJ. head mass) HL (xHead Mass) 
VALUE :t S.D 

1-111 .127 
.222 • 001 
.194 • 010 

1.250 	 • 099 
.?90 • 018 
.491 • 061 
.158 • 016 
• 251 • 014 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1.119 .044 
1· 014 .028 

• 716 • 024 
.444 .018 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1.119 .088 
• 917 .068 
.611 • 092 
.417 • 014 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1.147 • 011 
1.0~6 .070 
1.0 	2 • 084 

.111 • 012 

.200 • 011 

VALUE ± S.D 


1-120 .115 
-750 • 21fi 
• 587 .159 

1-174 • 046 
.870 • 047 
.602 • 015 
.486 • 017 
-316 .020 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1-228 • 501 
1. 219 • 099 
1· 011 • 061 

.674 • 084 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1. 924 • 215 
1.44() .159 
1· 076 • 040 

.804 .111 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.170 .171 
1.fi10 • 088 
1.185 • 065 

• 946 • 058 
o.ooo o.ooo 

EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

.917 

.424 
• 097 

•912 
• 242 
• 061 
• 011 

.417 
• 299 
• 049 

.819 

.181 

.097 . 

• 226 

• 011 
• Of)8 
• 015 

.1 01 

.050 
• 018 
• 002 

.oo6 

.019 

.008 

• 011 
.o44 
• 015 . 

• 027 

Pmusc (xPmusc max) 
VALUE ± S.D 

•815 .114 

.658 • 071 

• 517 • 048 

.992 .146 
•746 • 072 

.614 • 061 

• 511 .095 

• 894 .072 
.790 • 081 

-555 .082 


1.000 	 .125 
.686 • 074 
.498 • 011 

.198 .025 

~ 

~ 



- -

)em tOcm 150 

S: LT S: LT 
3 3 

""' 14 ""' at 
14 14 
0 0 
E E 

"'0 "t:: 
0 0 
II II:r:: :r:: 
X X 

-..; -..; 

...c ...c .._ .._... ... 
-' -' 
U) U) 
U) U) 
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% ::E 

2 
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Head 11ft Manoeuvre 
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-..; 
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G. G. 

.2 

0·8. .2 • 4 .6 .a0 

)C 
-..; 

MRE <xMRE <Head)) MRE CxMRE <Head)) 

Respiratory Function Manoeuvre 

X 



RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

1cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

?RC 

FRC+.5L 

?r-1 FRC+1L 

?RC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

EMG {xEM:i head mass) HL {xHead Mass) 
VALUE % s.o 


2.846 .426 
2.464 .472 
1.279 .'332 

.701 .)24 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.6'31 .147 
2.446 .)80
2.000 -357 o.ooo o.ooo 

1.141 .367 
2.571 .452 
2.'321 • '3 26 
1· 060 .411 
1.857 • 510 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.586 • 262 
2.405 .118 
2.114 .111 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.457 .410 
2.057 .)10 
1.881 -176 
1. 516 • 295 
1. 232 .117 

VALUE ± s.o 


2.609 .175 
2.21'3 .248 
1. 269 .190 

• 717 .'311 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1. 712 .195 
1.416 .162 
1-'314 • 016 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.665 .176 
2.196 .118 
1.889 .184 
1. '3 70 .121 

.861 .095 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.081 • 214 
1. 065 .115 
1.689 • 061 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.140 .070 
1.877 • 019 
1.167 .144 
1.145 .155 
o.ooo o.ooo 

EMG {xEMG head mass) 

VALUE ± S.D 


2.991 
2.185 
1.312 
1.016 

4.714 
2.161 
1.589 
1.041 

.348 

1.641 
2.214 
t.891 
.soo 
-171 

1.357 
1.071 

• 571 
.405 

1.429 

.908 
•754 
• 522 
.466 

.480 

.311 

.664 

.550 

.181 

.6fi4 

.66'3 

.1.52 

.\'?9 

.123 

.597 

.414 

.112 

.126 

.171 

Pmusc {xPmusc max) 
VALUE ± S.O 

• 571 
• 587 
.489 
.450 

.980 
• 701 
•651 
. so~ 
.472 

1.000 
• 758 
•.680 
• 592 
.482 

.tS18 
• 575 
• 516 
.465 

• 267 

• 044 
• 042 
• 087 
• 046 

• 018 
• 045 

.077 

• Of8 
.oso 

.• 056 
• 088 
• 026 
• 017 
• 051 

• 046 
0 

• 016 
• 046 
• 054 

• 011 

I-' 

~ 



10cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

.f'RC 

.?RC+.5L 

Pivl ?RC+1L 

r'RC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

EMG (xEMG head mass) HL (xHead Mass) 
VALUE ± s.o 

2.429 
1.868 
1.896 
1.158 
1.000 
o.ooo 

2.555 
2.110 
1.650 

• 994 
1. 017 
o.ooo 

2.485 
2. 039 
1· 553 
1.846 
1.547 
o.ooo 

1.862 
1.557 
1.487 

.847 
o.ooo 

2.061 
1· 542 
1.196 
1. 267 
1-258 

• 589 

• 969 
• 721 
.643 
.704 
.677 

o.ooo 

1.221 
•791 

1. 053 
.880 
.498 

o.ooo 

•971 
.729 
.619 
.781 
.584 

o.ooo 

•691 
-750 
• 534 
.462 

o.ooo 

1. 010 
.766 
• 515 
.459 
·571 
• 236 

VALUE :!: 


2.421 
1.998 
1.681 
1.416 
1.000 
o.ooo 

2.414 
1. 917 
1.561 

• 918 
.861 

o.ooo 

2.165 
2.008 
1.721 
1.481 
1. 271 
o.ooo 

1.879 
1.829 
1. 506 
1.229 
o.ooo 

2.622 
2.116 
1.876 
1.472 
1.158 
o.ooo 

S.D 


.116 

.114 

.188 
• 076 
• 021 

o.ooo 

.195 
• 041 
.078 
.092 
• 027 

o.ooo 

.071 
• 074 

• 047 

.097 

.114 


o.ooo 


• 061 

.471 

• 219 

.112 


o.ooo 


• 045 

• 065 

.107 

.022 

.072 


o.ooo 


RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 


EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

1.162 	 • 514 
• 920 .676 
.589 • 216 
.154 • 208 
.271 .125 

1.180 .597 
.594 • 246 
• 224 .176 
.199 .107 
.129 .122 

.482 • 289 
• 221 • 093 
-159 .148 

•865 .'319 
.406 .156 
• 248 .108 
• 081 • 050 

1.104 .410 

Pmusc (xPmusc max) 
VALUE ± S.D 

1.000 	 .075 

-774 • 056 

.614 • 014 

• 518 • 047 
.415 •011 

• 901 • 014 

.660 • 045 

.481 .022 

.421 • 01h 

.182 • 054 


• 561 • 048 

.481 .078 


.• 189 .080 


.680 .052 
• 565 .025 
.485 • 042 
.181 •011 

• 251 • 011 

fJI 
N 

t-6 



)em tOcm 153 

S: PM S: PM 
3 

,f 
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Cl Cl 
Cl Cl 
0 0• E 
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0 0 
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X X 

"J "J 

Cl Cl 
LIJ LIJ.... .... 
lAo lAo- -..J ..J 

en en 
en en 
< <z z 

0 3 

MRE <xMRE <Head)) MRE <xMRE <Head)) 

Head Lift Manoeuvre 

5: PM S: PM 
1. 2 

11 .I 
I,.., ,..,I ,..,l , . 

"J 

I .. ~-8 
u u 

Cl 
:) 

~ .8 
G. 

X 
OJ X 

:) 

ll /. • 
"J 

Cl 

rffH 
I . X 

u uca. 4 ca.4:) 

G.• • 
I 

G. 

4 5 
0·8. 0 

MRE <x MRE <Head)) MRE <x MRE <Head)) 

Respiratory ?unction Manoeuvre 

I. 5 

I 



1cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

FRC+.5L 

AS 3'RC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

EMG (xEMG head mass) HL (xHead Mass) 
VALUE ± s.D 

1. 561 .111 
1. 547 • 246 
1.461 .178 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.758 • 221 
1-719 • 248 
1. 521 .195 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.625 • 524 
1.917 .097 
1.778 • 517 
1.179 .155 
1.092 • 238 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.770 .198 
1-578 .175 
1.181 .144 
1.102 .171 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.896 .207 
1.675 .070 
1.582 .159 
1.378 .150 
.t38 • 011 

VALUE ± S.D 


2. 69f: • 251 
2. f- 51 • 241. 
2. 241 .261 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.178 .292 
2.155 .286 
2.131 .190 
o.ooo o.ooo 

).281 • 534 
2.275 .319 
2.200 .421 
1.481 • 211 
1. 265 .176 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.941 .119 
1.661 • 244 
1.422 .147 
1. 021 .101 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.117 .282 
1.768 .229 
1. 548 .229 
1.518 .185 
o.ooo o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 


Pmusc ( xPmusc max)EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

.797 • 267 

VALUE ± S.D 

1·156 .169 
• 589 .190.461 • 092 
•542 .t76.167 • 089 
.485 .175.1 02 • 016 
.404 .135• 021 • 012 

.767 .258• 578 • 049 

.628 • 217 • 266 .119 

.598 .222• 214 • 021 
• 548 .194.171 • 013 

1.000 • 588 • 816 .126 
•711 .258.36) • 072 
•628 .191.191 • 080 
• 5t: 1 • 210 • 082 • 001 

.824 .2591. 011 • 076 

.709 • 241.198 • 068 

.640 . • 221.127 • 018 
• 051 .• 013 .578 • 224 

.296 .0921.250 • 019 



10cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

?RC 

?RC+.5L 

AS lRC+1L 

FRC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

HL {xHead Mass)EMG (x'E}!G head mass) 
VALUE :t s.D 

2.176 .162 
1.822 • 247 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.284 • 218 
1.987 .419 
1.479 .500 

• 541 .057 

2.419 .392 
2.216 .320 
1.654 .288 

-799 .080 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.252 .44ll 
2.051 • 241 
1.676 .054 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.101 .255 
2.199 .102 
2.061 .179 
1.582 • 110 

• 061 • 017 

VALUE ± S.D 

2.617 • 221 
1.800 .496 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1.271 • 269 
2.494 .179 
1.972 .210 
1.550 .1 02 

2.918 • 261 
2.690 .118 
1· 715 .270 
1. 291 • 091 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1. 042 .126 
2.207 • 091 
1· 542 • 245 
o.ooo o.ooo 

1. 747 • 216 
2.501 .t96 
1.972 .154 
1.454 .089 
o.ooo o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

Pmusc {xPnrusc max)EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE :t S.DVALUE ± S.D 

.881 .145.817 • 278 
.199 • 049 .650 .048 

-552 .045·157 .022 
• 510 • 024 .099 .001 

. 
.711 • 051 


.196 .088 

• 591 • 011 

• 511 • 086 
.404 .052• 069 • 011 
.118 .022• 021 .012 

.877 .207 

.252 • 071 

• 945 .065 

.592 .147 

.082 .019 
 .466 • 019 

1.000 • 071 

.122 .005 

.952 .061 

• 513. .025 
.466 • 067 • 060 .011 

.228 • 012 .845 .029 

....... 


~ 



4 

3cm 10cm 156 

S: AS S: AS 
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)( )( 
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u u
Cl Cl 
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:l 

a.. 
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)( )(
'OJ 'OJ 

u 
~.4 

•:l 1 • 
• 

:l 
a.. a.. 

/ 

, 

i 


0.8.o 


MRE CxMRE <Head>> MRE CxMRE <Head)) 


Respiratory ?unction Manoeuvre 

11.4 



1cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

FRC 

?RC-r. 51 

cw FRC+1L 

?RC+2L 

TLC 

HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 

HL {xHead Mass)EMG {xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

2.000 .118 
1.459 .145 
1.162 .121 

.829 • 071 
• 510 .082 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1.185 .110 
.975 .066 
.175 • 054 

1.905 .145 
1.190 .110 

.772 .220 

2.175 .159 
1.044 	 .096 

.892 .055 

.881 • 211 
o.ooo o.ooo 

2.225 • 217 
1.761 .180 

.808 .082 
• 294 .121 

VALUE ± S.D 

2.087 .111 
1.500 .148 
1.289 • 086 

• 881 .088 
.600 • 010 

o.ooo o.ooo 

.900 .145 

.765 .088 

.475 .059 

1.111 .071 
• 781 .119 
.655 -116' 

1· 518 .110 
.807 .075 
• 587 .098 
.466 .040 

o.ooo o.ooo 

1. 541 .180 
.975 • 084 
.681 .087 

o.ooo o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION MANOEUVRE 

Pmusc (xPmusc max)EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.DVALUE ± S.D 

•717 • 051• 545 .120 
.052.157 • 011 -575 

.415 • 044 .050 .020 

•719 • 081• 562 .152 
.696 .079 

.104 .064 
• 249 .046 

• 577 .082 
.165 •065• 049 .011 

1.000 .112.687 .100 
.659 .050.159 • 081 
.509 • 048 .106 • 05'3 

.774 • 061.)88 .141 

.650 • 061 .170 .010 
.129 .110 -552 .094 

.411 • 051• 011 • 010 

.154 .020.106 • 067 

~ 

~ 



HEAD LIFT MANOEUVRE 


10cm 

SUBJECT LUNG VOLUME 

?RC 

?RC+. 5L 

cw ?RC+1L 

r'RC+2L 

TLC 

EMG (~ head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

1.116 
1.008 

.650 
• '3 09 

o.ooo 

• 941 
.725 
.4'30 

o.ooo 

1.515 
1.175 

.817 

.441 
o.ooo 

1.706 
1.037 

.626 
o.ooo 

1.649 
1.020 

-719 
.102 

• 201 
.280 
.116 
• 080 

o.ooo 

.187 
• 012 
• 044 

o.ooo 

.114 

.127 
• 221 
• 049 

o.ooo 

.118 
.•329 

• 053 
o.ooo 

.117 
• 261 
.121 
• 067 

HL {xHead Mass) 
VALUE ± s.D 

1-126 
1.018 

.850 

.149 
o.ooo 

1.050 
.764 
.568 

o.ooo 

1.717 
1. 210 

.947 

.720 
o.ooo 

1.717 
1· 018 

.739 
o.ooo 

1.652 
1.025 

.807 
o.ooo 

.118 
• 069 
.077 
• 051 

o.ooo 

.121 


.141 

• 061 


o.ooo 


.186 

.079 

.100 
• 071 

o.ooo 

.190 

.069 

.107 
o.ooo 

.18'3 

.216 

.075 
o.ooo 

RESPIRATORY FUNCTION 
MANOEUVRE 


EMG (xEMG head mass) 
VALUE ± S.D 

Pmusc (xPmusc max) 
VALUE :t S.D 

.095 

.044 

.019 
• 025 

.078 
• 056 
• 042 
• 014 

.074 
• 010 
• 019 
• 071 

.112 
• 014 
• 054 

.014 

. 
t-,n
()) 

.111 

.102 

.096 
•025 

.292 

.165 
• 084 
.009 

•125 
.175 
• 071 
.005 

.216 

.t44 
• 038 

.255 

• 019 
.009 
.008 
.004 

• 046 
• 016 
.009 
• 010 

.026 

.021 
• 008 
.005 

. 

.044 
.019 
.020 

.098 

-950 
.611 
.509 
.'392 

1.000 
.761 
• 571 
.180 

.899 

.676 

.499 

.175 

.897 
•615 
-558 

.147 



)em tOcm 159 
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REGRESSION LINES 

.fliQli 


NORMALIZED DATA 




)em 10cm 
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3 
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- -

)em tOcm 
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I. 2 
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I. 2 
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i 
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)( 
ow 

u 
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i 
CL. 

0.8.o 
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• • 

1.2 

')em tOcm t64 

S: CW S: CW 

MRE CxMRE <Head>> MRE CxMRE <Head>> 
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POOLED DATA 

(REL"ER TO 


CHAPTER VI J 




I 
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X 
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·
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I 
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- -

3cm t0cm liS? 

ALL S.+ALL LV TOG.ALL S.+ALL LV TOG. 
.. 

• 
,...,... 
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II 
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Cl Cl:c :c 
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~~ 

MRE ()C MRE <Head)) MRE ()C MRE <Head)) 

Head Lift Manoeuvre 

ALL S.+ALL LV TOG. ALL S.+ALL LV TOG. 
1. 2 

~a~~o~--~~---.~.~o----~.. s 


MRE <x MRE <Head) > MRE ()C MRE <Head)) 

Resp1ratory ?unction Manoeuvre 



FINAL RELATIONSHIPS 
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--
1 em 

)( 
0 
&-u.S 
Cl 
:,) 
& 

Q. 

--)( 
0 
E-u.S 
Cl 
:,) 
E 

a.. 

MASS LIFTED <x Head •ass> MASS LIFTED <x Head mass> 


?or 1cm: :i'musc = .528 + .112 x HL ?or 1cm: Pmusc = .494 + .112 x HL 

~or tOcm: Pmusc = .459 + .186 x HL ~or 10cm: Pmusc = .494 + e38n x HL 



RELAXATION MANOEWRE 




Mouth Pressure 
( em H20 ) 

Value ± S.D. 

31.750 
24.500 
22.000 
19.500 
16.500 
14.250 
12.000 
8.500 
0.000 

2.250 
0.500 
o.ooo 
0.500 
0.000 
1.250 
0.500 
0.500 
0.000 

LT 
Lung Volume 

( Liters ) 
Value ! s.D. 

4.125 0.125 
3.395 0.150 
2.995 0.000 
2.475 0.070 
1.845 0.000 
1.245 0.000 
0.795 0.000 
0.365 0.030 
o.ooo 0.000 

Luns:r \Tolume 
(~Liters ) 

Value .! S.D. 

Mouth Pressure 
( em H20 ) 

Value + S.D. 

AS 

Lung Volume 
( Liters ) 

Value ! S.D. 

3-325 0.050 
3.100 o.ooo 
2.950 o.ooo 
2.750 0.000 
2.500 0.000 
2.150 0.100 
1.650 o.ooo 
1.500 0.000 
1.150 o.ooo 
0.000 0.000 

Luns:r Volume 
( Liters ) 

Value + S.D. 

Mouth Pressure 
( em H20 ) 

Value :t S.D. 

PM 


cw 


33-500 
28.000 
23.750 
20.000 
17.750 
14.000 
12.500 
11.000 
7.000 
6.500 
o.ooo 

0.500 
o.ooo 
0.250 
o.ooo 
0.750 
o.ooo 
1.500 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 

3.525 
3-350 
2.800 
2.550 
2.125 
1.800 
1.475 
1.100 
1.000 
0.700 
0.000 

0.075 
o.ooo 
0.100 
o.ooo 
0.025 
o.ooo 
0.075 
0.000 
0.000 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 

Mouth Pressure 
( em H20 ) 

Value t S.D. 

31.500 
29.250 
26.500 
21.000 
15.500 

9.500 
8.000 
0.000 

0.000 
1.250 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.000 
o.ooo 
1.000 
o.ooo 

32.000 
30.000 
29.000 
27.000 
25.000 
21.000 
18.000 
15.000 
12.000 
0.000 

0.500 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.000 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.000 

2.550 
2.375 
2.100 
1.725 
1.125 
0.600 
0.225 
o.ooo 

0.025 
0.025 
o.ooo 
0.125 
0.125 
0.000 
0.025 
0.000 
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Note: 

The following manoeuvres were perf·ormed at a 

head height of 1cm above the bed. 

Manoeuvre Symbol 

Recording No. 

Recording No. 

1 

2 -----
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LUNGSUBJECT VOLUME 

. 

FRC 

LT 

FRC+2L 

FRC 

PM 

FRC+2L 

NEASUREMENT No. 1 

EI1G Ivl.ASS 

uv Kp: 

774.448 10.144 

141.899 7-951 

110.942 5-429 

57.164 2.964 

693. '3'3 0 8.900 

640.000 7-150 

155· 560 1.800 

11.016 0.000 

429./)00 12.687 

101.520 10.702 

145.446 5.817 

72.469 2.202 

172.860 12.215 

'316.110 6.000 

101.264 8.757 

t1E ASUREMENT No. 2 

Ert.G NASS 

uv K12: 

591.172 1o. 012 

124.761 7.165 

147.968 4.817 

75.164 2.892 

691. '310 8.800 

586.67.0 6.150 

1'37.780 1.500 

1.924 0.000 

167.200 11.111 

'386.480 1'3.098 

212.714 7. 701 

121.895 5.414 

351-140 9-955 
I 

I
157.210 tfi.OOO 

144.716 9.241 

HL MANOEUVRE AT A HEAD HEIGHT 0? 1cm ABOVE THE B~D 
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SUBJECT LUNG 
VOLUME 

l~1EASURE~lENT No. 1 

EMG !~ASS 

uv Kg 

MEASUREMENT No. 2 

EMG MASS 
uv Kg 

AS 

FRC 

8)2.000 1t.858 

618.680 12.701 

680.120 9.614 

768.000 12.942 

821.520 11.707 

815.880 11.000 

958.016 8.828 854.848 9. 0'3 0 

925-728 8.187 690.016 6.909 

t''RC+2L 598.400 6.196 816.000 6.891 

514.272 ).547 614.000 5.86'3 

CW 

FRC 

788.470 10.644 

544.490 6.564 

501.100 6.029 

305.290 4.257 

161.220 2.660 

6)1.750 8.556 

491.170 7.2)6 

465.580 5.8)3 

284.150 3.851 

201.440 2.860 

755.550 8.151 791.110 5.811 

186.820 1.554 355.400 ).872 

r'RC+2L 
121.100 2.182 '311. 560 1.018 

184.110 2. 221 250.1)0 2. 067 

HL ~lANOEUVfiE AT A HEAP HEIGHT OF 1cm ABOVE THE BED 
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SUBJECT LUNG 
VOLU!1E 

NEAS UREMENT No. 1 

EMG Pmuse 
uv em H20 

MEASUREMENT No. 2 

Et~G Prouse 

uv em H20 

LT 

r'RC 

462.220 60.000 

'346.670 ss.ooo 
231-110 45.000 

35. 560 30.000 

462.220 60.000 

117.780 52.500 

160.000 40.000 

44.440 25.000 

355· 560 67.238 408.890 77.238 

21'3-3'30 57.218 142.220 57.218 

L""'RC+2L 160.000 52.2'38 155-560 49.718 

26.670 42.218 15.560 42.218 

PM 

?RC 

121.521 75-286 

189.504 70.481 

243.558 52.325 

87.195 52.257 

515.977 68.214 

222.156 76.947 

12'3. 702 70.591 

197.185 60.741 

120.000 75-159 260.000 80.159 

100.000 70.409 200.000 71.909 

70.000 62.014 90.000 67.959 
FRC+2L 

41.056 54.744 70.278 62.0'34 

RM MANOEUVRE AT A HEAP HEIGHT OF 1em ABOVE THE BED 
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SUBJECT LUNG 
VOLUME 

FRC 

. 
AS 

FRC+2L 

MEASUREMENT No.1 


EMG Pmuse 
uv em H20 

659.882 89.786 

227.598 56.. 982 

227.598 56.982 

15.029 56.016 

6.341 45.518 

505.17'3 87.441 

212.284 80.245 

72.558 65.671 

20.143 68.412 

lt!EASUFBNENT No. 2 

EHG 
uv 

Pmuse 
em H20 

524.118 

275.598 

82.714 

61.982 

' I 

I 

148.402 60.518 

68.971 48.964 

17.657 41.982 i 
I 

I 

550.627 90.977 

175.716 71.171 

57.842 72.745 

11.657 56.652 

i 

161.040 64.821 226.760 66.509 

64.800 49.48247.200 51.018 
FRC 24.061 40.518 11.491 16.982 

cw 
181.778 67.209 91.782 70.745 

68.169 55.54752.871 60.191 
F'RC+2L 82.770 54.782 9. 2'3 0 4'3. 588 

7.968 16.202 14.254 40.918 

RM MANOEUVRE AT A HEAl) HEIGHT OF 1em ABOVE 'fHE BED 
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APPENDIX D 

A MODEL OF THE NECK 

Assume that the neck behaves like a hinge. The axis of 

rotation is located in the middle of the neck, as shown in Fi

gure 1. 

I 
I 

J 
I 

~~~~------~~·-----~ c 

FIGURE 1 

The mathematical analysis consists of finding the force 

? 1 that is generated to support the wei~ht mg. The method 

that is used here is the calculation of the total moment at 

the axis of rotation. From the geometry of the system, the 

force F, generated by the muscle, is found. 

At equilibrium, the total moment around point A is: 

x L sin~- (mg + F2) x L cos~= 0 n.tF1 

where F1 = F cos oc and 1'"'2 = l<' s1n <X. 
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By solving equation 0.1, one gets an expression for the force 

F generated by the SCM muscle. This force is: 

F = m12: I ( a cos«- sine~. ) 0.2-- c 

where mg is the total weight lifted during a specific manoeuvre. 

The complexity of the neck system does not allow « to be 

greater than 45 degrees, i.e., o•(a( ( 45 • Th1s implies that 

cos oc varies between 1 and o. 707, and sin ot , between 0 and o. 707. 

These variations are small compared to the variation of the 

ratio a/c. As« increases, the ratio a/c increases a lot be

cause a increases and c decreases. Therefore, since mg is cons

tant during a specific manoeuvre, the increase 1n head height 

gives rise to a decrease in the force ? ~enerated by the mus

cle to perform the same head 11ft. This decrease is inversely 

proportional to the ratio a/c. 

The model applies also to RM manoeuvres. The weight mg 

has to be replaced by a system which has the same effect on 

the muscle. This system consists of represent1n~ the respi

ratory system by a piston in which a negative pressure exists. 

This pressure represents the inspiratory pressure performed du

ring the manoeuvre. 
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